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ABSTRACT

EVALUATION OF DOSE ENHANCEMENT DUE TO CuATSM UPTAKE IN HYPOXIC
ENVIRONMENTS WITH EXTERNAL RADIATION

Most solid tumors contain areas of chronic hypoxia caused by limited diffusion of oxygen from
tumor microvasculature. Hypoxic regions have been found to be radioresistant and their presence
results in a worse prognosis for tumor control. Metal radiosensitizers have been employed to
alleviate the radioresistance in hypoxic tumors by increasing dose through additional
photoelectrons and Auger cascades. In recent years, gold nanoparticles (GNP) have been
explored for their potential as an enhancer of external beam radiation and become the standardbearer for the treatment modality; however, GNP have lower cellular uptake in anoxic and
hypoxic conditions than under normoxic conditions. Additionally, the large size of nanoparticles
decreases their diffusivity, reducing their ability to penetrate into tumor tissue distant from
vasculature.
The chelator diacetylbis (N(4)-methylthiosemicarbazonato) copper II (CuATSM)
provides the potential to overcome the hypoxic barrier by preferentially depositing copper into
tumor regions previously inaccessible to treatment. The characteristics of CuATSM have led to
its utilization in positron emission tomography (PET) imaging of hypoxic regions. These PET
images have also been investigated as a method for dose painting, amplification of intensity
modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) dose to hypoxic regions. Additionally, radioactive
64

CuATSM has been investigated for implementation in brachytherapy for hypoxic tumors. The

Auger electrons ejected upon decay of the radioisotope have been shown to be highly damaging

ii

to DNA. The intention of this study is to evaluate the potential of CuATSM as an external beam
radiosensitizer.
This project investigates radiosensitization of CuATSM by Monte Carlo (MC) modeling
of different energy external beam spectra available clinically with Electron Gamma Shower
(EGSnrc) and Geometry and Tracking (Geant4) and evaluating dose enhancement with
CuATSM. These MC models are informed by and evaluated against cell models. Research
indicates that CuATSM at high concentrations with low energy photons has efficacy for
enhancing dose in hypoxic tumor regions.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The objective of the work presented is to determine if: Copper ATSM (diactyl-bis N4methylthiosemicarbazone) can be used as a radiosensitizer with external beam radiation. That
objective isinvestigated through the completion of the following specific aims.
Macroscopic dose enhancement is evaluated with copper and other metals using external
beam radiation models. CuATSM uptake into hypoxic tumor is used to create a model and
evaluate the dose enhancement in simulated tumors. Radiosensitization by copper is evaluated
using DNA and cellular laboratory experiments. Microscopic dose quantities is investigated at
the cellular scale to determine alternative contributions to cell death mechanisms.
SA1. Model the dose enhancement of various metal radiosensitizers.

Radiation therapy is a cancer treatment that has become principle because of its
noninvasive application. A negative consequence of radiation is that secondary tumors may arise
from non-target energy deposition. Metal radiosensitizers have been considered as a method to
concentrate energy into tumor targets to increase dose and decrease non-target healthy tissue and
organ dose. Previous research has investigated several metals including gold, copper, silver, and
gadolinium in the form of nanoparticles and found these metals to enhance dose both in
computer and animal models. However, an area that has not been systematically explored is the
response of metal radiosensitizers to external beam spectra commonly available in radiation
therapy.
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External beam spectra are modeled using electron gamma shower (EGSnrc) Monte Carlo
software. A model was created corresponding to a 6 MV Varian Trilogy linear accelerator (linac)
that is a common energy and treatment in radiation therapy. Additionally, a carbon target altered
linac was modeled, mirroring developments in radiation technology to enable MV (2.35 MV)
imaging spectra onboard traditional linacs. Finally, an orthovoltage X-ray model (225 kVp), was
created based on a small animal research radiation platform (SARRP) provided by Xstrahl.
These sources were then used to irradiate water phantoms with layers of metal solutions. Gold,
silver, copper, and gadolinium were each evaluated for several concentrations from 10 -4 to 10-1 to
evaluate the relationship of dose amplification with metal atomic number, concentration and
external beam spectra. Depth of the metal solution layer was also varied to investigate the effects
of photon depletion and beam hardening on dose enhancement. Dose from photon irradiation is
intricately tied to kerma and the electron spectra created by the photons as they transit media.
The resulting electron spectra was evaluated for each metal in the same geometrical
configuration. Auger electrons was also enumerated in each metal as they are a critical
mechanism of DNA damage in the theory of radiosensitization by metals.
Radiosensitization by metal has previously been found to occur with correlations strongly
related to the photoelectric effect at low energies due to the (atomic number) Z3 dependency.
Additionally, the probability of the photoelectric interaction increases at lower energies.
Therefore, lower energy photon spectra and higher Z materials are each expected to lead to
higher dose enhancement. For example, it is expected that the SARRP (orthovoltage) energy will
lead to a higher dose enhancement than the Trilogy (6 MV) for all metals. Similarly, it is
expected that the higher atomic number gold (Z=79) will have a higher dose enhancement than
silver (Z=47) for all external beam energies. Metal solution concentration will affect the effective
2

atomic number of the material being irradiated, therefore it is expected that increasing metal
concentration will increase dose enhancement. Radiation spectra are composed of many photon
energies and low energy photons have less penetration than high energy photons. Therefore,
depth of inhomogeneity is also expected to affect radiosensitization. Electron spectra are
expected to increase in yield with atomic number, as is Auger electron production.
SA2. Estimate the dose enhancement within a hypoxic tumor model.

Of the metals previously mentioned as potential radiosensitizers, the indication would be
that gold (Z=79) would be the best option for future research, and in fact, the radiosensitivity
research community has invested most research into GNP for that reason. Physical dose
enhancement, however, is only part of the consideration for an actual radiation treatment.
Toxicity of the metal is a concern, especially for systemic injections. Additionally, it is important
to evaluate the actual tumor uptake of the particle under investigation, and in this respect GNP
have some limitations. Specifically, GNP have decreased uptake in hypoxic cells. Most tumors
contain micro-regions of hypoxic tissue that is radioresistant. It is assumed that without uptake
into hypoxic regions, GNP would not radiosensitize those critical tumor areas. Alternatively, the
hypoxic tracer molecule CuATSM has been shown to have an increased uptake in hypoxic cells.
In order to sensitize the critical hypoxic regions in tumor, CuATSM will be considered for its
radiosensitizing potential.
Radiation spectra will be used to model irradiation of a simple hypoxic core tumor
model. Dose enhancement will be evaluated in a tumor model with GNP and concentrations
decreased within hypoxic regions. CuATSM will be evaluated as a radiosensitizer with several
injected concentrations based on literature with increased uptake in hypoxic regions.
3

Orthovoltage photon radiation is not often a treatment consideration for large tumors where
hypoxic regions would form because of its shallow penetration into tissue. Models will evaluate
the possibility of using focused irradiation arcs to increase dose to hypoxic cores without
significant surface tissue dose.
Radiosensitization with gold and copper will be found (SA1) for several concentrations
of each metal. Previous research has indicated a decrease of GNP uptake of up to 3.4 times in
hypoxic tissue. Distant from vasculature, GNP have limited diffusion and uptake in hypoxic
tissue could decrease to zero. Furthermore, in certain cell lines an increase of 9 times has been
observed for CuATSM. Therefore, the expected outcome for GNP would have a high dose
enhancement in normoxic tissue that decreases substantially in the hypoxic core region.
Conversely, CuATSM would be expected to have a low dose enhancement in normoxic regions
that would increase in hypoxic regions.
CuATSM and GNP have complementary strengths in normoxic and hypoxic tissue
uptake. Therefore, a combination of the two radiosensitizers will be evaluated as a mechanism
for uniformly enhancing dose in tumors. It is expected that there is a concentration of copper for
which the dose enhancement in hypoxic tissue would match the level of GNP in normoxic tissue.
That concentration will be determined from previous data, and a simulation will evaluate the
dose enhancement of that concentration.
Orthovoltage irradiation from numerous angles will be evaluated in Monte Carlo models
to determine the feasibility of treating deeply in large tumors. A proof-of-concept with
orthovoltage arcs will be evaluated in a canine osteosarcoma tumor. Patient data in DICOM form
will be imported into treatment planning software utilizing orthovoltage photons, and irradiation
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modeled in regions defined as hypoxic by CuATSM PET study. Resulting dose will be combined
with standard 6 MV 3-D treatment plan dose to demonstrate planning target volume (PTV)
coverage with hypoxic treatment volume (HTV) boost.
SA3. Verify radiosensitization by copper in laboratory investigations.

In order to evaluate the application of CuATSM as a radiation sensitizer it is important to
test its ability to radiosensitize in vivo and in vitro. Viral DNA is a useful tool to evaluate single
stranded DNA breaks that occur as a result of irradiation. In preliminary studies, copper (CuCl 2)
was indicated to have potential as a radiosensitizer. CuATSM has been investigated in several
cell lines as a hypoxic tracer and radiotheranostic. Studies have indicated that CuATSM has a
high differential uptake between hypoxic and normoxic conditions in certain cancer cell-lines.
Uptake into cells is critical in radiosensitization because proximity of the radiosensitizer to DNA
increases the fluence and hit frequency of highly damaging ionizing radiation. Enhanced cell kill
from comparative survival curves will provide additional proof of concept for how CuATSM
might be used as a hypoxic tissue radiosensitizer.
Copper, in the form of CuCl2 was investigated as a radiosensitizer by mixing copper
solution at three different concentrations with viral DNA and exposing to two types of external
beam radiation. Subsequently, the DNA was stained and run through gel electrophoresis to
measure the amount of DNA single strand breaks (SSB) induced with copper. The external beam
radiation sources investigated will be 6 MV Varian Trilogy, and 225 kVp XRAD SmART to
evaluate energy spectra differences. Additionally, survival curves will be produced using
Chinese hampster ovary (CHO) cells exposed to CuATSM and irradiated with othovoltage
radiation energies at several doses. Cellular toxicity will be investigated by determining the
5

maximum concentration of CuATSM and DMSO incubated with cells. ATSM, as a chelate, will
act to detach cells from the surface of the culture vessel they are grown in. For that reason, this
experiment will utilize Coulter counting of a large number of cells. Hypoxia will be induced in
some samples by exposure to a hypoxic environment in an anoxic chamber with O 2
concentration below 10 ppm.
CuCl2 has been shown to be a radiosensitizer in previous studies, it is therefore expected
that within the viral DNA investigations, copper will similarly be shown to enhance SSB at a
higher rate with irradiation than without. Additionally, it is expected that orthovoltage, with a
lower energy spectrum than 6 MV, will result in more SSB with copper present because of the
higher probability of photoelectric effect at low energy. CuATSM is expected to have a higher
uptake, and therefore higher dose enhancement, in hypoxic cells. It is possible that radiation
enhancement by CuATSM in this experiment will exceed expectations established in
macroscopic Monte Carlo studies because of the additional action of copper to enhance damage
to DNA through the creation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) through Fenton reactions.
SA4. Evaluate the microdosmetric enhancement of CuATSM in cell models.

The goal of this investigation will be to evaluate the dose enhancement of CuATSM with
external beam radiation at very low energies and small spatial scale. The evidence from the
preceeding investigations (SA1-3) are believed to implicate the dose enhancement potential of
CuATSM, however it is expected that the dosimetric enhancement will not fully account for cell
death. DNA ionization can occur at low incident energy (7.5 – 10 eV), and therefore it is
informative to investigate low energy depositions for potential biological damage. Biological
response in radiation is related to dose, but direct interaction with DNA only accounts for about a
6

third of total damage. Previous research has found that even without a physical mechanism for
dose enhancement (proton therapy) GNP still produce radiosensitization by increasing damage to
DNA in part by indirect generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS). Therefore, it is possible
that the greater cell sensitization of copper in vivo may also be attributable to ROS.
To more accurately interpret the radiobiological damage to cells by CuATSM
radiosensitization, radiation will be tracked using low energy track structure Monte Carlo
models. A Monte Carlo cell model will be created with electron spectra informed by copper
concentration in nuclear and cytoplasm compartments from literature. Microscopic dose
enhancement factor (mDEF) will be calculated based on the electron spectra as well as an
estimation of single stand breaks (SSB) and double strand breaks (DSB) in a simple DNA model.
Molecular yield of ROS will be calculated to evaluate the effect of copper altered electron
spectra on creation of chemical species.
Previous research has indicated that copper is a radiosensitizer of hypoxic cells at
concentrations lower than were able to be predicted at a macroscopic level (SA1). The goal of
this experiment is to determine the degree to which that discrepancy comes from dose
differences at a microscopic level. It is expected that the microscopic dose enhancement will
provide some evidence of the gap between macroscopic dose and cell survival, but that it will not
completely elucidate the difference. ROS molecule creation differences between copper and
water electron spectra may also provide some insights, however, a full understanding of the
factors that lead to cell survival differences, including the physical, chemical and biological
contributions is beyond the scope of this investigation.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 – Interaction of Radiation with Matter
Malignant tumors are one of the most frequent causes of death worldwide, which has led to
significant attention from the scientific community [1-4]. Radiation therapy has been an
attractive option in treatment of cancers because of its noninvasive nature compared to other
treatment options, such as surgery, and its capability for targeting disease more precisely than
chemotherapy [6]. Radiation encompasses several sources that can be used for therapeutic
treatment including external beam photons, electrons, heavy-ions, and internally placed
brachytherapy sources.
When radiation is utilized in heath and medicine, a chief consideration is the behavior it
exhibits in its interaction with matter [189]. Radiation of sufficient energy, termed ionizing
radiation, is capable of causing ionization. Ionization, is the forced removal of electrons from
molecules by external irradiation, as opposed to excitation, which imparts energy to an atom
leaving it in an excited state. When ionization occurs in DNA or other critical cell components, it
may result in damage that if not repaired may lead to death of the cell.
Photon radiation, in the form of either x-rays or γ-rays is uncharged and interacts with
matter in infrequent exchanges of large energy transfers. Each photon has a relatively small
likelihood of interacting with matter at any point, and therefore has a theoretically infinite range.
The interaction path of an individual photon is unknowable a priori, but the behavior of many
photons can be characterized statistically by the probability per unit distance that the photon will
8

interact within an infinitesimal thickness dl of material [190]. The change in number of photons
due to absorption within media from an initial N particles is:
𝑑𝑁
= − 𝜇𝑁
𝑑𝑙

(1.1)

Where 𝜇 is the linear attenuation coefficient, or macroscopic cross-section. It is an empirically

derived quantity dependent on material and photon energy and commonly tabulated in radiation
resources [191]. The linear attenuation coefficient quantifies the probability of photon interaction
per unit distance traveled with dimension of inverse length [cm -1]. It accounts for the number of
atoms in a cubic centimeter volume of material and the probability of a photon being scattered or
absorbed from the nucleus or electron of one of the atoms in the material. By integrating
Equation (1.1), it is seen that photons will be attenuated exponentially as they traverse through
matter of thickness L:
𝑁
= 𝑒
𝑁

(1.2)

The value of the linear attenuation coefficient for a material depends on the density of the
material [112, 192]. Normalizing the linear attenuation coefficient by the material’s density 𝜌,

removes the material density dependence. Therefore, the mass attenuation coefficient, denoted
by 𝜇/𝜌, is more commonly presented.

Photons deposit energy in matter indirectly, by liberating electrons through ionization

[193]. Electrons are charged particles, and interact with matter directly through Coulomb-force
interactions with the atoms of media. In some cases this interaction results in the ionization of
the atoms' electrons, releasing them as δ-rays, which can cause further ionization in the medium.
Electrons can also interact with the nuclei of atoms causing deflections in the path of the
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electron; a substantial deceleration of the electron results in the emission of electromagnetic
radiation in the x-ray energy range, termed a Bremsstrahlung photon.
The path and interactions of an individual particle are inherently stochastic, however,
nonstochastic quantities can be determined from the expectation values of stochastic quantities to
predict outcomes by calculation. The kinetic energy deposited per unit mass through local
collisions (collision kerma) in a gas is related to the number of ionization events by:

(𝐾 )

𝑊
𝑒

=𝑋∗

(1.3)

Where 𝑊 , is the mean energy expended in a gas per ion pair formed, and the exposure (X) is the
total charge of ions produced in air when all electrons liberated by photons come to a stop:
𝑋=

𝑑𝑄
[𝐶/𝑘𝑔]
𝑑𝑚

(1.4)

Collision kerma is a critical measurement in radiation therapy, because under conditions of
charged particle equilibrium (CPE) it is equivalent to absorbed dose, D:
𝐷 = 𝐾

(1.5)

Absorbed dose is the radiological construct most often used to estimate the risk associated with
radiation exposure. Absorbed dose is the average energy absorbed per unit mass of a target for
any ionizing radiation [193].
1.2 – External Beam Radiation Therapy with Orthovoltage Photons
External beam photon therapy has been the focal point for radiation therapy because of
the availability of linear accelerators in oncology clinics capable of delivering highly conformal
treatments with megavoltage (MV) energy [5-6]. Typical treatment consists of 3-dimensional
10

image guidance with computed tomography (CT) and/or positron emitting tomography (PET) to
determine tumor location and extent with high resolution medical imaging slices. Additionally,
radiation can be modulated with multi-leaf collimators (MLC) to deliver pre-calculated photon
fluence dynamically to the region of interest. Before 1950, however, most radiotherapy was
limited to lower energy x-rays up to 300 peak kilovoltage (kVp) [93].
Effective radiation treatment depends on damage to DNA in tumor cells leading to
mitotic death [13]. Damage is related to photon fluence and thus total absorbed dose to the tumor
cells. Photons damage DNA both by directly cleaving bonds, and indirectly by radiolysis of
water molecules within the cells resulting in reactive oxygen species (ROS) that damage DNA
through chemical interaction. Increasing dose to tumors is essential in increasing tumor control
probability (TCP) and therefore enhancing effectiveness of treatment [14-15, 31].
Contrarily, dose that is received by normal tissue is undesirable in therapies and can lead
to increased normal tissue complication probability (NTCP) [7]. Typically, limitations on dose
deliverable to the tumor is restricted to normal tissue damage tolerance. Radiation complications
can be severe in the normal tissues of patients, resulting in a range of effects from mild erythema
to paralysis or death [97]. Unfortunately, irradiation of normal tissue is inevitable in radiation
treatment of deep tumors with photons [8-9]. Techniques capable of widening the therapeutic
window between TCP and NTCP with radiosensitized tissue improving local dose enhancement
are frequently pursued [10-12].
Radiation treatment currently employs MV energy ranges because high energy photons,
having lower probability of interaction, are more penetrating, and can treat more deeply than
lower energy x-rays. However, modern research into small animal treatments has encouraged
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renewed interest into orthovoltage (150-500 kVp) energy x-rays [195]. Orthovoltage is suitable
for the shallow treatments in small animals at a considerably lower cost. Orthovoltage energy
photons also have attractive physical qualities. High energy photons result in dose buildup at
heterogeneous media interfaces and increased penumbra due to substantial range of secondary
electrons [47, 324-325]. Low energy photon beams, alternatively, have narrow penumbra and
can deliver constricted dose distributions. Orthovoltage energy photons are also of renewed
interest because of the dose enhancement potential of radiosensitizers, which have increased
photon interaction cross-sections for high atomic number materials [104].
1.3 – The Role of Tumor Hypoxia in Radiation Therapy
The term hypoxia describes the lower oxygen conditions present in tumors from the
levels available in normoxic tissue regions [156]. Hypoxia is generally defined as having oxygen
levels below 5 mmHg compared to the oxygen levels in normal tissues (40-60 mmHg) [119].
Low oxygen conditions can occur throughout the body, especially areas of the gastrointestinal
tract. Hypoxia is differentiated from those areas in normal tissue because even at low oxygen
levels the normal tissue is still able to support itself, hypoxic tumors on the other hand are not
stable [156]. Hypoxic regions have been associated with genetic instability and aggressive
phenotype which correlate with tumor metastasis risk [119].
Low oxygen levels were implicated as a factor in tumors as early as 1928 by Warburg
[157]. Although the causation mechanism was misunderstood, it was found that tumor cells
survive low oxygen environments by increasing levels of anaerobic respiration, producing lactic
acid as an indicating byproduct. The tumor microenvironment is another region that exhibits
pathological hypoxia and appears to play a key role in communication with the tumor to promote
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cell survival and propagation [119]. Tumor interiors develop dynamic gradients of oxygen
distribution as the rapid cell proliferation outpaces the rate of angiogenesis [16-18]. Hypoxia
occurs in most solid tumors because of several factors leading to an imbalance between oxygen
supply and consumption that occurs as cell proliferation outpaces the formation of new
vasculature [110, 119]. Tumor cells tolerate hypoxia because in many cases the partially or
totally inactivated p53 gene reduces the reaction of cells to external stresses [85, 159]. Most solid
tumors contain areas of chronic hypoxia caused by limited diffusion of oxygen from tumor
microvasculature [110] (Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1 - Tumor interiors develop regions of hypoxia and anoxia when the growth rate of tumor tissue outpaces
the rate at which new vasculature forms. Tissue regions with less vasculature have fewer oxygen-providing
pathways and diffusion of oxygen from vascular tissue is limited across successive cell layers.

Hypoxia can be classified into three types; chronic, acute, and cycling. Chronic hypoxia,
also known as diffusion limited hypoxia, was the earliest to be characterized by Thomlinson and
Gray in 1955 [22]. It occurs as the result of high oxygen consumption by metabolically active
tumor cells in close proximity to vessels, decreasing the amount of available oxygen distant from
13

vasculature. The distance that oxygen can diffuse is about 70 μm from the capillary, although
that distance is dependent on whether the region of capillary is in the arterial or venous region
and the rate of tumor metabolism [158]. For example, in phosphorescence life-time imaging in
window chamber studies oxygen diffusion was found to 100 μm [168]. The scope of effects of
chronic hypoxic conditions are tumor size associated, and larger tumors tend to have higher
accumulation of DNA breaks and replication errors by decreasing synthesis of homologous
recombination proteins, thus leading to a higher likelihood of genetic instability and mutation
[170]. Chronic hypoxia is also exacerbated by tumor and treatment associated anemia and carbon
monoxide.
Acute hypoxia, also known as perfusion-related hypoxia is the brief exposure to hypoxic
conditions from minutes to 72 hours, which occurs from insufficient blood flow [156]. Brown et
al., were the first to identify this type of hypoxia in 1979 [160]. It occurs as a result of transient
openings and closings of tumor blood vessels and the resulting changes in blood flow rate [158].
Microcirculatory pathophysiology causes functional abnormalities in vasculature such as
arteriovenal shunts, blind ends, and breaks in vessel walls [158]. Tumor vasculature is
characterized as permeable, dilated, elongated, and tortuous causing blood flow irregularities and
increased interstitial fluid pressure on lymphatics limiting drainage [110]. Temporal occlusion of
blood vessels from emboli and blood clots can also cause acute hypoxia [161]. In cases where
temporal variations of better or worse oxygenation occurs in a region, the term cycling hypoxia
is applied [162].
Goodall et al., were among the earliest researchers to characterize a cycling blood flow
occurring in tumors in 1965 [163]. Cycling hypoxia is a prominent feature of the tumor
microcirculation and approximately 20% of tumor cells experience cycling hypoxia in certain
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cancer types [164]. Cycling hypoxia occurs generally as a result of fluctuations in erythrocyte
flux, which is in turn caused by functional changes in vascular geometry such as transient
occlusion or narrowing of vasculature that result in differences among cycling frequencies [95].
Cycling frequency can vary from a few cycles per minute to days [164]. High frequency cycles
have been attributed to changes in perfusion, erythrocyte flux, vascular occlusion, and vascular
intussusception [95, 110]. Low frequency cycles on the other hand are often attributed to changes
in the vascular network structure that occurs during angiogenesis or blood vessel remodeling [95,
110]. Cycling is also not strictly a vasculature adjacent phenomenon as it can also occur as
distant as 130 µm from vasculature [166].
Hypoxic radioresistance is a well-established trait of cancer, which was discovered as
early as the 1920’s, although earlier observations may have provided baselines for these
discoveries [14]. Systematic evaluations of tumor cells indicated resistance to ionizing radiation
for those cells exposed to anaerobic conditions during radiation exposure, compared to those in
aerobic conditions [167]. Irradiation with photons requires the creation of reactive oxygen
species (ROS) to stabilize damage by secondary electrons initiated by photons. An explanatory
mechanism for decreased efficacy of ionizing radiation in hypoxia is that without oxygen and
other ROS, DNA damage is less permanent [20-21]. Additionally, hypoxia changes the cell cycle
distribution in the population which leads to altered responses to radiation therapy which can
have a greater effect than the lack of fixation [110, 158].
At oxygen levels below 10 mmHg, gene expression of hypoxia-regulated genes
downstream of hypoxia-inducible factors (HIF) increase. HIF-1 and HIF-2 are heterodimeric
transcription factors that act as important factors for cell adaptation to hypoxia. They are
associated with downstream expression of genes that regulate a wide variety of cellular
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mechanisms and metabolism that lead to malignant and metastatic phenotype including
metastasis and immune evasion [110]. Furthermore, ROS resulting from the electron transport
chain damage surrounding cells, and result in oxidative stress within tumor [23-24]. Tumor cells
under these conditions are more likely to metastasize and spread to other parts of the body [2830]. Metastasis increases the stage of cancer and results in the disease becoming more difficult to
treat and leading to diminished outcomes [25, 84].
HIF can affect the rates of angiogenesis, cell proliferation, differentiation, and apoptosis.
Additionally, HIF-1 regulates glycolysis and pyruvate metabolism, while HIF-2 regulates fatty
acid metabolism [156]. HIF-1 and HIF-2 are oxygen sensitive molecules that under normoxic
conditions have their alpha subunit bound by prolyl hydroxylase (PHP) enzymes, subsequently
promoting E3 ubiquitin ligase bonding, and promoting degradation. PHP is activated by also
binding to oxygen, so without its presence, HIF-1 and HIF-2 are allowed to function and activate
other genes [171]. Hypoxia and HIF have also been associated with inhibition of anti-tumor
mechanisms and in the facilitation of immune escape. For example, the vasculature endothelial
growth factor (VEGF) as well as epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) are regulated by HIF
and can facilitate the formation of new vessels, alter nutrient and oxygen conditions in the tumor,
alter cell adhesion, and allow for cancer cell detachment and migration [172]. Increased levels of
HIF-1 and HIF-2 are poor prognostic indicators associated with increased mortality [169].
Radiation treatment can act as an initiator for HIF-1 activity coinciding with reoxygenation with
ROS acting in part to preserve HIF-1 [110]. Radiation therapy interacts in a complex way with
HIF-1. HIF-1 can act as a radiosensitizer by promoting tumor metabolism, proliferation, and
apoptosis. On the other hand, by promoting endothelial cell survival, it can act to enhance
radioresistance [110].
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1.4 – Radiation Enhancement
A primary consideration in the field of radiation therapy has been to find ways to identify
and overcome radioresistance within hypoxic tissue regions [19-20, 154]. Enormous progress has
been made limiting dose to normal tissues through advanced collimation and modulation
techniques [6, 31]. Additionally, standard practice has evolved to challenge hypoxia by
delivering doses in numerous successive fractions. Fractionation reduces the size of the tumor by
removing exterior layers, allowing oxygen to diffuse farther into the tumor and become
radiosensitive to successive radiation fractions [32-34]. Radiosensitization techniques aim to
improve radiation treatments by increasing dose to tumor for each treatment, thereby increasing
tumor control. Alternatively, peripheral dose can be lowered accordingly as radiosensitizers will
keep dose consistent in the tumor while lowering dose to normal tissues.
One form of radiosensitization that has been explored to treat hypoxic tumors is
increasing the atomic number (Z) within the tumor tissue [11-12, 37-39]. Investigations have
established that high-Z elements in low energy x-ray beams (< 100 keV) result in increased dose
due to the photoelectric effect [40-42]. The measurable quantity to evaluate the efficacy of
radioenhancers is dose enhancement factor (DEF) defined as:
(1.6)

𝐷𝐸𝐹 =

Materials that have a large photoabsorption cross-section increase the probability of interaction
with the atoms in the material [189]:
𝜇 𝜏 𝜎 𝜅 𝜎
= + + +
𝜌 𝜌 𝜌 𝜌
𝜌
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(1.7)

Where, 𝜏/𝜌 is the contribution of the photoelectric effect, 𝜎/𝜌 is that of the Compton effect, 𝜅/𝜌
that of pair production, and 𝜎 /𝜌 is that of Rayleigh scattering. High-Z radiosensitizers

effectively increase dose when added to tissue by increasing the probability of interacting with
photons through the photoelectric interaction [11, 40]:
𝜏
∝
𝜌

𝑍
ℎ𝜈

(𝑐𝑚 𝑔)

(1.8)

The probability of emission of photoelectrons is proportional to the third power of atomic
number and inversely proportional to the third power of the photon energy [113] (Figure 1.2).

Figure 1.2 - Mass attenuation of copper as a function of photon energy plotted from 1 keV to 20 MeV. Cross-section
increases with decreased energy. The spikes at 8.979 keV (K-edge) and at 1.096 keV (L1-edge) are the energy of
resonance of the inner electron shells for copper.

The probability of photoionization is also increased at photon energies that overlap the
absorption edge of the inner-shell electrons in the element [104]. This is demonstrated in Figure
(1.2) at ~10 keV where the K-edge greatly increases the absorption due to the energy being
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appropriate to interact with electrons within the K-shell. The interplay between atomic number,
energies, and absorption shell dependence is illustrated in Figure (1.3).

Figure 1.3 - Chart of mass attenuation coefficient by energy and metal elements with increasing atomic number.
Maximum occurs at low energies, with ridges corresponding to the inner electron shell resonances (shell-edges).
Shell edges occur at higher energies as atomic number increases.

Emission of a photoelectron leaves a vacancy in a lower shell, leaving the atom in an
excited state. Subsequently, through atomic relaxation an excited atom will potentially emit
Auger electrons. Auger electrons in close proximity to DNA cause damage in a manner
comparable with high linear energy transfer (LET) particles [11, 50]. LET is important in
determining the effectiveness of radiation to cause biological damage, or relative biological
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effectiveness (RBE). RBE is defined as the inverse ratio of test radiation dose necessary to cause
the same biological effect as a reference radiation, generally 250 kV photons [194]:
(1.9)

𝑅𝐵𝐸 =

LET (𝐿∆ ), is related to the restricted stopping power, the average energy lost by collisions up to a
cutoff energy Δ in traversing a distance dl less the kinetic energy of the particles released with

energy in excess of Δ [193].
𝐿∆ =

𝑑𝐸∆

𝑑𝑙

(1.10)

Collision mass stopping power accounts for δ-rays that may travel a significant distance with
sufficient kinetic energy (> Δ). At low energy, and in water density material, however, the
collision mass stopping power is a good approximation for LET. The mass collision stopping
power of electrons is inversely proportional to electron energy in low energy range (below 1
MeV) as shown in Figure (1.4) [113].

Figure 1.4 Collision mass stopping power for electrons as a function of electron energy in liquid water. At low
energies (< 1 MeV) the value of stopping power increases with decreasing energy.
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When low energy electrons (LEE) are released within close proximity to DNA they release
substantial energy causing damage. Multiple clustered damages to the genetic material results in
higher probability of mitotic death [50-54]. Auger electrons are a fundamental component to
causing high-LET damage in radiosensitization models, as low-energy electrons have been
shown to cause molecular damage more densely through resonant dissociative electron
attachment [11, 43-45]. High-LET radiation DNA damage is considerably less repairable by the
cell as the energy deposition is densely populated along the path of the particle [49-50].
Increased electron production from radiosensitizers also increases the amount of ROS species
created by radiolysis of water; the mechanisms for increased DNA damage from metal
radiosensitizers is summarized in Figure (1.5).

Figure 1.5 - Summary of the theoretical framework by which metal particles act to enhance DNA damage with
external radiation. Metal particles when irradiated emit electrons via photoelectric effect and Auger cascade atomic
relaxations. Electrons can be directly damaging to DNA or can increase ROS production through radiolysis to
damage DNA indirectly.

An important treatment caveat to consider is that in order to overlap the energy with the
K-edge energy for most non-toxic heavy metals the photon energy must be lowered, which
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reduces photon penetration depth, although some studies have revealed dose enhancement with
higher energy beams possibly related to the physiochemical interactions of metals with oxygen
radicals [55-56, 67].
Furthermore, there is a tradeoff wherein the probability for photoelectric interaction
increases with increasing atomic number (Z), but the probability for Auger cascade (in
competition with fluorescent x-ray emission in atomic relaxation) is higher in lower Z materials
[105] (Figure 1.6).

Figure 1.6 - Fluorescence X-ray vs. Auger electron yield in K-shell by atomic number. Atomic relaxation results in
the emission of either Auger electrons or fluorescent x-rays.

Numerous metal salts and complexes have been found to have radiosensitizing ability,
including salts with copper [11, 26, 37, 50, 57, 111]. In cases where copper was reduced to Cu(I)
under anoxic conditions, it was found to have greater radiosensitizing effects than in normoxic
conditions where the copper was able to return to the second oxidation state and exit the cells
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through normal copper metabolism [26, 88, 111]. Copper holds specific interest because it is
present as a trace cofactor in intracellular machinery such as cytochrome-c oxidase [27].
Additionally, copper may act as an indirect enhancer of radiation by increasing the rate of
production of hydroxyl radicals from hydrogen peroxide by a Fenton-like reaction.
1.5 – Fenton-like reaction of Copper in Reactive Oxygen Species Production
Biological metabolism naturally leads to the creation of reactive oxygen species (ROS)
from the biologically essential molecule oxygen [173]. External factors also affect the generation
of ROS. For example ionizing radiation alters the transcription of certain genes via the epidermal
growth factor receptor (EGFR-ras) leading to ROS overproduction in irradiated tissue [177].
Examples of ROS include superoxide, superoxide dismutase, and hydrogen peroxide which
results in hydroxyl radicals [178].
Iron is an essential element in biological organisms, found primarily in hemoglobin in
erythrocytes and myoglobin in muscle cells, it plays a role in oxygen mediation from lung to
tissues [182]. It is also a component of proteins and enzymes, and plays a role in metabolism,
immune function, and synthesis of structural proteins. Iron undergoes cyclic oxidation and
reduction in mediating these functions, and this redox activity plays a role in the generation of
ROS and other strongly oxidizing species capable of causing biological injury [181]. Radical
creation from iron mediated reaction of superoxide and hydrogen peroxide was one of the
earliest known causes of biological damage and is known as the Haber-Weiss reaction [183]:
𝐹𝑒

+ 𝑂 → 𝐹𝑒

+𝑂

The Haber-Weiss reaction is a specific step of the Fenton reaction that acts to recycle 𝐹𝑒

𝐹𝑒

to make the iron act catalytically in further steps of the Fenton reaction.
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(1.11)
from

The Fenton reaction is a process that converts hydrogen peroxide with metallic ion
present to highly toxic hydroxyl free radical [173]. It was first developed by Fenton in the 1890’s
in the oxidation of tartaric acid with iron to produce color reactions. Several metals have oxygen
transfer capabilities that facilitate the generation of hydroxyl radicals [179-180]. Fenton reaction
refers specifically to iron mediated hydrogen peroxide dissociation that has several possible
mechanisms for action, the simplest of which [180-181]:
𝐹𝑒

+ 𝐻 𝑂 → 𝐹𝑒

𝐻 𝑂

+𝐻 𝑂

–

→ 𝑂𝐻 + 𝑂𝐻 •

(1.12)
(1.13)

The reaction is capable of reacting with several substrates and causing biological damage by
amplifying the amount of ROS created [181]. ROS are often referred to interchangeably with
free radicals, and although the two chemical classes are similar, they are not entirely
synonymous [175]. Overproduction of ROS can lead to oxidative stress, a disruption in the
balance between the populations of ROS and antioxidant molecules, by overwhelming the
antioxidant defense mechanisms [174]. Oxidative stress plays a role in DNA damage, gene
expression and cell apoptosis [140-141, 173]. In cancer, oxidative stress is linked to amplified
expression of hypoxia inducible factors (HIF) and a more aggressive, and invasive cancer
phenotype [96, 110].
Other transition metal ions and complexes have been found to have oxidative features
similar to the Fenton reaction, and the combination of these compounds with hydrogen peroxide
are referred to as “Fenton-like” reagents [184]. In many cases these metals do not undergo the
same reactions with hydrogen peroxide, and the production of hydroxyl radicals depends on the
rate of decomposition reactions of metal-peroxide complexes and subsequent reaction with
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organic substrates. A more general form of the Fenton reaction where M can generalize metal ion
and organic peroxides ROOH can generalize hydrogen peroxide yields alkoxyl radicals:
𝑅𝑂𝑂𝐻 + 𝑀 + 𝐻

→ 𝑀(

)

+ 𝐻 𝑂 + 𝑅𝑂•

(1.14)

Hydroxyl radical formation yields differ with different reagents, as well as the oxidizing species
that result. Copper as a part of the natural cell metabolism is normally bound in proteins within
cells, however, when released it is capable of catalyzing the formation of hydroxyl radicals
[188]. Copper ions and complexes in the presence of a reducing agent and hydrogen peroxide are
potent oxidants to biomolecules [186-187]. The first oxide state of copper, 𝐶𝑢 (𝑎𝑞) was found

to not result directly in the formation of hydroxyl radicals in reaction with hydrogen peroxide as
the initial step in the reaction formed a low valent peroxide complex of the form [185]:
𝐶𝑢 + 𝐻 𝑂

→ 𝐶𝑢(𝐻 𝑂 )

(1.15)

Hydroxyl radicals subsequently result from the decomposition of the peroxide complex [185].
1.6 – Nanoparticles as a Mechanism for Dose Enhancement
Nanoparticles have become a major focus of research into efficient sensitizers as
advances in nanochemistry have enabled a great variety of structures [92]. An important
consideration for the application of a metal radiosensitizer is the toxicity of the injected material
in the patient; toxicity can cause adverse effects and therefore limit the concentration of the
metal deposited to sub-radiosensitizing levels. The development of sensitizers with low or no
toxicity have gained attention after research into some chemical solutions were limited by
cytotoxicity to normal cells [57]. Gold nanoparticles (GNP) have been at the forefront of
development because of their low toxicity, high photoelectric cross-section, and ability to be
manipulated allowing hydrophilic coatings and attachment of antibodies which can increase
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cellular uptake [58-62, 91, 133, 138]. Cellular uptake and distribution has been a deficiency in
the development of nanoparticles for radiosensitization given the importance of short-range
decay particles in dose deposition models.
Targeted delivery of drugs, including radiosensitizers to tumors depends on the
mechanism of enhanced permeability and retention [63-64]. Vessels synthesized within the
tumor are leaky compared to those formed throughout normal tissue, allowing more diffusion of
particles into the cells they supply [65-66, 153]. Additionally, the disorderly nature of
vasculature construction, and the lack of accompanying lymphatic drainage causes positive
pressure from vessels further causing additional deposition and retention. Nanoparticles (and
other drugs) rely on this mechanism for preferential deposition into tumor areas. There have been
mixed outcomes in investigating the level of uptake within hypoxic cells, a critical requirement
for increasing the dose within large tumors. The best supported model indicates that GNP uptake
decreases in hypoxic environments as those cells have less energy with which to uptake external
particles, although this may only be in acute hypoxic conditions [68-70, 106]. Furthermore, GNP
are large particles with limited diffusivity in fluid motion at the tumor level [94, 107]. GNP have
limited motility in tumors distant from vasculature, decreasing in concentration as a function of
distance from the vasculature. Cell layers also act to successively block the progression of GNP
travelling through the tissue, because GNP need to be energetically endocytosed, this limits the
concentration of GNP more than a few cell layers from vasculature [108]. GNP have been shown
to move further in tissue with highly porous extracellular matrix (ECM), but they are also more
likely to be trapped in unstructured ECM [109]. Nevertheless, nanoparticles have resulted in
radiosensitivity and dose escalation in cells, mice, and human utilizations [71-74]. GNP have
also been shown to radioenhance with MV radiation [56, 67]. It has been proposed that damage
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to critical organelles may contribute to the dose enhancement from GNP [75]. Alternatively,
other models have suggested the potential for GNP to damage the endothelial linings of vessels
supplying tumor cells, and to starve them of their potential metabolism [76]. Although, this
mechanism is controversial as it could also lead to unintended metastatic potential through
reoxygenation of previously hypoxic tissue inducing cycling hypoxia [65-66, 77].
1.7 – The Role of CuATSM as a Hypoxic Tracer
The detriment of hypoxia to radiation outcomes has stimulated research and development
for hypoxic tracers for prognostic indication [83]. The ideal hypoxia tracer would have the
characteristics indicated in Table 1 [98]:
Table 1.1 - Characteristics of an ideal hypoxic tracer from Fleming et al. 2015.

Hypoxia-specific retained in regions with low partial oxygen pressure (mmHg) levels, but not
by normoxic or necrotic cells.
Mechanism of cellular retention should be well defined and cell type independent.
Sufficiently lipophilic to enter cells and allow uniform tissue distribution, but also sufficiently
hydrophilic to avoid membrane sequestration, and have faster clearance from systemic
circulation and normoxic tissue.
Pharmacokinetic profile and tissue distribution should exhibit little dependence on parameters
that may co-vary with hypoxia, such as blood flow or pH.
High stability against non-hypoxia specific metabolism in vivo.
Tissue kinetics should be suitable to imaging within a timeframe permitted in the clinical
Should be easy to synthesize and readily available.
Amenable dosimetry profile.
Be repeatable to allow both detection of hypoxia and return to normoxia.
Should be effective in multiple tumor types.
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Radioactive CuATSM (diactyl-bis N4-methylthiosemicarbazone), was developed to have
characteristics useful in hypoxia tracing and although it does not meet all characteristics to be
ideal, it has been shown to have efficacy, and is an FDA approved PET imaging agent [82, 88,
98]. PET is an imaging modality that uses radioactive isotopes incorporated into metabolically
relevant compounds. The decay of the isotope produces a positron, the antimatter analog of an
electron. When positrons interact with electrons, the charged particles are converted into photons
by the annihilation process. The resulting discharge is similar to gamma ray emission, except that
in general two photons are emitted at almost exactly 180 o from each other. A ring of detectors
surrounds a patient being imaged, and the collection of simultaneous photon events can be used
to back project the location of the annihilation event. Electrons are quite abundant in tissue,
making the annihilation event occur rapidly upon production and providing a millimeter
resolution when used in diagnostic imaging [194].
ATSM is the biologically relevant component of the CuATSM ligand. The ATSM
chelate has been shown to deposit its metal ion (copper or zinc) preferentially in reduced tissues
which is an indirect correspondent for hypoxia in several cell types [78-80, 87-88]. Tissue
reduction is correlated with the conditions in many hypoxic tumor regions because the stalled
electron transport chain in hypoxic cells feature electrons attached to nicotinamide adenine
dinucleotide (NAD) coenzymes [86-88].
CuATSM is a lipophilic molecule with high membrane permeability. It has low redox
potential allowing for passive and facilitated diffusion transport into and out of most normoxic
cells. The mechanism of cell trapping is still not entirely understood, however, the best
indication is that CuATSM is retained in hypoxic cells by two mechanisms in sequence [88].
First, CuATSM is permeable to cell membranes and is able to pass freely into cells. Upon
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entrance into a normoxic cell, the molecule is able to pass back though the cell membrane out of
the cell. In hypoxic cells however, decreased metabolism causes the creation of reduced
biomolecules associated with the electron transport chain. Bioreductive electron donating
enzymes such as NADH and NADPH present in the microsomes or cytosol act to reduce the
copper in CuATSM from Cu(II) to Cu(I) oxidation state which is less permeable to cell
membranes. The CuATSM forms a wide array of charged configurations, only some of which
have been identified by x-ray diffraction. These molecules host a negative charge that restricts
permeability out of the cell [66, 99]. Cellular trapping at this stage is reversible in the presence of
oxygen that may occur through reoxygenation of cycling hypoxic tissue [88, 100, 103].
Reoxidizing the reduced species reconfigures the molecules allowing for the reestablishment of
permeability to the cell membrane and the ability of the Cu(II)ATSM to leave the cell. It is for
this reason that some researchers have made suggestions that CuATSM should be used as a
reduced tissue tracer [78, 88, 100, 103]. Alternatively, if the hypoxic conditions persist then the
charged Cu(I)ATSM configurations can interact with copper chaperone proteins or ROS to
release the copper ion from the ATSM chelate [88, 103] (Figure 1.7).
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Figure 1.7 - Proposed mechanism for hypoxic cellular trapping of copper as deposited by CuATSM. CuATSM is
lipophilic allowing it to enter and exit cell membranes uninhibited. In hypoxic cells, the reduction of the copper
atom results in cellular trapping by copper chaperone proteins.

Therefore, as a free ion, Cu(I) will remain trapped within hypoxic cells, however, if oxygen
returns then the copper will oxidize to Cu(II) and will follow copper metabolic pathways
dependent on diffusion gradients in the same way as copper ions deposited by salts [88].
CuATSM has been benchmarked against Eppendorf oxygen probes, and was found to be
in good agreement, although it is difficult to evaluate the functionality of a non-invasive hypoxia
tracer with an invasive one [79]. It shows negative correlation with oxygen indicative noninvasive imaging techniques such as microscopic diffusion capacity weighted MRI [46]. It shows
inconsistent results against the immunohistochemical stain pimondizale, time based
autoradiography has indicated that there is weak correlation, however, the strongest signal
regions have been shown to have the best correlation [100]. This is attributed at least in part to
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the different uptake mechanisms of pimondizale and CuATSM. Pimondizale is an integral
accumulator in hypoxic tissue; below a certain oxygen level it remains in the cell and does not
have a mechanism to leave as has been shown in CuATSM [88]. This could indicate that
CuATSM has potential as a cycling hypoxia tracer, although no experiments have been made to
evaluate this potential. It has also shown inconsistent correlation with other hypoxic PET tracers
such as F18-FMISO and F18-FAZA, although to date, a perfect PET hypoxic tracer has not been
developed. CuATSM is particularly poorly suited for prostate and liver [98, 101-102]. The
uptake has been shown to have very high uptake in the liver from first pass pharmacokinetics
[101]. In prostate, CuATSM has been shown to uptake into regions non-specific for hypoxia, but
more likely associated with fatty-acid synthesis [102]. CuATSM has also been used as a cancer
stem cell tracer [244]. CuATSM is the recommended option for hypoxia imaging in brain, renal,
and bladder cancers; it is useful in lung, colorectal, and cervical cancers [98].
1.8 – CuATSM in Radiation Therapy
Hypoxia imaging-guided intensity-modulated radiation therapy (HIG-IMRT) or dose
painting has been investigated using radioactive CuATSM as a method to identify hypoxic
regions and overcome tumor radioresistance by improved targeting and escalating dose within a
hypoxic region [103, 154, 246]. Additionally, radiotheranostic treatment has been suggested by
employing 64CuATSM that targets the hypoxic tumor tissue and could enhance tumor kill by
microscopic emission of Auger electrons in proximity to the DNA [43-44, 52, 79, 126, 152]. If
sufficient tumor to normal tissue ratios of the 64Cu-ATSM can be achieved, increasing the dose
could preferentially kill the tumor [52].
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CuATSM can enter cells through diffusion and is able to travel through tumor volume
from vessels into the hypoxic regions. Additionally, the deposition in hypoxic regions is
verifiable through imaging with the PET scans, which can be used as functional imaging. A
downfall of using 64Cu-ATSM as a theranostic agent is that it has been shown to accumulate in
other low oxygen areas in the intestines and liver [88-90, 101, 126]. Therapeutic enhancement to
the tumor at the expense of cytotoxicity within normal tissues is antithetical to the goals of
radiotherapy.
Auger electron emissions used in 64Cu therapy could alternatively be initiated in
nonradioactive copper metal (63Cu) with external beam photons, reducing the radioactive burden
to normal tissue as well as radiation safety protocols. In many ways increasing dose to hypoxic
regions has served as the impetus the development of external beam radiosensitizers.
This work will assess nonradioactive CuATSM as a radiosensitizer of external beam
photon radiation. GNP have been the primary focus of radiosensitization because of their
favorable physical attributes, however, they have biokinetic constraints that limit their
application [40, 50, 75-76, 111, 137]. The investigation of CuATSM, alternatively, is initiated
primarily from the biokinetic potential it has as a hypoxic tracer [43-44, 52, 79, 103, 126, 152,
154, 246]. CuATSM has potential to improve radiation therapy in hypoxic tumors.
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CHAPTER 2
MONTE CARLO EVALUATION OF METAL DOSE ENHANCMENT WITH EXTERNAL
BEAM SPECTRA

2.1 – Introduction
Radiosensitizer in radiation therapy broadly refers to any method or material that when
combined with radiation increases the tumor inactivation beyond what would have been expected
from the additive effect of each modality [196]. This may refer to the concurrent application of
external chemicals in chemotherapy, anti-angiogenic therapy, or anti-growth factor receptor
targeted therapies that act chemically on biological mechanisms to reduce DNA repair [197].
Alternatively, hyperthermia can be considered a radiosensitizer as through improved vascular
flow rate it acts to improve the results of treatment over radiation alone [198].
Generally, when metals are used for radiation therapy, radiosensitization is attributed to
physical principles that act to increase the number and effectiveness of radiation particles in
proximity to vulnerable targets in the tumor. The absorption of energy from radiation is
accounted for with dose; therefore, metals acting to increase energy absorption in a medium can
also be considered dose enhancers. Interaction of photon radiation with matter is heavily
dependent on the energy of radiation. In particular, the photoelectric interaction is
probabilistically related to the energy of the radiation source and the material being irradiated. In
the usage of metals as radiosensitizers for external beam photon radiation therapy it is crucial to
optimize beam energy to maximize dose enhancement. As numerous photon sources exist in the
clinical landscape, a common primary step in evaluating radiosensitizers, in either simulations or
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natural experiments, has been with Gaussian distributed monoenergetic photon beams [135,
199]. Monoenergetic x-ray beams can be produced as synchrotron radiation in the storage rings
or undulators of synchrotrons; or monoenergetic γ-rays can be the result of radioactive decay
processes [53, 200]. Experiments utilizing monoenergetic beams have the advantage of
simplicity, devices that are used commonly for radiation treatment generally have spectral
distributions and electron contamination that may confound findings. It also has the advantage of
a dosimetric response that has a direct linear relationship with the chemical and biological
results, which may not be possible when comparing spectra from different sources.
Radiation treatments utilizing radioactive γ-ray sources exist and treatments using
synchrotron radiation are in development, providing a clinically realizable application of the
fundamental physics employed. The majority of radiation treatments, however, utilize x-ray
beam spectra with megavoltage peaks (MV) from compact linear accelerators. Research has
indicated that radiosensitizers result in improved tumor control probability using megavoltage xray spectra [55-56]. Therefore, standard megavoltage radiation will be considered, as well as two
additional radiation spectra with peaks in the low megavoltage and orthovoltage range. The
difference between monoenergetic photon irradiation and photon spectra irradiation can be seen
in Figure (2.1). The maximum dose enhancement occurs just above the K-edge (8.97 keV) for
copper (30 keV) as expected in the monoenergetic case, but with a spectrum, the maximum may
occur at a higher voltage peak, because of low energy spectral components.
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Figure 2.1 - Monte Carlo simulation of copper dose enhancement with monoenergetic photon beams compared to spectral
photons. Maximum dose enhancement factor (DEF) is plotted against peak incident energy. Monoenergetic X-rays behave as
expected with highest DEF just above the K-edge. Spectral x-rays have substantial contributions to their distributions from
photon energies below the peak, causing a shift in maximum DEF.

The aim of this work, is to characterize the dose enhancement of several potential
radiosensitizing metals when the irradiating source has a spectrum rather than a monoenergetic
beam to provide improved clarity for how commonly available treatment devices could be used
in researching potential radiosensitizers.
CuATSM is the primary analyte of this research, therefore, the dose enhancement of
copper will be evaluated [143]. It is well known that gold nanoparticles (GNP) act as
radioenhancers, and therefore the dose enhancement of gold will be considered as a positive
control [42]. From the photoelectric cross-section, (Equation 1.8) it would be anticipated that
gold with a higher atomic number (Z = 79), would have a higher dose enhancement than copper
(Z = 29), with any photon radiation spectrum. With only two examples, a difference may be
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demonstrated, but to show the trend between dose enhancement and atomic number, two other
metals will be investigated following the methods of Paro, et al., silver (Z = 47) and gadolinium
(Z = 64) [135]. Silver and gadolinium are practical examples, as the inner electron shell energies
are intermediate between copper and gold [113] (Figure 2.2). Furthermore, investigations have
been made into using silver and gadolinium nanoparticles for use in external beam
radiosensitization [202-205].

Figure 2.2 – Mass attenuation coefficients of selected metals. Linear attenuation coefficient μ/ρ [cm-1] is plotted as a function of
photon energy (MeV). Copper (orange) was plotted previously as Figure (1.2). Silver (cyan), gadolinium (yellow), and gold
(magenta) were also plotted to demonstrate the higher linear attenuation coefficient for these metals at higher energy when
compared to copper. K-edges of each metal are plotted as vertical dotted lines, and indicate the same trend: the energy resonance
of gold’s inner electron shell is higher in energy than copper, with silver and gadolinium at intermediate values.

This chapter will outline the use of EGSnrc Monte Carlo software for simulating and
benchmarking external radiation sources. These radiation sources will be subsequently used to
model dose enhancement and electron fluence by metals at various concentrations in solution
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with water. The central question of this investigation is: Can CuATSM be used as a
radiosensitizer of external beam radiation. The results of this section are intended to answer a
subset of the central question: Can copper (a component of CuATSM) be used to enhance dose (a
method of radiosensitization)? These results will serve as a necessary first step for further
analysis of CuATSM as a radiosensitizer.
2.2 –Analytical Attenuation and Energy Absorption of Metal Solutions
Recall from Section (1.1) that the probability of interaction for photons in a given
material per unit distance, is the linear attenuation coefficient μ. This value is commonly
tabulated in radiation physics resources for elements and several mixtures and compounds [191].
For materials without tabulated values, an effective linear attenuation coefficient can be
calculated generally by:
𝜇

=

𝑤𝜇

(2.1)

With 𝑤 as the weight fraction of the ith element. Effective linear attenuation coefficients are

calculated on an elemental basis, for example the effective linear attenuation of the compound
water should sum the relative molecular weight and coefficient of hydrogen and oxygen.
Consider a simple example of a copper solution in water. It will be assumed that water
molecules act elementally, and that the addition of copper creates a mixture between copper ions
and water, but that hydrogen and oxygen gases are not created. Chemically, this assumption is
reasonable given that any gases created from the addition of copper to the solution would
eventually, given adequate time to come to equilibrium, evaporate from the solution, leaving a
homogeneous water composition. Thermodynamically, the assumption does not take into
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account the changes that adding copper to water would have on the density of the resulting
water.
Copper as a fraction of the molecular weight of the mixture will be evaluated, but the
alteration to the separation of water molecules from each other will not be accounted for, and
water will be assumed to maintain a density of 1 g/cm3 and copper will be assumed to have
density 8.96 g/cm3. The linear attenuation for a solution containing a 10 -1 copper concentration in
water at 0.05 MeV can be determined by:

With 𝜇

𝜇

= 0.225 cm

= 𝜇

and 𝜇

𝑤

+ 𝜇

𝑤

= 2.54 𝑐𝑚

(2.2)

= 23.39 cm . Recall also that collision kerma Kc is a

fundamental dosimetric quantity related to dose. It accounts for the energy absorbed in matter
locally and can be evaluated by:
𝐾 =𝜓

𝜇
𝜌

(2.3)

Where 𝜓, is the energy fluence of the photon radiation and 𝜇 /ρ, is the mass energy absorption
coefficient, the probability of the source radiation and secondary electrons to deposit energy

locally less the energy that goes to photon creation (ex. Bremsstrahlung). Usefully, materials
without tabulated mass energy absorption values can be calculated similar to Equation (2.1):
𝜇

,

=

𝑤 (𝜇 )

(2.4)

From this, the energy absorbed in an absorber of thickness L, under simple exponential
attenuation can be determined:
𝐸

𝐸

= 𝑒
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(2.5)

𝐸

=𝐸

−𝐸

(2.6)

Using this framework, the energy absorbed was calculated for trace copper solutions with mass
fraction of copper from 10-4 to 10-1 in water at incident energies ranging from 0.05 MeV to 10
MeV. The energy absorption in copper solutions was then normalized to pure water to evaluate
the energy enhancement (Figure 2.3).

Figure 2.3 - Energy absorption in metal solution phantom for copper solutions normalized to water. Copper
concentrations ranged from 10 -4 to 10-1 for selected incident energies from 0.05 MeV to 10 MeV. Energy
enhancement is highest in the two lowest photon energies measured (50 keV and 100 keV). A decrease in EEF is
observed at 500 keV, and increases with each subsequent energy measured. Concentration of metal below 10 -4 in
solution was below 1% in all cases.

Energy enhancement is related to dose enhancement (Equation 1.6), but is differentiated here to
emphasize that the quantity being investigated is absorbed energy. The energy enhancement
factor (EEF) would be evaluated by:
(2.7)

𝐸𝐸𝐹 =
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Absorbed energy increases with incident energy in both copper solution and pure water. Energy
enhancement, alternatively, was highest in the two lowest incident photon energies 50 keV &
100 keV with EEF of 5.3 and 6.4 respectively (10-1 copper concentration). Incident photons
above 100 keV resulted in decreased energy enhancement, with lowest EEF at 500 keV (1.06)
increasing with energy to 10 MeV (2.04). The results within the analytical model indicate that
there is some feasibility in copper acting as an enhancer of absorbed energy, to further evaluate
this potential, Monte Carlo methods will be used as a more accurate prediction of dose
enhancement.
2.3 – Monte Carlo as a Tool for Dose Prediction
Monte Carlo (MC) methods are statistical techniques that use the process of repeated
random sampling to make numerical estimations to solve for unknown parameters in
deterministic problems. The use of MC has increased recently; increases in computational power
have enabled the flexible application of MC simulations for rapid experimentation. The uses of
MC are broad and have been employed in the fields of physics, biology, economics, and finance
[206]. Although earlier variations of MC techniques exist, the development of modern MC is
generally credited to Stanislaw Ulam, while working on nuclear weapons at Los Alamos in the
1940’s [207-208].
Monte Carlo simulations rely on random numbers in order to evaluate mathematical
expressions relating to physical decisions along the trajectory of the particle [212]. The decisions
made about the particle generally fall into one of several categories: where the particle is born,
initial particle energy, initial particle direction, distance to next collision, type of collision, and
outcome of scattering collision (new energy and direction). At any point along the trajectory of a
particle physical parameters of interest can be measured by the observer to determine total
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outcomes such as dose [212]. The summation of each of these probabilistic events calculated
through the transport of the particle is the history of the particle. Ultimately, each particle history
is combined and averaged with many additional histories using different random number seeds
leading to a condensed history solution [201].
The generation of a pure random number is a computationally intensive process,
therefore pseudo-random numbers that have been pre-calculated are used in a look-up table
method by the software in order to approximate pure random numbers. Each simulation begins
with a starting random number generator seed that can be supplied by the user. This defines the
sequence of numbers to be used along the trajectory of the particle. At each new interaction point
the transport code refers to the next number in its sequence as the input for the next calculation
[213]. This method allows for repeatability with exact replication of starting parameters, while
also allowing a wide array of unique solutions utilizing the same random numbers as inputs for
different physical interactions.
2.4 – Electron Gamma Shower (EGSnrc) Monte Carlo Codes
As in many other areas of radiation, the Monte Carlo method is the most accurate method
for the simulation of radiotherapy equipment such as linear accelerators [201]. Radiation
transport in the real world can be substantially more complicated than hypothetical processes,
and accurate modeling requires large collaborations between scientists to create reliable software
and libraries for simulations. The electron gamma shower (EGSnrc) codes are a project of the
National Research Council of Canada (NRC) expanded and improved from original EGS4
collaboration of NRC and Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) [201]. EGSnrc is a
flexible code used in numerous areas of radiation transport calculation, and widely regarded as
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the most accurate computer program for the simulation of photon and electron transport. It has
widespread usage in research and therefore has been tested and evaluated repeatedly in peerreview, leading to a robust and well benchmarked simulation code. EGSnrc was used in this
research because it is particularly well suited for medical physics applications such as the
simulation and development of radiation devices. It also utilizes modular design and utilities with
graphical user interfaces for many applications, making it easily accessible for medical physicists
without advanced programming backgrounds.
MC calculations of radiation transport require substantial computation power and can be
time-consuming to achieve accurate predictions of radiation dose. In a typical MC simulation,
significant computation time may be allocated to tracking non-important events [218]. To reduce
computational allocation to these events, variance reduction techniques are commonly
implemented to reduce the statistical variance. EGSnrc has an extensive suite of variance
reduction tools available; in the following methods some techniques were used and will be noted
in the procedure.
BEAMnrc
The BEAMnrc software component, specializing in radiotherapy beam modeling of
complex material components, is currently included in the EGSnrc package [209]. It was
originally developed by the OMEGA collaboration between NRC and the University of
Wisconsin-Madison. BEAMnrc simplifies beam modeling through the inclusion of modifiable 3D geometrical volumes, termed component modules (CM). Component modules include basic
geometrical shapes as well as medical radiotherapy unit specific geometries such as MLCs.
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Materials composing the CMs are provided externally through PEGS4, although particle
energy cutoffs and interaction profiles can be changed in system. Particles can be simulated with
a variety of possible initial geometries and directions and transported through each CM
generating new particles. Each CM can be succeeded by planes perpendicular to the central axis
with the entire collection of particles stored as phase space files for further downstream analysis
and implementation. The phase space file contains information about: charge, energy, position,
and momentum of each particle. Phase space files can be analyzed or combined with a separate
utility, BEAMdp, on a particle-by-particle basis or more generally for spectral data.
DOSXYZnrc
The phase space file created in BEAMnrc can then be used as an input for downstream
application in voxelized dosimetric phantoms. DOSXYZnrc, another project of the OMEGA
collaboration, can be used to calculate dose in a rectilinear phantom [210]. The phantom is
composed of user defined voxels, with each voxel potentially containing different volume, media
and density. This geometry is a common feature of medical physics measurements, often dose
calculated in a rectilinear water phantom is used to characterize the output and profiles of a linear
accelerator. A companion program, ctcreate, can be used to import the Hounsfield unit data from
a CT image dataset for patient specific simulations.
FLURZnrc
The EGSnrc software additionally comes bundled with a toolkit originally developed to
model ionization chambers called NRC user codes [211]. This toolkit utilizes cylindrical and
spherical coordinate geometries to analyze radiological and dosimetric quantities. The codes in
this package includes tools for generalized dose scoring in cylindrical geometries (DOSRZnrc),
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ion chamber dose scoring (CAVRZnrc/CAVSPHnrc), stopping-power ratio calculation
(SPRRZnrc), energy deposition kernels (EDKnrc), and cylindrical fluence scoring (FLURZnrc).
For the purposes of this investigation, the FLURZnrc toolkit was used for calculation of electron
fluence.
2.5 – External Radiation Beam Models
All simulations were run on the Rocky Mountain Advanced Computing Consortium
(RMACC) Summit supercomputer, running Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 7.3 with access to
up to 904 Intel Xeon E5-2680 v3 processors 12 cores X 2.5 GHz [115].
Each external beam radiation source model was created using EGSnrc, a Monte Carlo
software toolkit for the passage of electrons and photons through matter [134].The BEAMnrc
code, specializing in simulating radiation beams from radiotherapy units, was used to create
three beam sources with differing photon spectra [114]. In each case a phase space file of at least
109 particles was created with each particle’s positional information upon exiting the beam
source model. Several runs of 109 initial histories with different random number generator seeds
were combined utilizing the addphsp utility to create the phase space file, and spectral
distributions were calculated using BEAMdp. In all cases, EGSnrc physics parameters were
modified to allow for electron impact ionization, Rayleigh scattering, atomic relaxations, and
photoelectric angular sampling to enhance low energy tracking. Beam sources were composed of
International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU) materials edited with
PEGS4 to have lowest possible energy cutoffs of 512 keV for electrons and 1 keV for photons
(Appendix A.1). EGSnrc physics libraries and values were chosen to have the most accurate
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results at low energies and best computational performance, for additional information the reader
is referred to the BEAMnrc User’s Manual [209] (Table 2.1).
Table 2.1 – EGSnrc parameters for all simulations.

PARAMETER

LIBRARY/VALUE

Maximum Step Size (cm)

1e10

Maximum Fractional Energy Loss/Step

0.1

Maximum Step Size

0.5

Boundary Crossing Algorithm (BCA)

EXACT

Skin Depth for BCA

0.0001

Electron-Step Algorithm

PRESTA-II

Bremstrahlung Angular Scattering

Koch-Motz

Bremstahlung Cross Section

NIST

Bound Compton Scattering

Norej

Compton Cross Sections

Default

Pair Angular Sampling

Koch-Motz

Pair Cross-Sections

NRC

Photon Cross-Sections

Storm-Israel

Phase space files were subsequently used as a planar input source for a rectilinear
voxelized dosimetric phantom in DOSXYZnrc. The phantom was created with dimensions of 30
cm x 30 cm perpendicular (x/y) to the beam direction with 5 mm voxel resolution, and 8 cm in
the direction of the beam (z) with 0.5 mm resolution. All voxels were assigned water material
with density 1 g/cm3 and the lowest material energy cutoffs definable in PEGS4. The resulting
dose grid was analyzed with MATLAB (MathWorks, Inc.), to determine the percentage depth
dose (PDD), and profile dose data.
Varian Clinac Linear Accelerator
An approximate model for the Varian Trilogy linear accelerator head (Varian Medical
Systems, Inc.), was created using the High-Energy Clinac schematics available by way of a non45

disclosure agreement. An isotropically emitting point source of electrons, with energy 6 MeV
was simulated directly preceding the CMs modeling the linear accelerator head. A diagram
created within the BEAMnrc framework and a 3-D model created with code in MATLAB is
shown in Figure (2.4).

Figure 2.4 – Varian Trilogy linac head model with scale in centimeters. Components include primary collimator and
target, flattening filter, and secondary collimation. (A) Exit window is located at 60.6 cm from the electron source.
In this case the secondary collimator (jaws) is aligned to define a 20 cm x 20 cm field at 100 cm SSD. (B) A threedimensional model corresponding to the same geometry as (A).

The standard beamline for photon therapy starts with a beam of electrons that strikes a target
generally composed of subsequent layers of tungsten for bremsstrahlung production and copper
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for heat dissipation. The bremsstrahlung x-rays are defined in field size by the primary
collimator composed of tungsten. Downstream, the photons are filtered through an energy
dependent beam flattener. This component is generally made of tungsten that is thicker at the
center than the outer edges to produce a radiation field of uniform intensity at a selected depth
(generally 10 cm). Subsequently, photons travel through a transmission monitor ion chamber,
composed of several equidistant parallel electrodes that minimally affect beam output and act to
internally measure exposure. A mirror in the beamline acts in combination with a light source to
project an image congruent with the radiation field for external patient setup. Secondary
collimator jaws, composed of tungsten, define the treatment field size by moving independently
in the (X) and (Y) axes. Multi-leaf collimators (MLC), also composed of tungsten follow
secondary collimation and define treatment specific fluence. Unless additional field shaping
devices (wedge) are needed, the photons pass through a Mylar window to exit the linac for use in
treatment. The most important factors which affect the exiting beam spectra are the incident
beam energy, target, and flattening filter. A summary of the component modules used to create
this model is presented in Table (2.2):
Table 2.2 – Summary of components used to define the Trilogy model.

LINAC COMPONENT

EGSNRC COMPONENT

MATERIALS

Primary Collimator/Target

FLATFILT

Tungsten, Copper, Vacuum,
Beryllium

Flattening Filter
Ionization Chamber
Mirror
Jaws
Multi-Leaf Collimator (MLC)
Exit Window

FLATFILT
SLABS
MIRROR
JAWS
MLC
SLABS

Copper, Air
Copper, Kapton, Air
Mylar, Air
Tungsten, Air
Tungsten, Air
Mylar, Air
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Variance reduction included directional bremsstrahlung splitting with splitting number 29 and a
splitting field radius of 20 cm at a source to surface distance (SSD) of 100 cm. Energy cutoffs for
photons (PCUT) and electrons (ECUT) were set to 1 keV and 20 keV, respectively, with higher
cutoff values (ECUTIN) for electrons within the primary collimator, the flattening filter, the
jaws, and the MLC based on the electron range in those materials. An example run file is
included in Appendix (A.2).
Megavoltage Imaging Spectra
A lower-energy flattening filter free (FFF) linac with maximum energy 2.35 MV was
created by altering the Clinac design with a low-Z target composed of graphite and removal of
the flattening filter [116, 215]. This design is borrowed with permission from researchers at
Dalhousie University (Figure 2.5).
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Figure 2.5 – Megavoltage imaging beam spectra model with scale in centimeters. Components include primary
collimator, graphite target in place of flattening filter, and secondary collimation. MLC were not included in this
model to be consistent with Dalhousie University model.

The implementation of the imaging beam requires the removal of the standard target from
the primary collimator and addition of a cylindrical graphite target in place of the flattening
filter. The conception behind this design is to allow for cone beam CT (CBCT) in the low MV
range with a beam-eye-view imaging consistent with treatment geometry. The low MV energy
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enables better tissue contrast than treatment beams, while additionally providing MLC defined
volume-of-interest imaging [216]. In addition to imaging, the Imaging beam has also been
considered for radiotherapy treatments involving GNP [76]. The component modules used for
this beam design are in Table (2.3):
Table 2.3 – Summary of components used to define the Imaging model.

LINAC COMPONENT

EGSNRC COMPONENT

MATERIALS

Primary Collimator
Low-Z Target
Ionization Chamber
Mirror
Jaws
Exit Window

FLATFILT
FLATFILT
SLABS
MIRROR
JAWS
SLABS

Tungsten, Vacuum, Beryllium
Graphite, Air
Copper, Kapton, Air
Mylar, Air
Tungsten, Air
Mylar, Air

Uniform bremsstrahlung splitting with splitting number 29 was used with 20 keV ECUT and 1
keV PCUT as before. An example run file is included in Appendix (A.3).
Small Animal Orthovoltage Spectra
Finally, a low energy beam (225 kVp) was created to model the small animal
radiotherapy research platform (SARRP) from schematics and models provided by Xstrahl for a
5 mm x 5 mm nozzle (Xstrahl Medical & Life Sciences, Inc.) [118] (Figure 2.6).
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Figure 2.6 - An orthovoltage energy source (225 kVp) with scale in centimeters. Model of the small animal research
platform (SARRP) modeled with 5 mm applicator.

The primary difference between the SARRP model and the Trilogy and Imaging models
is that it is not based on a linear accelerator design. The source of x-rays in this case comes from
a COMET x-ray tube (COMET Group, Inc.). The electron source is projected horizontally (right
to left) to interact with the tungsten target positioned diagonally. The Bremsstrahlung photons
that result are oriented downward through a collimator and applicator specific to the design of
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the irradiator. Xstrahl has several applicator sizes available, the one chosen for this model has a
circular aperture of 5 mm diameter.
Table 2.4 – Summary of components used to define the SARRP model.

IRRADIATOR COMPONENT

EGSNRC COMPONENT

MATERIALS

X-ray Tube

XTUBE

Tungsten, Vacuum, Copper

Housing

CONESTAK

Beryllium, Steel, Air

Primary Collimator

PYRAMIDS
CONESTAK
CONESTAK

Air, Brass_365, Brass_360,
Copper, Aluminum

Support

CONESTAK
CONESTAK

Air, Brass_360, Aluminum

Applicator

FLATFILT
PYRAMIDS

Tungsten, Air

Uniform bremsstrahlung splitting with splitting number 300 was used in this case with electron
range rejection of 10 MeV. An example run file is included in Appendix (A.4).
External Beam Spectra
Monoenergetic photons can be used in radiation treatments utilizing radioactive sources
or synchrotron accelerators. More commonly, clinical radiation sources including diagnostic and
therapeutic x-ray tubes and linear accelerators output photon spectra composed of a range of
energies with the maximum being the peak voltage applied in acceleration. Recall from Section
(2.1) that the distribution of photon energies in a spectrum can result in different dose properties
from monoenergetic photons. BEAMnrc was used to create models of external beam radiation
sources; monoenergetic electrons were injected into the models and the output of interactions
were collected after the final component module in the model as a phase space file.
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The phase space file is a summary of information about the particles that are present at
the collection plane. As the models were intended to serve as external beam photon sources the
phase space files created from these beam models consisted of at least 10 9 photons. This large
collection of data resulted in files that require 40-50 GB of hard disk space. The EGSnrc utility
BEAMdp was used to evaluate the spectra of each outputted phase space file. The entire energy
spectrum for each beam model is plotted in Figure (2.7A). The spectra are normalized to the
maximum photon fluence energy window in each case. The results are consistent with findings
in literature [216, 219-220]. The spike in the Trilogy data at 0.511 MeV can be attributed to
annihilation photons, and those in the SARRP data are the characteristic photon emissions of the
x-ray target material, tungsten.
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Figure 2.7 – Photon energy spectra for beam models. Spectrum is an important consideration in dose enhancement
with metal particles because low energy photons have higher probability of resulting in photoelectric emissions. (A)
Independent beam spectra, and (B) overlapping spectra, showcase that the spectra have different energies of
maximum fluence.

Figure (2.7B), portrays the overlapping spectra below 400 keV; the beam designs were
chosen to have substantial non-overlapping energy windows in order to maximize the differences
observed in subsequent dose enhancement investigations.
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Percentage Depth Dose
A common method for characterizing a radiation beams is to measure the dose
distribution within a phantom. Generally this measurement is done at the central axis of the beam
field, and each dose value at depth (Ddepth) is normalized to the maximum value (Dmax):

𝑃𝐷𝐷 =

𝐷

𝐷

∗ 100

(2.8)

The value of PDD at depth below maximum dose, increases with beam energy. As mentioned
previously, this characteristic has made megavoltage treatments primary in modern radiation
therapy. Higher-energy beams are more penetrating and result in a higher PDD at depth [93].
The EGSnrc package DOSXYZnrc was used to create a rectilinear phantom with
dimensions 30 cm (X) x 30 cm (Y) x 8 cm (Z) with identical voxels with resolution 5 mm (X) x
5 mm (Y) x 0.5 mm (Z). The phantom was assigned liquid water material for all voxels, and the
phase space file of each external beam model was used to irradiate the phantom, and the dose in
each voxel was recorded to characterize the PDD of each beam. The dose at each depth along the
central axis was averaged with two adjacent voxels in each direction of X/Y (total 25 voxels) to
improve the signal-to-noise ratio (Figure 2.8).
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Figure 2.8 – Percentage depth dose for beam models. PDD is a common metric used to evaluate the behavior of dose
deposition at depths within a patient or phantom. (A) Independent PDD of each beam and (B) overlapping PDD
show the differences of Dmax and dose behavior at depth for the three beam spectra.

As predicted, the PDD for the highest energy model (Trilogy) had the highest dose levels
at depth, with a Dmax of 1.4 cm. The SARRP has the lowest dose levels at depth with a Dmax at
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the surface, and the Imaging model had intermediate behavior between the other beam models at
depth and had a Dmax of 0.4 cm.
Field Size and Shape
Another common metric used to evaluate or compare different beams are the geometric
parameters unique to the output field of a treatment machine. The field size and shape are
defined within the treatment head of the radiation device at the collimating sources (see Tables
2.2, 2.3, 2.4). Commonly, the parameters are summarized by measurements of the dose along the
non-depth dimensions (X/Y), normalized to the value of dose at the central axis. The dose profile
along the X-axis is commonly called the crossplane profile, and along the Y-axis it is called an
inplane profile [93].
To characterize the field shapes and sizes of each of the beam models, the same phantom
geometry was used with the change that the high resolution voxel length (0.5 mm) was used in
the planar dimensions and 5 mm was used in the Z dimension. The output was collected at 5 cm
depth (Z) at the midline of the radiation field along either the X or Y dimension, and similarly
averaged over two adjacent voxels in the two non-analyzed dimensions. For these measurements
there was very little difference between the crossplane profile and the inplane profile, therefore
only crossplane will be presented (Figure 2.9).
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Figure 2.9 – Crossplane profile for beam models. Profiles are a common metric to evaluate the geometric parameters
of a beam. (A) Independent crossplane and (B) overlapping crossplane showcase the size and shape of the beam
profiles.

The size differences of the beam profiles are attributable to the field shaping collimators.
The SARRP beam profile is smaller in dimension than the other beam profiles, and centrally
peaked. The Imaging beam profile matches the spatial extent of the Trilogy beam (defined by
identical secondary collimation) it differs by having a central peak defined by the target alone.
The Trilogy beam had an additional filter in its beam path which acts to flatten the profile at 10
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cm. The crossplane here at 5 cm shows higher dose features at the peripheral edges of the beam
profile from the reduced filtering of the photons traveling through those areas.
Benchmarking Trilogy Model to Varian Trilogy
This research was conducted at Colorado State University, Veterinary Teaching Hospital
(VTH), which employs a Varian Trilogy. The model was benchmarked against the clinical data
collected with ionization chamber, for 6 MV photons using a 20 cm x 20 cm field with both PDD
and crossline profile (Figure 2.10).

Figure 2.10 – Benchmarking of Trilogy MC Model to VTH Varian Trilogy linac. There is good agreement between
model and linac with PDD and beam profile measurements.

2.6 – Dose Enhancement in Various Metals
Dose enhancement was measured with solutions of the metals mentioned in Section (2.1):
copper, gold, silver, and gadolinium. For each metal, solutions in water were created with metal
composing between 10-4 (0.1 g/kg) and 10-1 (100 g/kg) of the solution by mass (Appendix A.5).
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Phase space files, from the previous section (2.5), were used as the inputs to measure dose in
voxelized phantoms. DOSXYZnrc phantoms were created with the same spatial dimensions and
resolutions as described in the previous section (2.5), an example run file is included in
Appendix (A.6). In addition to water material, a metal solution layer of 1 cm thickness was
added at a depth of 3 cm (Figure 2.11). EGSnrc physics parameters and libraries were the same
used previously as described in Table (2.1), and all simulations for this section were again run on
Summit.

Figure 2.11 – Geometry for simulation of dose in voxelized phantom, not to scale. Multi-layer phantom with 1 cm
metal solution layer at 3 cm depth extending the dimensions of the phantom in X/Y.

Dose was evaluated throughout the depth of the phantom at the central axis. A total of
twenty-five voxels were averaged together from the two adjacent voxels in X/Y at each depth.
Dose enhancement is determined from Equation (1.6), by the ratio of dose in each analyzed
region to the dose in a region of equal volume filled with water material. At this point a
clarification is needed for the term dose enhancement that will become a critical distinction in
Chapter 5. Consider that the dimensions of the voxels defined in in this experiment are small (5
mm x 5 mm x 0.5 mm), but compared to the scale of electron energy depositions the scale is
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large. Were we to consider these voxels as collections of smaller nanometer sized voxels, we can
then define a macroscopic dose enhancement factor as [221]:

(𝑥⃗) =

𝐷𝐸𝐹

∫ ( ⃗) 𝐷𝑜𝑠𝑒

∫ ( ⃗) 𝐷𝑜𝑠𝑒

(𝑥⃗)𝑑 𝑥

(2.9)

(𝑥⃗)𝑑 𝑥

The macroscopic DEF (DEFmacro), is the ratio of integrals of regions of interest either containing
radiosensitizers or water. It is distinct from the ratio of the individual regions of interest, or
microscopic DEF (DEFmicro):

𝐷𝐸𝐹

(𝑥⃗) =

𝐷

𝐷

(𝑥⃗)

(𝑥⃗)

(2.10)

For the remainder of this section, the term dose enhancement will refer to the macroscopic DEF.
Dose Enhancement with Concentration of Metal Solution
Irradiation with external beam phase space files of at least 109 histories was modeled in
water phantoms containing copper solution layers and dose enhancement was calculated. The
data are plotted with concentrations of copper ranging from 0.1 g/kg to 100 g/kg (Figure 2.12).
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Figure 2.12 – Dose enhancement evaluation of copper (Z = 29) by concentration. The dose enhancement factor as a
function of depth is shown in (A) for each of the beam model irradiations. Concentrations below 0.1 g/kg resulted in
below 1% dose enhancement in all cases. A summary of the maximum DEF by log concentration is shown in (B),
with comparisons of the beam models.

The data indicate that copper can be used as dose enhancer with each radiation source.
SARRP beam irradiation resulted in the highest DEF with substantial values (> 10%) for
concentrations down to 10 g/kg, a maximum DEF of 3.8 at 100 g/kg, and discernible (> 1%)
DEF down to 0.1 g/kg. Trilogy irradiations resulted in a maximum DEF of 1.03 with 100 g/kg,
and no discernible dose enhancement below 10 g/kg. The Imaging beam resulted in intermediate
DEF between the SARRP and Trilogy models. The DEF was substantial for concentration down
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to 10 g/kg, discernible down to 0.1 g/kg, and a maximum DEF of 1.7 for 100 g/kg. DEF was
calculated for gold using the same techniques (Figure 2.13).

Figure 2.13 – Dose enhancement evaluation of gold (Z = 79) by concentration. The dose enhancement factor as a
function of depth is shown in (A) for each of the beam model irradiations. Concentrations below 0.1 g/kg resulted in
below 1% dose enhancement in only the Trilogy case, but lower concentrations are not presented to be consistent
with copper. A summary of the maximum DEF by log concentration is shown in (B), with comparisons of the beam
models.

Gold is a well-known radiosensitizer and resulted in dose enhancement for each radiation
source. Irradiation with the SARRP beam resulted in the highest DEF with substantial values for
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concentrations down to 1 g/kg, a maximum DEF of 10.4 at 100 g/kg, and discernible DEF below
0.1 g/kg.
Trilogy irradiations resulted in a maximum DEF of 1.18 with 100 g/kg, and discernible
dose enhancement down to 0.1 g/kg. Irradiation with the Imaging beam resulted in intermediate
DEF between the SARRP and Trilogy models. The DEF was substantial for concentration down
to 10 g/kg, discernible DEF down to 0.1 g/kg, and a maximum DEF of 3.3 with concentration of
100 g/kg.
Maximum DEF values are found at the front side of the slab with a decrease in dose
deposition deeper within the slab. The DEF is below unity within the water phantom beyond the
slab due to photon depletion. In all cases, the dose enhancement is greater in gold than in copper
for equal concentrations. The SARRP beam resulted in the largest differences by concentration,
and the Trilogy resulted in the smallest differences. DEF were additionally calculated for silver
and gadolinium and reported in Appendix (A.7). Maximum DEF evaluations of these metals
indicate a relationship between atomic number and dose enhancement (Figure 2.14). The
maximum DEF was also evaluated for the same metals with the Imaging beam (Appendix A.8).
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Figure 2.14 – Maximum dose enhancement comparison of four metals (copper, silver, gadolinium, and gold). (A)
Concentration range from 0.1 to 100 g/kg. (B) Maximum DEF as a function of atomic number (Z) indicates for each
beam model that DEF increases with Z.

Dose Enhancement with Depth in Phantom
As noted in Section (2.5), dose in a phantom decreases with depth relative to the
maximum. This decrease is primarily the result of photon attenuation in the phantom, and low
energy photons are attenuated more than high energy photons because of the photoelectric effect
(Equation 1.8). This phenomenon is known as beam hardening, and is a common source of
artifacts in diagnostic imaging [194]. Dose enhancement with metals is the result of metal
particles interacting with primarily low energy photons, and at increasing depths in a phantom,
there will be fewer low energy photons. In order to evaluate the effects of beam hardening on
dose enhancement, the metal solution layer from the previous phantom (Figure 2.11) was moved
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to different depths within the phantom and irradiation modeled with beam phase space files of at
least 109 histories (Figure 2.15).

Figure 2.15 – Geometry for dose simulation with metal solution layer at increasing depths (not to scale). Metal
solution layer is 1 cm thick in Z and extends the range of the phantom in X/Y.

A copper metal solution layer with concentration 100 g/kg was moved from 1 cm to 6 cm
from the beam face of the phantom. Results are presented in Figure (2.16), with water Dmax
normalized PDD, to show the effect of depth on dose. For the Trilogy model, the dose from
metal solution layers at depths from 2 cm to 6 cm are shown, because the 1 cm depth overlapped
Dmax.
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Figure 2.16 – Evaluation of maximum DEF for a copper solution layer (concentration 100 g/kg) at increasing depths
within a water phantom. (A) Water Dmax normalized PDD for each depth. (B) Maximum DEF for each beam model
as a function of depth.

Dose enhancement with copper was reduced with increasing depth in the phantom. The
SARRP beam resulted in the largest reduction in dose enhancement of 31% between the depths
of 1 cm and 6 cm. The Trilogy beam resulted in the smallest change; 0.5% reduction in
maximum DEF between 2 cm and 6 cm depths. The Imaging beam had intermediate reduction to
the other beams, with a decrease of 11% from 1 cm to 6 cm depths. The effect of depth when
using gold was also analyzed (Figure 2.17).
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Figure 2.17 – Evaluation of maximum DEF for a gold solution layer (concentration 100 g/kg) at increasing depths
within a water phantom. (A) Water Dmax normalized PDD for each depth. (B) Maximum DEF for each beam model
as a function of depth.

There was a reduction in the maximum DEF with gold with each beam energy. The
largest decrease was found with the SARRP beam; a decrease of 35% was observed. The Trilogy
beam was reduced the least, with a 1% decrease in maximum DEF. An intermediate effect was
observed for the Imaging Beam with a 23% decrease. Silver and gadolinium metal solution
layers were evaluated at the same range of depths, and the data are provided in Appendix (A.9).
The results of reduced dose enhancement with increasing depth correspond to the spectral
data in Figure (2.7). Recall, that the Trilogy beam is the spectrum with the highest energy range,
and a maximum photon energy of 6 MeV. The small reductions in DEF observed in the Trilogy
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beam can therefore be attributed to the relatively minor reduction in photon fluence, that also
makes this beam type suitable for treatments of deep tumors. The Imaging beam resulted in
decreases in maximum DEF with depth that were intermediate in value between the Trilogy
beam and the SARRP beam. The spectrum of the Imaging beam peaked at an energy below the
peak of the SARRP beam; the range of energies, however, was greater than the SARRP spectra
and extended to 2.35 MeV. The SARRP beam was the spectrum with the lowest energy range
and a maximum photon energy of 225 keV.
It is therefore predictable that the SARRP beam would have the largest reduction of
photons with depth and therefore the largest reduction in DEF with depth. The value of
maximum dose enhancement, however, was larger than those of the Imaging or Trilogy beams,
even at depths of 6 cm. The reduction of dose with depth in the SARRP beam will considerably
reduce the tumors that could be treated by this modality, despite its ability to amplify dose. This
concept will be evaluated more fully in Chapter 3.
2.7 – Electron Spectra Enhancement with Metal
Recall from Section (1.1), that photon radiation deposits dose in media indirectly; by
creating electrons which interact directly with the atoms in media. Dose enhancement is
intricately tied to the increase in electron yield by metal particles interacting with photons
through the photoelectric effect. The previous section explored the dose enhancement resulting
from photon beams interacting with metal solutions. The MC code calculated the creation of
secondary electrons as photons interacted within media, then calculated the energy depositions in
the media to output dose. The DOSXYZnrc base code however, does not output information
about the electrons that were created.
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FLURZnrc, is an EGSnrc toolkit for calculation of fluence of different particles in
cylindrical geometry. The toolkit was used to evaluate the increase in electron yield resulting
from a metal solution layer. The simulations use the same EGSnrc physics and libraries as were
used with BEAMnrc and DOSXYZnrc. The simulations enumerate the secondary electrons
created from the photon beams created in Section (2.5). Secondary electrons in this simulation
did not include the knock-on electrons from Moller events and any secondary particles that these
electrons may set in motion. Example is provided in Appendix (A.10).
A cylindrical phantom with radius 15 cm divided into consecutive cells of 5 cm and total
height of 8 cm was created with three concentric regions consisting of water and metal
radiosensitizer solution each with resolution of 0.5 mm in the depth (Z) direction. The phantom
was composed of water material for 2 cm proximal to the beam side, followed by a 1 cm slab of
metal solution with 100 g/kg concentration, and finally a 5cm water slab completed the phantom.
The model is equivalent to that used in the dose enhancement simulations (Figure 2.11). The
spatial extent in both X/Y dimensions (30 cm diameter) is greater than the diagonal of the largest
beam field (~28.3 cm) used for simulations, and the depth (8 cm) is the same as that used in the
dose enhancement model.
Electron fluence was measured as a function of depth within the phantom for each beam
phase space file using at least 109 histories. Values of electron fluence with copper and gold
metal solution layers are normalized to the maximum value in water (Figure 2.18).
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Figure 2.18 – Electron fluence as a function of depth in phantom with metal solution layer at between 20 mm and 30
mm. Three photon beams are evaluated for amplification of electron yield. Dotted lines denote the evaluation at 20.5
mm; the interface between metal solution and water.

The electron fluence yield with a metal solution phantom closely mirrors that of dose deposition
(Figures 2.12-2.13), indicating a high level of correlation between electron fluence and dose.
The electron spectra provide insight into the electron energies that are created from the
interaction of photons with the metal solution. The spectra are measured at 20.5 mm deep within
the phantom; the interface between the first water layer and the metal solution layer where the
amplification of electron yield in metal solution is highest (Figure 2.18). The electron yield is
measured and binned into 200 equally spaced energy windows up to the maximum for each
beam. Each value is normalized to the energy window with maximum yield in water (Figure
2.19A). Yield is also collected for low energy electrons up to 30 keV. Data are presented in 1
keV energy bins and normalized to the fluence yield in water for the same beam energy (Figure
2.19B).
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Figure 2.19 –Three photon beam models are used as the input to evaluate electron yield amplification in metal
solution layer. (A) Electron yield binned into 200 equally spaced energy windows to maximum energy. Fluence is
normalized to the highest yield energy window in water. (B) Yield for low energy electrons up to 30 keV binned in
1keV energy windows. Fluence in metal solution is normalized to water in each energy bin.

Copper and gold metal solution layers both resulted in increased electron yield when
irradiated, thus validating the notion that dose amplification is connected to a similar
amplification in electron yield. Low energy electrons are the most frequently created with all
beam types and metals.
Recall that the photoelectric effect is the mechanism responsible for increasing electron
yield with metals, and that the effect is most probable at low photon energies (Equation 1.8).
𝜏
∝
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(1.8)

Electrons created through the photoelectric effect cannot have greater energy than the photon
that created them, and therefore, the amplification of low energy electrons more than high energy
electrons with metal solutions is expected. The electron yield was also calculated for silver and
gadolinium; those results are presented in Appendix (A.11). The methods developed here will be
of critical importance when transitioning to a microscopic model in Chapter 5.
Photoelectrons and Emission of Auger Electron/Fluorescent Photon upon Atomic Relaxation
The FLURZnrc toolkit allows the user to enumerate the electrons created in an area of
interest, which can be useful in evaluating the energy spectra of electrons. The code however,
does not intrinsically report the origin of the electrons that were created. Recall from Section
(1.4), that Auger electrons play a pivotal role in explaining the efficacy of metals as
radiosensitizers.
Auger electrons have been shown to cause highly damaging high-LET injury to DNA.
Auger electrons are the result of atomic relaxation of an excited atom. An atom may become
excited by radioactive decay, or by emitting one of the electrons from an inner electron shell by
photoelectric interaction. The emission of an inner-shell electron results in a vacancy that is
filled by an electron from an outer-shell and releasing energy in the processes. Often the energy
is released as a fluorescent photon, but it can also be transferred to another outer-shell electron
resulting in the ejection of that electron (Auger) from the atom. The outer-shell that was vacated
for the electron to enter the inner-shell will subsequently be filled by an electron at a higher
energy, resulting in a cascade of relaxations and emissions.
The probability for an Auger electron emission compared to a fluorescent photon is
higher with lower (Z < 33) atomic number elements (Figure 1.6). To investigate the yield of
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Auger electrons from metal, the MORTRAN code of the DOSXYZnrc toolkit was altered to tag
origin of electrons and photons that are produced in a simulation. While it is possible to tag
numerous physical phenomenon in a simulation, in this case the code was designed to tag
photoelectric events, Auger electron creation, and fluorescent photon creation. A uniform
phantom containing metal solution (100 g/kg) was created with the same dimensions as the
previous examples. Irradiation by the beam sources (106 histories) from Section (2.5) were
modeled in the phantom, and electrons or photons with specified characteristics are tagged and
recorded. The energy and origin of electrons are enumerated and plotted in histograms to
compare the number of low energy electrons created in each metal. The results for copper metal
are shown in Figure (2.20).
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Figure 2.20 – Electron and photon origin tracking with modified DOSXYZnrc code 10 6 histories. (A) Number of
Auger electrons enumerated by energy in copper solution phantom. (B) Fluorescent photons with the same
simulation parameters as (A). (C) The energy spectrum of electrons produced from photoelectric interactions. Auger
electrons and fluorescent photons are likely the result of photoelectric events.

The resulting energies of photoelectrons were plotted in a histogram with 200 equally spaced
energy bins. The energies span depends on the beam input, with the Trilogy beam the energy
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ranged from 1 keV to 1 MeV, while in the Imaging and SARRP the energy ranged to 500 keV,
and 200 keV respectively. The SARRP beam also resulted in the highest yield of photoelectrons
with Imaging and Trilogy having decreased yield. Auger electron and fluorescent photon
emission occur in discrete energy units associated with the energy difference between electron
shells. The energy of electrons was plotted in a histogram with 20 equally spaced energy bins.
The energy windows for electron and photon emissions were the same for all three beams. With
both Auger electrons and fluorescent photons, the yield was highest with the SARRP beam and
decreased in the Imaging and Trilogy beams. The data for silver, gadolinium, and gold were
calculated and are presented in Appendix (A.12). It is informative to compare the Auger
emission yield of copper to gold. Gold (Z = 79), will interact more with photons of higher energy
in photoelectric events causing more excited atoms, however, recall from Section (1.4) that when
gold atoms relax to a lower energy state, they are more likely to result in the emission of
fluorescent x-rays than Auger electrons. Copper (Z = 29), is less likely to interact by
photoelectric interactions, but excited electrons in copper are more likely to result in the
emission of Auger electrons upon relaxation (Figure 1.6). Although there is a relatively modest
yield of Auger electrons from the K-shell (~80.7 keV) of gold, subsequent electron relaxations
from higher energy shells can also result in Auger electron emissions at lower energy (Figure
2.21).
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Figure 2.21 – Comparison of Auger emission from gold and copper. Gold results in higher energy Auger electrons, a
greater range of emissions, and a greater total yield above 1 keV.

The comparisons were made with the Imaging beam, although the results are consistent with
each beam. The results indicate that the total yield of Auger electrons in gold is higher than that
of copper. Gold also results in a larger range of Auger electrons energies and contains emissions
of both lower and higher energy Auger electrons than copper. The probability for K-shell Auger
emissions is significantly higher for lower atomic number elements (Figure 1.6). Outer shells (L,
M, N, etc.), also have higher probability of Auger emissions for lower Z, however, the
probability for Auger emission is more uniform for higher atomic number elements (Figure
2.22).
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Figure 2.22 – Fluorescence vs Auger electron yield from the L3-shell. Contrast with Figure (1.6), in K-shell the
probability of Auger emission is much greater for low-Z than high-Z elements. In the L3-shell and other outer shells
the probability of Auger emission is more consistent across Z.

The greater number of excited atoms combined with the greater number of electrons in higher
energy shells results in greater Auger electron yield for gold. Additionally, EGSnrc only tracks
electrons down to 1 keV; and copper has substantial yield from the sub keV threshold that cannot
be accounted for with this MC package. The limitations that a 1 keV threshold sets on dose
enhancement calculations will be explored more fully in Chapter 5.
2.8 – Discussion
Dose enhancement is a valuable metric for analyzing the radiosensitization potential of
high-Z materials. While radiosensitization can be achieved through several mechanisms, with
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metals an important facet to their efficacy is to physically increase dose. The aim of this chapter
was to answer the question: Can copper be used to enhance dose. From the analysis it is clear
that the answer is yes, and further: that it is concentration dependent, that it is affected by depth
of irradiation, and that it is the result of an increase in electron yield. The models in this chapter
serve to establish a foundation that may better inform clinicians and the scientists about the
potential of copper in enhancing radiation therapy. However, throughout the course of these
investigations, additional questions about the use of CuATSM as a radiosensitizer presented
themselves. It will be the goal of the remainder of this dissertation to more clearly evaluate the
potential of CuATSM as a radiosensitizer.
Primarily, the results indicated that for substantial dose enhancment to occur with copper
solutions, the concentration would need to be at least 0.1 g/kg, and may necessitate the use of
orthovoltage, a modality that is ill-suited for large tumors. Thus the subsequent investigation,
initiated by these observations, will evaluate the following: Can CuATSM be used to deposit
copper at a sufficient concentration to result in dose enhanement? and Can orthovoltage x-rays,
when combined with copper as a dose enhancer, be used to treat hypoxic regions in large
tumors?

Special thanks to Dr. Thilakshan Kanesalingam and the Research and Development team at
Xstrahl for providing EGSnrc models and schematics for the Small Animal Radiation Research
Platform and Dr. Dave Parsons and Dr. James Robar, for models of the MV imaging carbon
graphite target linear accelerator modification.
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CHAPTER 3
CuATSM DOSE ENHANCEMENT IN HYPOXIC TUMOR MODEL WITH
ORTHOVOLTAGE TREATMENT

3.1 – Introduction
Hypoxia is a prominent feature of solid tumors, resulting from the decrease in oxygen due to
rapid consumption by tumor cells and vasculature deficiencies. The efficacy of radiotherapy
utilizing x-rays to treat tumors, is decreased when hypoxia is present (Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1 – Hypoxic cell survival with irradiation. Hypoxic conditions increase the number of surviving cells
compared to normoxia.

In fact, hypoxia is one of the most important causes for x-ray therapy failure [222-224].
Although hypoxia can act as a major impediment to radiation therapy, it is an identifiable
physiological difference between tumor and normal tissue and can be an attractive treatment
target [156]. Knowledge of the hypoxia state of the tumor allows for prediction of outcome and
patient selection for hypoxia modifying treatment [119].
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Dose enhancement to hypoxic tissue is a goal of radiosensitization using metals. The
prominent research using metal radiosensitizers has focused on nanoparticles, and although they
have shown efficacy in improving radiotherapy outcomes in hypoxic tumors, they are limited in
targeting hypoxic tissues by their size [107, 225]. Copper has previously been shown to act as a
radiosensitizer of hypoxic cells [135]. In Chapter 2, it was confirmed that copper can act as a
dose enhancer with high concentrations (> 0.1 g/kg). Dose escalation using metal radiosensitizers
has been shown to result in the largest enhancement when treatment is combined with low
energy photon beams, due to the increased probability for photoelectric interaction at low energy
[67, 135]. As a confirmation, models of the SARRP and a MV Imaging beams, with lower
photon energy spectra, were shown to have higher dose escalation when paired with metals than
conventional 6 MV treatment (Chapter 2).
The practicality of using a low energy external beam is generally limited to shallow
treatments; deeper treatment would require higher MV energies [67, 137]. The phantom models
in Chapter 2, identified decreased dose enhancement related to depth. The decrease in maximum
dose enhancement was more substantial for low energy spectra because of substantial low energy
photon fluence reduction at depth caused by beam hardening. Large tumors, which often have
significant regions of hypoxia, would generally be untreatable with low energy spectra, as
substantial dose would be deposited in surface tissue.
The aim of this chapter, therefore, is to evaluate the following questions posed from the
outcome of the investigation in Chapter 2: Can CuATSM be used to deposit copper at a sufficient
concentration to result in dose enhancement? and Can orthovoltage x-rays, when combined with
copper as a dose enhancer, be used to treat hypoxic regions in large tumors?
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To investigate those questions, a simple hypoxic tumor model will be created with
EGSnrc, and values from literature will be used to create materials corresponding to the uptake
of metals in hypoxic and normoxic tissues. The copper deposited by CuATSM will be compared
to gold deposition by GNP.
Orthovoltage Arcs
Arc therapy has been used to improve MV radiotherapy treatment [226]. Arc therapy
works by irradiating a patient from multiple angles that combine to form a continuous arc around
the patient. This technique increases the conformality of high dose on target areas, and decreases
maximum dose to delicate non-target areas by dispersing the dose throughout the body. This
technique will be evaluated with orthovoltage arcs over small surface areas to decrease the
surface dose and escalate dose in target areas within large tumors.
Recall from Section (1.8), that radioactive CuATSM has been used as a target for dose
painting. Areas identified as hypoxic by PET received a boosted dose, as a supplement to the
dose covering the bulk of the tumor. Following this strategy, orthovoltage arcs will be used as a
supplemental hypoxic boost to a standard (6MV) treatment. The photon energy used for this
fluence amplification will also result in dose enhancement with metal, and therefore, this
technique can be called energy painting.
An evaluation of this concept will be tested with a simulated treatment plan of a canine
osteosarcoma tumor (OSA). Tumors of this origin can become large, and are likely to have a
substantial volume of tissue under hypoxic conditions. These tumors often arise in extremities
and therefore, there is a decreased risk of irradiating most critical organs in the torso. A group of
dogs with osteosarcomas were previously imaged with 64CuATSM at the Colorado State
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University Veterinary Teaching Hospital (VTH). The image dataset was imported into two
treatment planning systems: Varian Medical Systems Eclipse v11 (Eclipse) and Precision X-ray
Irradiation (PXI) Small Animal Radiation Therapy (SmART) Advanced Treatment Planning
(ATP) System (SmART-ATP). Eclipse was used to predict dose from an irradiation to the bulk
tumor with 6 MV radiation, and SmART-ATP was used to predict the boost dose with
orthovoltage. The two treatment planning systems differ by their method of dose calculation.
Eclipse uses a 3D pencil beam convolution-superposition algorithm called Analytical
Anisotropic Algorithm (AAA) for dose calculation [227]. SmART-ATP uses a Monte Carlo
(MC) solution to predict dose based on the EGSnrc software.
3.2 - Monte Carlo Dose Prediction Compared to Analytical Models
All treatment planning algorithms make approximations in order to account for the
intrinsic lack of information in estimating resultant dose. Prior to computer assisted treatment
planning, dose calculations were done using hand-calculations based on measurements of
coefficients from beam data [229]. Later, computers enabled the use of pencil beam scattering
kernels to improve the predictive dose, but still required approximations of the media within an
electron-density adjusted matrix corresponding to the anatomy of the patient [228, 231].
Currently, most modern clinical dose prediction software uses convolution-superposition
techniques to calculate dose within a uniform water phantom, and approximations are made to
account for inhomogeneities [232]. Numerical techniques have emerged as valuable alternatives
to analytical dose calculations. The Boltzmann transport equation is the exact description of the
macroscopic behavior of radiation particles interacting with matter, but is generally unsolvable
analytically [330]. Linear Boltzmann algorithms iteratively solve a simplified version of the
equation by discretization of physical parameters [331]. Linear Boltzmann algorithms offer the
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most accurate dose prediction aside from Monte Carlo, which is considered too time consuming
at the current state of computational performance.
Monte Carlo simulation is a numerical method that is unique from analytical algorithms
in that it simulates the way nature transports radiation through matter on a particle-by-particle
basis [228]. MC calculations are built on fundamental physical interactions, probability
distributions, scattering processes, and energy loss [210]. Each MC particle approximates a real
radiation particle by sampling values from probability density functions representing physical
processes.Modeling numerous particles allows for the averaging of several trajectories to
accurately estimate stochastic values such as absorbed dose [201].
Accurate dose information is necessary in radiation therapy as relatively small dose errors
of 5% can lead to significant tumor control probability (TCP) changes of 10-20% and even
higher normal tissue complication probability (NTCP) changes [240]. Improving the quality of
the dose calculation will reduce the overall uncertainty in the delivered dose [233]. MC is the
most accurate dose modeling method available, but is still subject to statistical noise. In addition,
approximations of geometrical and material properties in beam components and phantoms are
sources of error with varying degrees of significance. Uncertainties in absorption probabilities,
statistical noise from history number, and computed tomography (CT) data conversion to
material composition can also result in systematic errors [242].
Any treatment simulation is composed of a geometrical representation of the patient and
surroundings, and the radiation beam incident for treatment. MC has virtually unparalleled
versatility in geometry and source definitions [235-236]. Geometrical definitions with MC are
generally not limited to treatment scenarios, and complex architectures can be constructed with
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CAD or ray tracing software [235]. Furthermore, particles available for simulation include most
ionizing and non-ionizing radiation with massive libraries of energy dependent interactions,
decay schemes, and fragmentation profiles [236].
In contrast, analytical algorithms are much less flexible, and typically only function with
a simple voxelized patient geometry, pre-calculated radiation dose kernel, and pre-calculated or
assumed photon fluence and spectra. These simplifications are a requirement because the
geometry and radiation need to be represented analytically. Analytical algorithms also have
limited capability in calculating non-water interactions with radiation. It is assumed that
differences in convolution occur on a voxel by voxel basis based on the changes of electron
density corresponding to the Hounsfield unit (HU) value of that voxel, where:
𝐻𝑈 = 1000 ∗

𝜇 − 𝜇
𝜇
− 𝜇

(3.1)

Analytical algorithms compare adequately with MC for homogeneous water calculations, but are
significantly affected by different density materials and sharp transitions in density [237].
Furthermore, HU values vary between CT scanners, meaning that dose calculations can be
affected by the conversion scale applied to the images [238].
MC simulations in contrast, calculate dose in voxels with atomic composition, providing
a more accurate result, however, CT number conversion tables typically do not account for
atomic number [242]. In many cases using a MC simulation is preferable to real-world
measurements because of the difficulty of making measurements in certain situations, such as
small field irradiation [239]. Implementation of the MC method could improve confidence in
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dose distributions and lead the field of radiation oncology to deliver higher doses, leading to
improved outcomes [243].
Despite the fact that Monte Carlo is the most accurate and versatile method of technique
for dose calculation, its wide implementation is limited because of computational time
constraints. Ultimately, the required accuracy in treatment planning is determined by the
treatment for which it is applied. Analytical algorithms maintain relevance as clinically viable
approximations in 3D treatment planning and secondary MU checks [229].
3.3 – Hypoxic Tumor Model
Tumors can have complex geometries and oxygen distributions, however for simplicity,
geometric approximations were used in this model. The tumor was approximated by three
concentric cuboids, with normal tissue forming the exterior body. The tumor encompassed by the
body was composed of normoxic and hypoxic regions. Although tumors are composed of tissue,
water is often used as a surrogate for soft tissue because they have similar interactions with
photons at low energy [93].
The similar behavior with photons can be attributed to water and soft tissue having
approximately the same effective atomic number (~7.4), which can be determined from [189]:

𝑍

=

.

𝑎 𝑍

.

+ 𝑎 𝑍

.

+⋯

(3.2)

Where 𝑎 = (𝑓 𝑍 ⁄𝐴 )/ ∑ (𝑓 𝑍 /𝐴 ), is the fraction of electrons present in the mixture that

belong to atoms with atomic number 𝑍 , and 𝑓 is the fractional weight of that element. The dose

was calculated within tissues at various concentrations with different effective atomic numbers
(Appendix B.1).
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Simple geometrical representations have previously served as tumor models, as they
provide a basis for extension to more complex features [76, 120-122]. A cuboidal phantom with
dimensions 5cm x 5cm x 5cm (0.5mm resolution), with pure water as base material was used to
simulate a simple 125 mm3 tumor with an 8 mm3 hypoxic core with different uptake of metal by
oxygen concentration [68, 80, 101, 123] (Figure 3.2).

Figure 3.2 – Hypoxic tumor model geometry with phantom representing section of body containing a tumor with
normoxic and hypoxic regions.

In all cases, normal tissue, surrounding the simulated tumor was assumed to have zero
uptake of radiosensitizing metal. Within the tumor, uptake of gold or copper was determined for
normoxic and hypoxic tissue uptake of gold nanoparticle (GNP) and CuATSM, respectively.
For GNP simulations, concentrations were informed by a previous mouse study where
1.35 g/kg (GNP/bodyweight) were injected intravenously and deposited from the circulation into
the tumor [125]. In vitro, it was found that GNP uptake into cells was decreased by a factor of
approximately 3.4 in anoxic compared to normoxic conditions [67]. In addition, the degree of
GNP uptake decreases in volumetric tumors distant from the vasculature due to the low diffusion
of GNP in tissue [107, 109, 121]. Under these assumptions, the dose enhancement factor (DEF)
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was calculated for a concentration of 1.35 g/kg assuming direct injection into the tumor. Uptake
for GNP in the hypoxic region was then evaluated at a decreased concentration (Reduced) for
decreased uptake due to anoxic conditions alone, and zero concentration of GNP uptake (Zero)
for considerations of cell layer blocking diffusion (Table 3.1).
Table 3.1 – Concentrations of gold (GNP) with initial injection concentration of 1.35 g/kg in normoxic and anoxic
tissue.

Hypoxic Uptake

Injection
Concentration
GNP [g/kg]

Gold Concentration Gold Concentration
Normoxic [g/kg]
Anoxic [g/kg]
(factor)
(factor)

Reduced

1.35

1.35 (1)

0.397 (1/3.4)

Zero

1.35

1.35 (1)

0 (0)

Previous studies using mice with induced tumors found that 64CuATSM has a high
deposition in over-reduced hypoxic regions of tumor tissue [244]. Additionally, cell models have
indicated that uptake of CuATSM is about 9 times greater in anoxic regions than in normoxic
conditions for certain cell lines [122]. Studies using non-radioactive CuATSM systemic
injections for treatment of motor neuron disease have limited concentration levels at
approximately 0.1 g/kg due to the concerns of the toxicity of the CuATSM solvent dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO) [129 -130]. Copper was assumed to comprise 19.7% by mass of the CuATSM
chelate in these simulations [128, 144-145].
Therefore, assuming a direct tumor injection, having the highest potential concentrations,
at (0.1 g/kg) concentration of CuATSM (Low) yielded a pure copper concentration of 0.18 g/kg
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within the hypoxic tumor region, this is taking into account the atomic composition (0.197) and
uptake factor (9). It has been found that the lethal dose (LD 50) for DMSO is 25 g/kg in
subcutaneous injections in mice [131]. With the solubility of CuATSM in DMSO of 15 mg/ml
and assuming a density of DMSO of 1.1 g/ml the maximum concentration of CuATSM at this
lethal dose would be 0.34 g/kg (Medium) [129].
Additionally, initial CuATSM injections of the same concentration (1.35 g/kg) as the
GNP model were used (High), as well as a very high concentration (Very-High) of 6.85 g/kg
CuATSM (1.35 g/kg pure copper) to gain insight into how copper would act to enhance dose
with the same injection concentration of gold. However, it should be noted that this is a
theoretical target concentration, requiring a large volume of DMSO and would require another
lower toxicity solvent to achieve this concentration [139] (Table 3.2).
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Table 3.2 – Concentrations of copper as deposited by CuATSM with a range of initial injected concentrations, and
their simulated uptake in normoxic and anoxic tissues.

Injection

Copper Concentration

Copper

Concentration

Normoxic [g/kg]

Concentration

CuATSM [g/kg]

(factor)

Anoxic [g/kg]

Low

0.1

0.0197 (0.197)

0.177 (9)

Medium

0.34

0.0672 (0.197)

0.605 (9)

1.35

0.27 (0.197)

2.39 (9)

6.85

1.35 (0.197)

12.1 (9)

Concentration

High
(Theoretical)
Very High
(Theoretical)

The concentrations outlined in Tables (3.1-3.2), were used to create metal solutions in water. The
summary of PEGS4 materials is provided in Appendix (B.2).
3.4 – Dose Enhancement with CuATSM or GNP in Hypoxic Tumor
The photon beam SARRP from Section (2.5), was used to irradiate the hypoxic tumor
model, as it resulted in the largest amplification of dose when irradiating metal solutions in
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Section (2.6). An example input file is provided in Appendix (B.3). The dose enhancement
resulting from GNP deposited in hypoxic tumor is provided in Figure (3.3).

Figure 3.3 – Dose enhancement factor in hypoxic tumor model with GNP. (A) DEF plotted against depth in
phantom. (B) Crossplane profile with percent dose normalized to dose at midplane of water.

Both GNP simulations exhibit a DEF of approximately 1.13 within the proximal normoxic tumor
region and 1.12 distally, due to photon depletion in the metal solution layer. Within the hypoxic
core region, the DEF decreases from normoxic levels for both GNP cases, and is near unity for
the zero concentration GNP case. The GNP model with reduced hypoxic uptake has a DEF
within the hypoxic region of 1.04. DEF was also evaluated with the CuATSM concentration in
Table (3.2), the data are presented in Figure (3.4).
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Figure 3.4 – Dose enhancement factor in hypoxic tumor model with CuATSM. (A) DEF plotted against depth in
phantom. (B) Crossplane profile with percent dose normalized to dose at midplane of water.

Nearly all the CuATSM simulations show entry and exit DEFs close to unity within the
normoxic tumor region, with the exception of the Very High concentration case which has a DEF
of about 1.04 in the normoxic regions. Within the hypoxic core region, the DEF increases
linearly with concentration from about 1.007 in the Low concentration case to 1.34 in the Very
High concentration case.
CuATSM and GNP behave differently in normoxic and hypoxic environments; GNP
leads to high DEF in normoxic tissue, but decreased DEF in hypoxia, and CuATSM follows the
reverse behavior. Therefore, a combination of the two radiosensitizers will be evaluated as a
mechanism for uniformly enhancing dose in tumors. The concentration of copper for which the
dose enhancement in hypoxic tissue is equal to the level dose in normoxic tissue using GNP was
determined from interpolating DEF values (Table 3.3).
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Table 3.3 – Concentrations of copper and gold from a hybrid scenario combining GNP and CuATSM. Copper
concentration in anoxia was chosen to match dose with gold in normoxia.

Injection

Concentration

Concentration

Concentration

Normoxic [g/kg]

Anoxic [g/kg]

[g/kg]

(factor)

(factor)

CuATSM

2.6

0

4.68

GNP

1.35

1.35

0

Radiosensitizer

Mix
(Theoretical)

The hybrid scenario, using a combination of GNP (1.35 g/kg) in normoxic tissue, with CuATSM
(2.6 g/kg) in hypoxic regions was also evaluated to generate a uniform dose enhancement across
the total tumor (Mix) (Figure 3.5).

Figure 3.5 – Mixture of GNP in normoxic tissue with CuATSM in hypoxic tissue to create a uniform dose
distribution.
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An altered version of the Imaging beam with reduced field size by multi-leaf collimator (MLC),
was evaluated for dose enhancement using the concentrations of gold and copper outlined in
Tables (3.1-3.2); the results are provided in the Appendix (B.4). The Trilogy beam was not
considered in these dose enhancement predictions, since Section (2.6) indicated there would be
an indiscernible (<1%) enhancement below 10 g/kg. Therefore, dose enhancement with SARRP,
at kV energies, in different tissues was solely considered for the CuATSM High concentration
(Appendix B.5)
3.5 – Orthovoltage Arcs
SARRP is the photon beam spectrum that resulted in the highest dose enhancement for all
metals (Section 2.6). The maximum energy of the SARRP beam is 225 keV which is in the
orthovoltage range. Recall from Section (3.1) that orthovoltage energies do not penetrate deeply,
limiting their application to shallow treatments. Regions of hypoxia often develop within the
core of large tumors where vasculature is unable to penetrate.
To evaluate if SARRP could be used to treat small areas of hypoxia deep within tumors, a
variation on the tumor model (Figure 3.2) was created and irradiation modeled with different
techniques. For this example, the High CuATSM injection concentration was considered (Table
3.2). The phantom consists of a cuboidal tumor volume with dimensions 8 cm x 8 cm x 8 cm
with normoxic CuATSM uptake. Within the tumor there is a hypoxic core with hypoxic
CuATSM uptake and dimensions 6 mm x 6 mm x 6 mm. Water material was added as a 3 mm
region to the exterior surfaces of the tumor volume to act as a skin layer (Figure 3.6).
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Figure 3.6 – Large tumor model with hypoxic core and skin layer. (A) Dimensions were chosen to represent a large
tumor. (B) The dose distribution from a single beam has maximum dose at surface and falls off rapidly in the
phantom.

The SARRP beam was used to model irradiation at a single angle as well as in arcs. With a
single beam angle the maximum dose occurs at the surface that would correspond to a large skin
dose for treatments prescribed to a depth. The SARRP beam was also used to model irradiation
the phantom at discrete angles of 4.5 degrees in three non-overlapping orthogonal arcs (Figure
3.7).

Figure 3.7 – Dose deposition within large hypoxic tumor with orthovoltage arcs. (A) Irradiation scheme with nonoverlapping orthogonal arcs. (B) Discrete angles of irradiation along each arc. (C) Using arcs results in the
maximum dose in the hypoxic region.
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The combination of arcs causes the surface dose at any one place to be substantially less than the
targeted center region. This technique may be used to treat deep hypoxic regions as well as
amplify dose with CuATSM.
3.6 – Hypoxic Boost
Section (3.5) established that orthovoltage arcs can be used to reduce skin dose and
escalate dose at a depth. This concept will be extended by simulating the treatment of a canine
osteosarcoma tumor with an orthovoltage dose boost. Recall from Section (3.1), that a group of
dogs were previously imaged with 64CuATSM. The patient with the largest tumor was chosen to
evaluate the feasibility of an orthovoltage boost. The presence and spread of hypoxic conditions
differ between tumors necessitating a patient specific analysis and treatment based on their tumor
metabolic profile, therefore the evaluation within this particular tumor is intended to be a
demonstration, rather than a generality.
This patient, a Labrador retriever with right humoral OSA, was imaged at six years old
with 4.81 mCi 64Cu, with left hind limb injection for a total body PET/CT scan. The DICOM
images for this case were downloaded from Phillips Intellispace PACS Radiology software.
SmART-ATP is designed for small animals; because the canine image set exceeded the
dimensions for which the software was designed, some alterations to the image set was required.
The image set was larger than the SmART-ATP software could accommodate. Therefore, the CT
image set was restricted to 33 slices (Z) of 0.5 cm slices centered on the tumor with IBM Watson
Health eFilm Workstation. The SmART-ATP software also has a limited range in an individual
slice (X/Y) that can be accessed by the user, and as a result the PET/CT scan was centered on the
liver and in some cases the extremities extended beyond that 10 cm range. This issue was
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resolved by using MATLAB to adjust the ImagePositionPatient DICOM header tag to shift the
image set to center on the tumor.
The PET/CT was evaluated by a veterinary radiologist to ensure a proper image
registration in Eclipse. Eclipse was then used to define critical areas of interest by contouring.
The Body Search tool was used to define the body region, and skin was created with the Margin
for Structure tool to define a 3mm extension from the body region. The gross tumor volume
(GTV), is a term that refers to the extent of the primary tumor that can be seen, palpated, or
imaged [245]. The GTV was created from a clinical evaluation of the extent of disease within the
CT scan, and extended to include the extent of PET uptake in the tumor. These contours were
evaluated and approved by a veterinary oncology resident. Finally, a contour corresponding to
the regions of hypoxia was created by windowing the highest intensity values of the 64Cu PET
within the tumor (Figure 3.8).
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Figure 3.8 – Image dataset used to evaluate the hypoxic region that will receive a dose boost. (A) CT scan. (B) PET
scan. (C) CT/PET fusion. (D) Contours defined. Body (green) and skin (yellow) are delineated with image
processing tools. The GTV contour (red line) is defined clinically by the extent of disease with CT and PET. The
hypoxic regions (magenta line) are defined by the highest intensity values within the PET image.

Techniques have been devised by researchers to best define hypoxic areas for dose boosts
using 64CuATSM [154, 246]. Those techniques were not employed in this case, because they
were not optimized for dose enhancement.
A 3-D conformal radiation therapy plan was created with Eclipse to treat the bulk of the
tumor. The GTV was the target of four 6 MV radiation fields at different angles with a total
prescribed dose of 10 Gy (VTH). The image and structure set were then imported into SmARTATP where an additional 10 Gy was prescribed to the hypoxic region. The hypoxia region was
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segmented into three-centimeter scale volumes within the GTV volume. Each of these segments
was assigned a unique isocenter to adequately cover the volume without overdosing non-target
tissue. The XRAD SmART irradiator has several collimators used to define the field size and
shape, and SmART-ATP has beam data associated with each collimator. Each isocenter was
assigned the smallest collimator capable of covering the hypoxic segment (Figure 3.9).

Figure 3.9 – Treatment fields for bulk irradiation and boost. (A) Four-field VTH irradiation for treatment of bulk of
tumor. (B) 6MV boost treatment to hypoxic region utilizing arcs. (C) Orthovoltage boost treatment of hypoxic
region. (D) Hypoxic segments (magenta) and isocenters (cyan crosses).

For dose calculation, media defined in PEGS4 corresponding to soft tissue, air, and bone
were assigned to the CT by HU value. The hypoxic region was assigned High concentration of
CuATSM (Table 3.2) for the dose enhancing case (KVC), and zero concentration of copper for
the soft tissue for the orthovoltage only case (KVX). The resultant dose distributions from the
MC calculations were exported from SmART-ATP then imported and combined with the
original dose in Eclipse where a plan sum could be evaluated (Figure 3.10).
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Figure 3.10 – Calculated dose for bulk treatment and boost displayed with color wash. (A) The original 4-field MV
treatment prescribed to 10Gy to the GTV. (B) Copper dose enhanced orthovoltage boost. (C) Plan sum of the
original plan with a High concentration of copper.

A 6MV treatment boost was also considered; three isocenters were assigned in order to
maintain the very small field size restriction of the small animal irradiator to each segment of the
hypoxic tissue contour within Eclipse, and three corresponding arcs were used to irradiate the
volume to a 10 Gy prescription dose (MV). Accordingly, the small field sizes used by the
SmART ATP were matched by MLC of the MC linear accelerator to compare equal field sizes.
Isodose comparisons between the MV boost and the KVC and KVX boosts for an axial plane are
provided in Appendix (B.6).
A common metric for evaluating the quantitative information in a treatment plan is the
dose volume histogram (DVH). The DVH summarizes the dose distribution into a single curve
for each anatomical structure of interest, which is valuable for evaluating and comparing plans
[93]. In this case the integral cumulative form of the DVH is used, which plots the volume (yaxis) of the structure receiving a dose at least as high as what is specified on the x-axis. Dose
calculation algorithms implement the input prescribed dose (10 Gy) and adjust the beam-on time
parameter to achieve the desired dose.
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Treatment planning requires careful consideration by the planner and comparisons
between different resultant plans may need to be considered. For example, when comparing
within a TPS such as SmART-ATP different beams (KVC/KVX) can be compared easily by
equaling the beam-on time for each arc. However, when comparing between different TPS other
normalization procedures may be necessary, such as the dose calculated by Eclipse for the 10 Gy
boost to the hypoxic region did not adequately cover the hypoxic region with the prescribed
dose. Here Eclipse uses weighting factors to achieve the desired dose, whereas the SmART-ATP
simply uses a beam on time parameter, and the raw results from each TPS would not fairly
compare the MV boost plan to the KV plans. Therefore, the dose calculated within the MV case
was normalized to match the dose in 60% volume of the KVC case in the hypoxic region. The
MV with copper boost was not considered because Eclipse does not have a mechanism for
implementing metal solutions, and as noted in Section (2.6). Moreover, a 6 MV beam would
result in an indiscernible (<1%) dose enhancement at concentrations below 10 g/kg (Figure
3.11).
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Figure 3.11 – Dose volume histograms used to evaluate the efficacy of copper boosted orthovoltage (KVC). (A)
DVH for the original 6 MV treatment. (B) Results of boost dose in skin volume indicates that even with arcs
orthovoltage still results in higher skin dose than 6 MV. (C) Boost dose to GTV. For (B-C) the KVC and KVX are
overlapping. (D) Boost dose to hypoxic region. Dose in MV normalized to KVC at 60% volume.

Data are also presented in tabular form for quantitative assessment (Table 3.4).
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Table 3.4 – Dose metrics for three boost techniques: MV, KVC (dose enhanced) orthovoltage, KVX (non-enhanced)
orthovoltage. All boosts have been summed with VTH.

Anatomical
Region (Contour)

Dose Metric

MV (Gy)

KVC (Gy)

KVX(Gy)

Hypoxic Region

Min
Max
Mean
Min
Max
Mean
Min
Max
Mean
Min
Max
Mean

17.9
20.9
20.4
2.6
20.9
10.8
0.02
10.3
1.6
0.02
10.3
1.6

19.6
21.6
20.6
3.1
21.7
12.3
0.02
21.7
3.3
0.009
11.9
1.8

19.5
21.3
20.2
3.1
21.6
12.3
0.009
21.6
3.3
0.009
11.9
1.8

GTV

Body

Skin

The results indicate that KVC and KVX share very similar dose behavior throughout the body,
with the exception that there is a small boost in the hypoxic region. The comparison of KVC
with MV indicates that orthovoltage treatment using arcs still results in a higher max and mean
dose in skin compared to megavoltage treatments. The dose to hypoxic region is more nuanced.
While the mean and max doses are close in value, the minimum dose in KVC is 10% higher.
3.7 – Disscussion
Hypoxia is an undermining factor in the efficacy of radiation therapy with photons,
however, because it is a physiologically distinct trait, it can be targeted molecularly. CuATSM
has been found to have increased uptake in hypoxic cells and has been utilized to identify
hypoxic regions for improved targeting for radiation therapy treatments. Recall from Chapter 2,
that copper does act as a dose enhancer, however, clarifications were needed to evaluate whether
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CuATSM could be used to practically deposit sufficient copper concentrations for dose
enhancement. The aim of this chapter, therefore, was to address the questions from Chapter 2:
Can CuATSM be used to deposit copper at a sufficient concentration to result in therapeutically
viable dose enhancement? and Can orthovoltage x-rays, when combined with copper as a dose
enhancer, be used to treat hypoxic regions in large tumors without excessive normal tissuse
damage?
The first question was addressed in Sections (3.3 - 3.4); within a simulated hypoxic
tumor, CuATSM concentration values from literature were used to evaluate dose enhancement
by copper. The results indicated that at diagnostic levels of CuATSM (100 mg/kg) there is
modest dose enhancement in hypoxic regions (~1%) with orthovoltage radiation. Increasing the
concentration to the LD50 for DMSO (340 mg/kg) in subcutaneous mouse injections resulted in a
DEF of 1.02 in the hypoxic core. Above this concentration, systemic injections would result in
lethal DMSO toxicity and therefore only a direct injection into the tumor would be possible.
Increasing CuATSM injection concentrations to1.35 g/kg and 6.85 g/kg were then also
considered and resulted in DEF of 1.07 and 1.33 respectively in the hypoxic core. These chosen
concentration values are related directly to the GNP injection by Hainfeld et al., with matching
concentrations for CuATSM and pure copper respectively. Comparative dose enhancement by
GNP was considered under two conditions: a reduced uptake in the hypoxic core resulting in a
DEF of 1.04 in the hypoxic region; and a complete elimination of uptake in hypoxia resulting in
a DEF of unity in the hypoxic region. Finally, CuATSM was combined with GNP to evaluate the
possibility of uniform dose enhancement across the entire tumor region – both hypoxic and
normoxic. With an initial injection concentration of 2.6 g/kg CuATSM and 1.35 g/kg GNP, dose
was escalated uniformly across the normoxic and hypoxic regions of the tumor.
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The second question was addressed in Sections (3.5 - 3.6); orthovoltage arcs were used to
model irradiation in the hypoxic region of a large tumor in both cuboidal form, and in a CT
image set. The results indicated that when used in arcs, orthovoltage can amplify dose to hypoxic
regions in tumors with a relatively small dose increase to skin. In comparison with an MV boost,
however, the orthovoltage (KVC/KVX) irradiated skin to both a higher max and mean dose. The
dose deposited in the hypoxic region was matched at dose to 60% volume; in this case the KVC
irradiated to a slightly higher mean and max dose. KVC also resulted in 10% larger minimum
dose compared to MV, which resulted in a dose profile with a steeper fall-off. There could be
advantages to such a profile for therapeutic applications with sensitive non-target tissue proximal
to a boosted hypoxic region.
The results of this chapter indicate that CuATSM may have efficacy for
radiosensitization through dose enhancement; radiosensitization however, has not been
demonstrated. Clinical radiosensitization occurs when an external chemical acts to improve
biological outcome (cell death, tumor-size reduction) beyond what would be accomplished by
radiation alone. It is also critical that the action of that chemical is improved by radiation.
CuATSM may lead to dose enhancement, but if CuATSM causes increased cell death without
radiation, then its action may be more attributable to toxicity than radiosensitization. The next
step will be to evaluate radiosensitization directly in living tissue, in order to more directly
answer the central thesis of this work. Chapter 4, will evaluate the following query: Can
CuATSM radiosensitize external beam radiation without toxicity?
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CHAPTER 4
LABORATORY EVALUATION OF THE RADIOSENSITIZATION OF COPPER (CuATSM)
IN DNA AND MAMMALIAN CELLS

4.1 – Introduction
The goal of radiation therapy is to improve biological outcomes, and therefore, analysis of the
radiosensitization potential of CuATSM would be incomplete without experimental
measurements in biological systems. The relationship between biological survival and radiation
exposure has been explored since the discovery of radiation. Biological outcomes have been
foundationally connected to the use of radiation in medicine. Radiology was one of the earliest
beneficial uses of radiation, however, it also established that radiation could result in side effects,
cancer or death [247-248]. Modern uses of radiation in medicine require substantial regulations
for protection of patients and the public, and biological outcomes remain integral considerations
in radiation applications and research. Radiation has also been critical in understanding
fundamental biological concepts. Experiments irradiating cells served as the foundation for
knowledge of DNA repair, cell cycle checkpoints, the bystander effect, and genomic instability
[249].
Radiation causes damage to cells, but some cells are more sensitive to radiation than
others. It was known as early as 1903 that rapidly growing cells are more radiosensitive [250].
Growing cells progress through the cell cycle rapidly, and during the mitosis phase, the cell’s
DNA is not tightly bundled with proteins and is more susceptible to radiation damage [251].
Many tumor cells are highly metabolic and fast growing, making them more radiosensitive than
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normal tissues [252]. This feature of tumors is what brings efficacy to radiation therapy, and as
early as 1915 radiosensitivity was a factor in treatment recommendations by tumor type [253].
The most common use of radiotherapy relies on a division of the total treatment dose into several
smaller doses delivered over a duration of time, known as fractionation. Fractionation in
radiotherapy is an approach that improves outcomes, in part by allowing tumor cells to progress
through the cell cycle to become more radiosensitive than normal cells [254].
The previous experimental discussion (Chapter 2-3) focused on macroscopic tumor
radiosensitivity as a function of dose enhancement, but recall from Section (2.1), that
radiosensitivity is a complex phenomenon attributable to many factors. CuATSM has been
shown to have potential as a dose enhancer, however, if it does not increase biological outcomes,
it would not be considered a clinical radiosensitizer.
The results of this chapter are expected to confirm the results of the previous chapters
with laboratory experiments in vitro with viral DNA and by measuring cell survival with
CuATSM. Recall, that the central thesis of this dissertation is Can CuATSM be used as a
radiosensitizer of external beam radiation?
The laboratory techniques employed in this chapter differ from the simulations used in
the majority of this work. Simulations, or models, act as representations of existing or proposed
systems, and are often valuable tools. They allow researchers to understand factors that control a
system, and allow for predictions of future behavior of the system. Simulations were used
extensively in this research, because they provide a way to evaluate different designs without
having to do experimentation on a real system, which might be prohibitively costly, dangerous,
time-consuming, and impractical [263]. Radiation modeling requires input of data from
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experimentation to benchmark outputs and improve correspondence with reality. The results of
these biological experiments are intended to inform improvements to the modeling of
radiosensitization.
4.2 – Background
Tumors vary by origin and individual, resulting in unpredictable outcomes to radiation
treatment. Tumor cells can have distinct morphological and phenotypic profiles, including gene
expression, metabolism, proliferation, and metastatic potential [255]. These differences occur
both between tumors and within tumors and arise from both genetic and non-genetic factors.
Ideally, research would be conducted with tissue that is identical to the tumor being treated,
however, it is often not possible to perfectly replicate a tumor, and therefore, tumor models are
employed as analogs.
Tumor models are often employed to serve as an analog for a tumor under investigation
without risk to the patient [278]. Human xenograft models utilize growing tumor tissue removed
through biopsy and transplanted to a rodent host. This method has the advantage of featuring the
same complexity of genetic and epigenetic abnormalities from the original tumor population
[279].
One of the most pressing shortcomings of the human xenograft model is that rodent
immune response is often different or suppressed for implantation [257]. In some cases, this has
led to poor predictability in clinical human patients [256]. Companion animal models are an
attractive alternative to xenograft. In this model, potential treatments are evaluated in
spontaneous natural disease in animals. Advantages of this model include, an intact host immune
system and a closer size and genetic profile to humans.
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Cell Culture
Tumor-derived cell lines are one of the most prominent methods of tumor modeling
[258]. They allow for rapid analysis of underlying biological processes, as well as analyzing the
efficacy of novel anticancer therapies. In some cases, cells can be grown as spheroids in threedimensional culture; this method offers the advantages of cellular contact with other cells and
extracellular matrix, and is more representative of the in vivo environment than two-dimensional
culture [259]. Neuroblast cells were first cultured in 1907, and by 1955 cultured mammalian
cells were used by Puck and Marcus for radiation survival experiments [260-261].
One of the most prominent cell-lines used in medical research is Chinese hamster ovary
(CHO) cells (Figure 4.1). CHO cells were one of the earliest stable mammalian cell lines, and
have been cultured since 1956 [262]. With a long history in research, much is known about CHO
cell genetics and growth characteristics. CHO cells are derived from ovarian epithelium; based
on their origin, they are considered a non-cancer model for most studies. They display some
features typical for tumorigenic cells, including abnormal p53 function, as a consequence of their
immortalization [264].
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Figure 4.1 – Chinese hamster ovary cells in cell culture.

CHO cells are commonly used in radiation studies because of their rapid growth and
small number of chromosomes, enabling facile experiments with radiation cytogenetics [265].
Many studies use CHO-wild type cells in the role of control to analyze baseline effects before
adding complicating factors [52].
Cell Survival Curves
Cell survival curves are a statistical representation of the likelihood of cells to remain
replicative after irradiation, and are the most common way of presenting the outcomes in
radiation studies with cells [268]. They describe the relationship between absorbed dose of
radiation and proportion of cells that survive and are able to grow into a colony [266]. Survival
was first utilized in radiation experiments and remains a critical tool in radiation research,
although it has become a more general tool in cellular analysis [261].
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Radiation damage to DNA in a cell can either be repaired or lead to the death of the cell.
There are several mechanisms of death that occur within cells. For the purposes of survival
analysis, a cell that has lost its ability to reproduce indefinitely would be considered to have
undergone mitotic or reproductive death. This categorization includes cells that have undergone
necrosis, apoptosis, autophagy, or senescence. This definition of death includes cells that remain
sufficiently intact after treatment to produce proteins, replicate DNA, and even undergo up to
two cell divisions [267].
The standard established way of measuring cell survival is with a clonogenic assay.
When a cell survives and has the capacity to grow into a colony, it is referred to as clonogenic.
The method is initiated with plating a known number of cells exposed to the target condition,
incubating for weeks and counting the macroscopically visible colonies that can be fixed and
stained [267]. The definition of colony varies throughout the literature, but is generally
considered to be when the origin cell has reproduced sufficiently to result in a cluster of at least
fifty cells [269]. Not every seeded cell will form a colony, even in the absence of external
manipulation, resulting in fewer colonies than plated cells. The plating efficiency (PE) accounts
for this deficiency and is defined as:

𝑃𝐸 =

# 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑑
# 𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠 𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑

(4.1)

# 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑑
# 𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠 𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑥 𝑃𝐸

(4.2)

Parallel dishes are plated that have been exposed to radiation, and the surviving fraction (SF) of
those treatment cells is therefore:

𝑆𝐹 =

The results are then plotted logarithmically with increasing dose.
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4.3 – DNA Strand Break Assay
A preliminary investigation was conducted to both confirm the findings of metal dose
enhancement within an in vitro system, and optimize the parameters of cell experiments. Singlestranded viral DNA isolated from M13mp18 virus (New England Biolabs, Inc.) was used to
analyze radiosensitizing ability of copper. Viral DNA is a useful tool that can be used to evaluate
single-stranded nucleotide breaks (SSB) occurring from radiation [271]. This method was
selected because it offers manageable biological data with insight into cellular mechanisms.
MC simulations were previously used (Chapters 2-3) to evaluate the dose enhancement
resulting from radiation in metal solutions. Dose enhancement is often a primary mechanism of
radiosensitization with metals, but radiosensitization can occur from different mechanisms.
Recall from Section (1.5), that copper can act to enhance reactive oxygen species (ROS), which
are known to cause DNA breaks, and are regarded to account for the majority of damage to DNA
with photon radiation [270]. The macroscopic MC models used previously did not account for
increases in ROS that would occur from metals within the tumor region. Strand breaks in viral
DNA will occur from interactions with secondary electrons and additionally ROS, thereby
exhibiting all mechanisms of radiosensitization.
In a preliminary investigation, copper was analyzed as a radiosensitizer compared to
other metals. A 10μL DNA solution was created for each sample that consisted of 0.11 μL DNA
(250 μg/mL); 0.1 μL Tris (hydroxymethyl) aminomethane (THAM) hydrochloride (Tris-HCL) as
an electrophoresis buffer; 8.72 μL water; and 1 μL of 2 mM metal salt solution (resulting in a
200 μM final concentration). Each sample was exposed to 10 Gy gamma-rays from a Cs-137
source, and then run through gel electrophoresis (1% agarose gel in 1X TAE buffer and 0.05%
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ethidium bromide), after adding 2 μL of 6X DNA loading dye (15% Ficoll (w/v), 10% glycerol
(v/v), 0.25% bromophenol blue (w/v), and 0.25% xylene cyanol FF (w/v) in distilled water)
[271].
Electrophoresis is a technique used to separate DNA molecules by size. Voltage is
supplied across the gel and negatively charged DNA migrates to the positive terminal. The gel
contains small pores that the DNA fragments can travel through, with large fragments traveling
more slowly than small fragments. After sufficient time the DNA will be separated into bands
corresponding to the length of fragments [272]. Electrophoresis was run at 100 V for 1 hour; the
gels were then submerged in buffer and stored at 4 oC for 24 hours before imaging. Gel images
were obtained with Molecular Imager Gel Doc XR (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc.) (Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2 – Gel image for viral DNA single-strand break assay. Gel electrophoresis causes migration of DNA along
the gel, separating DNA fragments by size. Unbroken fragments are high intensity bands denoted with analysis
regions [U1-U15]. Single breaks are the high intensity bands just below the unbroken analysis bands, and smaller
fragments present as a streak below this band represent more than 1 break.

The gel images are analyzed by optical density using Image Lab (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc.).
The M13mp18 viral single-stranded DNA is circular; unbroken strands are large and migrate the
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least distance with gel electrophoresis, resulting in a high intensity band. A single break in DNA
results in a topoisomer DNA fragment the same length as the circular, but capable of migrating
more quickly through pores. These DNA fragments migrate slightly further along the gel,
resulting in an additional high intensity band below the first. Any additional breaks to a strand,
results in smaller fragments that migrate farther in a continuous smear.
Copper, in the form of CuCl2, was analyzed as a radiosensitizer against several other
metal salts : Iron (FeSO4), Aluminum (AlKSO4), Silver (AgNO3), Nickel (NiSO4), and Cobalt
(CoCl2). Intact DNA for each metal salt was defined as the optical density (OD) in the intact
analysis bands, normalized to water without irradiation. Radiosensitivity was determined from
the ratio of unirradiated OD to irradiated OD for the same metal salt to demonstrate the greatest
difference between toxicity and radiation response (Figure 4.3):

𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

𝑈𝑛𝑏𝑟𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛 𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐷𝑁𝐴
𝑈𝑛𝑏𝑟𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛 𝐼𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐷𝑁𝐴

(4.3)

Figure 4.3 – Six metal salts analyzed for radiosensitization: (Fe, Al, Ag, Ni, Co, and Cu). (A) Each sample was
normalized to unirradiated water. Metal salt alone (blue), gives an indication of the implicit toxicity of the metal salt
leading to DNA breaks (N = 1). Irradiated samples (red), combine DNA damage from toxicity and radiation. (B)
Ratio of unirradiated sample to irradiated sample was used to evaluate radiosensitization.
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Of the metal salts analyzed, several caused DNA fragmentation with their presence in solution;
only cobalt and nickel salts did not have a toxic effect on DNA. With radiation, DNA was
fragmented with all metal salts. FeSO4 resulted in more DNA damage in the unirradiated case,
indicating that the molecule acts as a radioprotector. A single measurement was used for this
experiment to demonstrate initial evidence that copper can feasilby act as a radiosensitizer.
Copper resulted in the largest value of radiosensitization among the metals studied,
prompting additional analysis. Three CuCl 2 final concentrations (50 μM, 200 μM, 800 μM) were
investigated to evaluate radiosensitization dependence on metal salt concentration. Each
concentration was irradiated with 5 Gy from two external beam radiation sources: 6 MV Trilogy
(Varian Medical Systems, Inc.) (VTH), and 225 kVp PXI XRAD SmART (Precision X-ray, Inc.)
(PXI), to evaluate DNA survival from different energy spectra. Intact DNA was evluated as the
OD for each concentration normalized to unirradiated water (0 µM CuCl 2) (Figure 4.4).

Figure 4.4 – Radiosensitization with copper at various concentrations for kV (PXI SmART) and MV (VTH Trilogy)
beam energies. Two beam sources were evaluated PXI (cyan) and VTH (magenta). Values for fraction of intact
DNA compared to unirradiated 0 µM CuCl2 are plotted for each concentration. Statistical tests evaluated
radiosensitization at each concentration (green + blue), and comparisons of beam energy (red).
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CuCl2 acts as a radiosensitizer with both beam spectra. Each CuCl 2 concentration was
significantly reduced compared to the control (0 µM) case (Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) 2tailed, with post hoc Tukey Honestly Significant Difference (HSD) (α = 0.05) n = 3) [273].
Higher concentrations resulted in decreased intact DNA, but the results were not significant. The
difference between each concentration and the control case was calculated; the mean difference
between the two beam energies was evaluated to determine difference in radiosensitization from
energy.
The amount of intact DNA was decreased for all CuCl 2 concentrations in the PXI
irradiations compared to the Trilogy. PXI resulted in significantly different radiosensitization
values from VTH at 200 μM and 800 μM concentrations (Paired 2-tailed T-test (α = 0.05)); a
lower value of intact DNA was observed in the 50 μM case, but the results were not significant.
The data indicate that radiosensitization can occur for low concentrations. For example, 50 μM
CuCl2 (134.45 g/mol) corresponds to 1.32 mg/kg copper concentration (copper composes 47% of
CuCl2 by mass fraction); this value is two orders magnitude lower than the concentration
necessary for dose enhancement in the MC models of Chapters (2-3). Additionally, the data
indicate that there is more radiosensitization when using the PXI beam, as predicted from the
results of Chapters (2-3).
4.4 – CuATSM Toxicity
Radiosensitization is only efficacious if the analyte under consideration is sufficiently
non-toxic to allow for application. Recall from Section (4.3) that CuCl 2 resulted in damage to
DNA without radiation, and from Section (3.3) that the solvent for CuATSM, dimethylsulfoxide
(DMSO), is known to be toxic. Growth inhibition with CHO cells was assessed for DMSO and
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CuATSM solution (10 mg/ml in DMSO; 31 mM) to determine toxic thresholds. Cell culturing is
generally conducted under favorable cell growth conditions to facilitate rapid proliferation.
Alterations to the growth environment, however, can significantly affect cellular growth. Growth
inhibition is a relative measure of the altered environment to normal growth conditions to
evaluate the effects of the alterations [274]. Growth inhibition values can be calculated with:

𝐺𝐼𝑉 =

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙 #
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙 #

(4.4)

CHO cells were cultured in 1X Alpha Modified (L-Glutamine/ribonucleosides/
deoxyribonucleosides) Minimum Essential Medium (α-MEM) (HyClone Laboratories), with
10% (v/v) Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS), and 1% 100X Gibco Antibiotic-Antimycotic (Anti-Anti)
(ThermoFisher Scientific, Inc.). Cells from actively growing stock were harvested from culture
by phosphate buffered saline (PBS) wash, and 1X 0.25% Trypsin- ethylenediaminetetraacetic
acid (EDTA) detachment (trypsinization). Trypsin acts to hydrolyze proteins and EDTA is a
chelate that removes calcium-ions, important in cell anchoring, from solution. Cells were
counted electronically with Coulter Counter (Beckman Coulter, Inc.), and 5,000 were plated in
dishes.
For the DMSO toxicity analysis, DMSO was added to compose 0%, 5%, 10%, and 20%
(v/v) of culture media for one hour; then washed and replaced with fresh media. Samples were
incubated in a Thermo Forma 3110 CO2 Water Jacketed Incubator (ThermoFisher Scientific,
Inc.) at standard conditions (37 oC with 5% CO2) for 2 and 4 days, when samples were
recounted. Doubling time was assessed from the exponentially growing phase using:
2𝑁(0) = 𝑁(0)𝑒
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(4.5)

𝑡

=

ln(2)
𝑛

(4.6)

Where n, is the growth rate, defined as the slope of the growth points in logarithmic scale.
Doubling time for untreated CHO cell samples was found to be approximately 14.5 hours.
Growth inhibition values (GIV) were calculated from day 6 samples (Figure 4.5).

Figure 4.5 – Growth inhibition with DMSO. Sigmoid function fit to data points. (N = 1)

A single experiment was conducted to determine maximum concentration of DMSO and
CuATSM that could be added to the growth medium before overbearing toxicity, defined as 0.5
GIV. The results of growth inhibition with DMSO indicated that beyond 5% (v/v) of solution,
DMSO resulted in a rapid decrease in cell viability.
Toxicity of CuATSM (Cayman Chemical, Inc.) was also assessed, using the same cellline and techniques described above; however, the procedure differed in some respects. A
qualitative assessment of CuATSM was made with microscopy. Cells were plated (100,000) and
CuATSM was added to the culture medium to final concentration of 31.1 µM. Microscopy
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images were collected over time with Micrometrics 519CU and SE Premium (Accu-Scope, Inc.)
(Figure 4.6).

Figure 4.6 – CHO cell alterations from CuATSM. (A) Initial shape of CHO cells upon application. (B) Cell shapes
at three time points (15 min; 30 min; 45 min) within the first hour after application. Star (white) identifies single cell
undergoing shape change. (C) Cell shape 24 hours after application. Cells shown are still attached even with
vigorous agitation. (D) Mixture of altered shapes and cells with normal phenotype.

CuATSM was found to cause alterations to cells at 31.1 µM concentration. Within the
first hour of application, CuATSM caused cells to change shape; often decreasing the apparent
attachment area of the cell with the surface (Figure 4.6B). In some cases these cells detached
from the dish surface, but in other cases the cells were not detached even with vigorous agitation.
After 24 hours, there was substantial detachment, but other regions were attached with shape
changes (Figure 4.6C), or had returned to their normal phenotype (Figure 4.6D).
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The protocol used here for CuATSM incubation was developed based on data from
Burgman, et al., which indicate maximum uptake of CuATSM occurred at approximately 1 hour
[123]. In order to maximize cellular concentration of copper without toxicity from DMSO, a high
concentration would be administered over a short duration (1 hr). Subsequently, the CuATSM
solutions were removed and replaced with fresh media. The qualitative assessment indicated that
high concentration of CuATSM for short duration might lead to confounding results from cell
detachment. This finding was used to alter the procedure of growth inhibition with CuATSM. In
this case 100,000 cells were plated in each dish and lower concentrations of CuATSM were
added to the media permanently rather than for 1 hour as in the DMSO case (Figure 4.7).

Figure 4.7 – Growth inhibition with CuATSM. Logarithmic function to fit data points.

Evaluation of growth inhibition indicated that CuATSM solution was a limiting factor in CHO
cell growth. A single experiment was conducted to determine the maximum concentration of
CuATSM that could be added before overbearing toxicity (GIV = 0.5). With concentrations
above 0.311 µM, CuATSM results in a GIV below 0.5, therefore, 0.311 µM was used as the final
concentration of CuATSM solution for radiosensitization analysis. Recall from Section (2.6),
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that macroscopic Monte Carlo models resulted in discernable dose enhancment only when the
copper concentration was at least 100 mg/kg of the total solution. The CuATSM concentration
determined in this section to be non-toxic to cells (0.311 µM), would result in elemental copper
composing 18 µg/kg of the total solution, a much lower concentration than the dose enhancing
concentration.
4.5 – Radiosensitization of CHO cells with CuATSM
With radiation treatment of cells, it is clarifying to understand the parameters of
radiosensitization. Dose enhancement (Chapters 2-3), features heavily as a proposed mechanisms
for improved outcomes with metal radiosensitizers. In vitro analysis of DNA breaks provides
insight into the combinatory action of ROS and dose to result in a fundamental mechanism for
cell death. DNA breaks can result in mitotic death, and are crucially correlated to cell survival,
however, they are not the only mechanism for cell death. For therapy applications with the intent
to reduce the number of tumor cells, the primary concern is cell death, by any mechanism.
Survival curves were generated for cells exposed to CuATSM and radiation with
increasing dose. Cells were cultured with the procedure outlined in Section (4.4), and 100,000
cells were plated for each sample. Recall from Section (1.8), that CuATSM was developed as a
tracer for hypoxia, and the evaluation of its efficacy as an external beam radiosensitizer has
focused on the increased therapeutic advantage it would have in hypoxic tissues (Section 3.3).
Therefore, samples were exposed to hypoxic environment within a hypoxia chamber (Coy Lab
Products, Inc.)
A hypoxia chamber creates and maintains a stable low-oxygen environment (< 10 ppm)
for cell culture experiments. Atmosphere is removed from the chamber by vacuum pump and
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replaced with a nitrogen/hydrogen gas mixture (95% N2 + 5% H2) that removes residual oxygen
from the environment by formation of water molecules with a palladium catalyst. After removal
of atmosphere, oxygen concentration was measured to be stable (± 3 ppm) over a two hour
period as measured by Coy Anaerobic Monitor (CAM-12). An external validation of low oxygen
conditions was evaluated by YSI 5000/5010 dissolved oxygen instruments (YSI, Inc.). Media
(10 ml) were exposed to the hypoxic environment in the chamber for two hours, and transported
using an air-tight container (Mitsubishi Gas Chemical Company, Inc.) sealed with anaerobic
vinyl tape (Coy Lab Products, Inc.). The results indicated that the oxygen concentration in media
were well below the stated oxygen in the chamber (< 10 ppm), and approached the limits of
resolution of the monitor (10 ppb).
Cells were adapted to the low oxygen environment for two hours, and CuATSM (0.001%
v/v) was added for one hour. Samples were transported and irradiated using the PXI X-RAD
SmART irradiator with 40 mm x 40 mm cone to cover each dish uniformly. Radiation doses of
0, 2, 4, and 8 Gy were applied. Gafchromic EBT2 dosimetric film (Ashland, Inc.), was used to
ensure proper alignment and coverage (Figure 4.8).
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Figure 4.8 – Film analysis for 6-well plate irradiation. (A) Film with 2 Gy irradiation fields; 6-well plate overlaid
with dimensions (cyan) to demonstrate coverage. (B) Image profile across center of film indicates uniformity within
irradiated field.

Samples were then returned to incubator at standard conditions for two days allowing for
two CHO cell divisions to occur [264]. The analysis of cell survival differed from the standard
clonogenic assay. Recall from Section (4.2), that the clonogenic assay requires the plating of a
known number of cells, but that CuATSM caused shape changes and detachment of cells
(Section 4.4). Therefore, an alternative method was used to ensure that all cells present in the
plate would be counted. Alternative methods of cell survival analysis have been utilized in the
past and found to be successful in ranking the cell lines in order of radiosensitivity [275-277]. In
this case, the samples were harvested with trypsin and recounted with Coulter Counter after
incubation. This method conservatively accounts for the phenotypically altered cells described in
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Section (4.4) by accounting for dead and dying cells in addition to clonogenic cells. Therefore
the definitions of plating efficiency and survival fraction are changed from the definitions in
Section (4.2):

𝑃𝐸 =
𝑆𝐹 =

# 𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠 𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑑
# 𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠 𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑

# 𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠 𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑑
# 𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠 𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑥 𝑃𝐸

(4.7)
(4.8)

Four conditions were considered: normoxic cells without CuATSM (NXC); normoxic
cells with CuATSM (N+C); hypoxic cells without CuATSM (HXC); and hypoxic cells with
CuATSM (H+C). Five trials were conducted for each condition and results were plotted
logarithmically against dose (Figure 4.9).

Figure 4.9 – Cell survival with CHO exposed to CuATSM and PXI orthovoltage radiation. Four conditions were
considered: normoxic cells without CuATSM (blue); hypoxic cells without CuATSM (yellow); normoxic cells with
CuATSM (red); hypoxic cells with CuATSM (green). (A) Surviving fraction from 0 to 8Gy. (B) Bar graph for each
condition at 8 Gy. Hypoxic radiosensitization (magenta), and normoxic radiosensitization (cyan) are calculated from
the differences in each oxic condition between +CuATSM and XCuATSM.

CuATSM acted to radiosensitize cells to external beam orthovoltage radiation. Each condition
was compared (ANOVA (2-tailed) + Tukey HSD (α = 0.05) n = 5), and significant difference
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was found in each case, with the exception that no significant difference was found between
NXC and H+C conditions. Radiosensitization was assessed by the difference between presence
of CuATSM and absence of CuATSM. The two oxic conditions, hypoxic and normoxic, were
compared by linear combination of population means (contrast) with the following null and
alternative hypotheses:
𝐻 :𝜇

𝐻 :𝜇

−𝜇

−𝜇

=𝜇

≠𝜇

− 𝜇

− 𝜇

(4.9)
(4.10)

The contrast estimate was then tested (T-test (1-tailed) (α = 0.01) n = 5); there was no significant
difference between the oxic conditions. Radiosensitization occurred for a very low concentration
of copper in this case; approximately 18 μg/kg copper concentration in solution. CuATSM was
0.311 µM concentration in medium; CuATSM is dissolved in DMSO (10 mg/ml); and copper is
approximately 20% (mass fraction) of CuATSM.
4.6 – Discussion
Measurements in biological systems are critical to assessing radiosensitization.
Previously, dose enhancement was assessed with simulations of copper (Chapter 2) and
CuATSM (Chapter 3). The results of those simulations indicated that in order to produce an
enhancement to treatment utilizing CuATSM the following conditions would need to be met: a
high concentration would need to be injected; hypoxic tissues would be needed to concentrate
copper deposition; and low energy (orthovoltage) irradiation would be needed to enhance the
photoelectric effect. Dose enhancement is a mechanism for radiosensitization, but
radiosensitization does not occur uniquely from dose enhancement. Clinical radiosensitization
occurs when the outcomes of radiation (cell death, tumor-size reduction) are enhanced by the
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action of an external additive. It is also critical that the outcomes of the additive are enhanced by
radiation, otherwise its action could be attributable to toxicity. The purpose of this chapter
therefore, is intended to address the question: Can CuATSM radiosensitize external beam
radiation without toxicity? The query is addressed with biological measurements in cells and
DNA.
Although the analysis was not exhaustive, the results indicated that CuATSM can be used
as a radiosensitizer, but differed in some respects from the implications of dose enhancement
(Section 4.1). Section (4.3), indicated that copper, in the form of CuCl 2 could be used to amplify
single-strand breaks in viral DNA. Although orthovoltage (PXI), was found to result in more
DNA breaks, megavoltage (VTH) was also shown to act as a radiosensitizer. Furthermore, the
data indicate that radiosensitization occurred with both megavoltage and orthovoltage, below
concentrations necessary for MC predictions of physical dose enhancement at the macroscopic
level. Recall from Section (2.6) that macroscopic dose enhancement occurred with the SARRP
(orthovoltage) beam at a minimum copper concentration of 100 mg/kg. Radiosensitization in
DNA experiments occurred at copper (CuCl2) concentrations as low as 1.32 mg/kg; two orders
of magnitude lower than macroscopic MC.
As a precursor for assessment of radiosensitization in cells, an assessment of toxicity was
made with CuATSM and its solvent, DMSO (Section 4.4). DMSO is toxic to cells, however with
limited incubation time, cells can recover from exposure. Burgman, et al., indicated that
maximum uptake of CuATSM occurred at approximately 1 hour after application. A protocol
utilizing high concentrations of CuATSM (31.1 µM) for short durations (1 hour) in medium was
intended to achieve increased copper concentrations without toxicity. Qualitative microscopy
analysis precluded such a methodology, as replacement of medium following short duration
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incubation of CuATSM would permanently remove cells from culture that might reattach
without stressors present. Permanent incubation of CuATSM was evaluated for toxicity at
several concentrations in media and 0.311 µM was determined to be the maximum concentration
without overbearing (GIV < 0.5) toxicity.
The goal of this research is to investigate whether CuATSM can be developed into a
radiosensitizer to improve tumor cell kill in radiotherapy applications. CHO cells were selected
for this study because of their prominent role as a baseline in radiation cytogenetics reseach.
Recall from Section (2.2), that CHO cells are considered to be non-cancerous and therefore,
survival outcomes in this study will not directly apply to expected outcomes in cancer cells. The
methods described in this chapter should be extended to a number of cancer cell lines to fully
evaluate the mechanisms of radiosensitization with CuATSM. Nevertheless, the demonstration
of radiosensitization in CHO cells should serve as an indicator that radiosensitization would
likely occur in cancer cells, which are often more radiosensitive [252-253].
Coulter counting was used to evaluate the total number of cells remaining after treatment
in this study. This differs from the typical clonogenic survival assay because in addition to
replicative cells, dead or dying cells will be counted. Research has indicated that alternative
counting methods can serve as estimations of cell survival in radiation research at low doses
[275-277]. The methods used here are a conservative approach that accounts for the
phenotypically morphed cells noted in Section (4.4) that could later reattach and proliferate after
adaptation to environmental stress. Previous research has indicated that an advantage of
estimating survival fraction with Coulter counting is that it avoids underestimation of the total
cell number that can lead to ratios greater than 100% [276]. Dead and dying cells should be a
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relatively small fraction of the total cell number after two days of incubation, allowing for at
least 2 cell divisions of CHO cells [267].
The maximum concentration of CuATSM without toxicity (0.311 µM) was used to
analyze radiosensitivity in cell culture (Section 4.5). CuATSM did act as a radiosensitizer at
concentrations that were four orders of magnitude below what was determined necessary for
dose enhancement using macroscopic MC. The results of this chapter indicated that
radiosensitization with CuATSM occurred at a lower concentration of elemental copper (18
μg/kg) than with CuCl2 in viral DNA (1.32 mg/kg) or in bacterial cells (1.74 mg/kg); however, it
should be noted that low copper concentration sensitivity was not thoroughly evaluated with
either analyte [111]. Furthermore, radiosensitization occurred in both hypoxic and normoxic
conditions, although there was no significant difference in the level of radiosensitization between
the two conditions. Equal radiosensitization with either hypoxic or normoxic conditions,
corresponds with the findings of McMillan, that 64CuATSM was uptaken at the same rates in
hypoxic and normoxic CHO cells [117]. These results suggest, therefore, that cellular uptake is
the primary regulator of radiosensitivity.
The results of this chapter answer the central postulate of this dissertation in the
affirmative: CuATSM can be used as a radiosensitizer. The low concentration of copper for
radiosensitization, entreats a follow-up question: Why does CuATSM cause radiosensitization in
laboratory experiments (DNA/mammalian cells) at lower copper concentrations than MC
macroscopic dose predictions? This question will be addressed in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 5
NANOSCALE MONTE CARLO ASSESSMENT OF DOSIMETRY AND RADIOCHEMICAL
YIELD IN CELLULAR MODEL

5.1 – Introduction
Dose analysis is generally conducted at a macroscopic scale of millimeters and above.
Macroscopic dosimetry is the technique where the average values of stochastic quantities are
used to define values such as absorbed dose [233, 241]. Macroscopic dose analyses are standard
for radiotherapy applications; providing a quantitative correlational metric to predict
deterministic treatment outcomes. As radiotherapy advances, however, sub-millimeter dose
resolution may provide valuable insights into stochastic radiotherapy outcomes. When a problem
is evaluated at increasingly smaller scales, a microdosimetric consideration may be warranted
[241].
Microdosimetry considers dose at the scale of micrometers, and differs from macroscopic
dosimetry in that the entire stochastic energy deposition process is studied [146, 241]. For studies
within cells, radiation interaction with nanostructures such as DNA are critical. Often, nanoscale
considerations of dose analysis are referred to as nanodosimetry, however, because the
methodology does not change from microscale considerations, microdosimetry is used in this
chapter to refer to dosimetric analysis below millimeter scales [233, 241]. To evaluate the
outcomes of radiotherapy as a function of cell damage, it will be essential to better understand
the fundamental mechanism involved in biological damage by radiation [281]. In biology, this
will require an improved understanding of the biological processes within and between cells. In
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physics, it will necessitate an improved theoretical determination of radiation track structure
through biological material.
Evaluating radiation damage to DNA and other small cellular components requires a shift
in measurement to the nanoscale [155, 280]. Recall from Section (1.2) that damage to DNA from
photon therapy is done primarily indirectly; through secondary electrons and reactive chemical
species [288]. Additionally, low-energy electrons (LEE) are critical considerations in biological
damage and are integral to radiosensitization (Section 1.4) [289-290, 295]. Electrons with
electron volt (eV) level energies have ranges on the nanometer scale. This can be important to
determine the ensemble of particle histories and thereby to determine the path of secondary
electrons down to the excitation threshold of a media (7-10 eV for water) [155, 282, 287] (Figure
5.1).

Figure 5.1 – Differences in electron track structure resulting from differences in energy cutoff. (A) With energy
cutoff at 1 keV (standard for general purpose MC codes) the electron tracks (red) deposit energy at the end of their
range. (B) With energy cutoff at 8.22 eV the electrons are capable of traveling farther and creating secondary
electrons (yellow) that deposit energy throughout the path of the electron.
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The Monte Carlo (MC) approach, is critical for simulation of radiobiology. The research
in biological MC has been largely motivated by the need for improved planning tools for heavyion therapy, but radiosensitization studies have also featured prominently [124, 132, 136, 155,
221, 283-286]. The MC techniques used here differ in some respects from those presented in
Chapters (2-3). At the microscale, predictions will need to account for physical interactions to
lower energies, as well as physiochemical, and chemical processes.
Recall from Section (2.3) that many general purpose radiation transport MC codes rely on
the averaging of many individual histories at certain energy or geometrical thresholds resulting
in a condensed history (CHMC) [280-281]. This approximation is implemented for large-scale
simulations to make the process computationally feasible [280]. The CHMC approach uses
multiple scattering theories and stopping power data to be applicable to many materials; they can
be used for a variety of applications usually from the keV up to the GeV‐TeV energy range,
spanning from high‐energy physics, to medical physics and space radiation applications [155].
CHMC is however, intrinsically unsuitable for analysis of particles at the nanometer scale [280].
An alternative MC approach is referred to as track structure (TSMC) modeling, where each
particle is tracked independently, event-by-event [287] (Figure 5.2).
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Figure 5.2 – Track structure evolution of an individual electron and the resultant secondary electron creation is
shown over the timespan of 0.001 ps to 0.01 ps. TSMC does not combine the histories of a number of particles as
does CHMC, allowing for time based dosimetric analysis.

MC simulation accuracy is limited by the realism of their physics models. With TSMC
codes, this limitation results from the experimental difficulties of measuring LEE [295].
Biological media are often approximated by liquid water. For LEE, the dominant processes in
liquid water are ionization, electronic excitation, and elastic scattering [291]. Unfortunately,
measurements in liquid water are difficult, and often approximations are made by theoretical and
semi-empirical models using data from water vapor [291, 298-302]. Additionally, the
approximation of biological material as water can be limiting for certain applications, although
substantial experimentation and theoretical progress has been made to provide data for LEE
interaction with structural components of DNA [287, 292-293].
For the macroscopic MC simulations used previously (Chapters 2-3), the calculations of
dose enhancement with high-Z elements, were completed by mixing water with metals in
heterogeneous compositions. For TSMC models, this methodology falls short on two accounts:
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physics interaction cross-sections are often unavailable for high-Z elements; and resulting
distributions of secondary radiation from metal particles are anisotropic on the nanoscale [124,
132, 136, 221, 286]. Numerous techniques have been developed to adapt to those limitations,
including the use of macroscopic electron spectra. High energy electrons (> 1 keV) are generated
using CHMC tools in a macroscopic representation of the system including the metal under
investigation. These electrons are then input into a microscopic representation and tracked to low
energies (<10 eV) within the water-only geometry [127, 200]. Cross-sectional data for water are
used to evaluate the scattering, excitation, and ionization processes that each electron undergoes
as it deposits energy down to the cutoff energy.
This chapter will introduce the TSMC code Geant4-DNA, and use macroscopic electron
spectra data from copper containing cells to estimate dosimetric quantities on the nanoscale.
Chapter 5 is also intended to unite concepts from each of the preceding chapters to fulfill the
initial thesis of this dissertation and make the most accurate estimate of the radiosensitization
potential of CuATSM. Recall the central postulate of this work: Can CuATSM be used as a
radiosensitizer of external beam radiation? Chapter 2 attempted to solve this question by
macroscopic analysis of copper; Chapter 5 will extend this investigation into the nanoscale.
Chapter 3 attempted to clarify lingering clinical considerations of CuATSM in a tumor model;
Chapter 5 will appropriate CuATSM uptake data from Section (3.3) to consider effects in a
cellular model. Chapter 4 made direct biological measurements of radiosensitization in DNA and
mammalian cells confirming the central thesis directly. The concentration of copper necessary
for that radiosensitization however, was substantially lower than what was needed for
macroscopic dose enhancement, prompting a follow-up question: How does CuATSM cause
radiosensitization at lower concentrations than macroscopic dose evaluation would predict?
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Chapter 5 will attempt to address this discrepancy by analyzing enhancements to
microdosimetry, DNA strand breaks, and chemical species creation.
5.2 – Geant4-DNA
The implementation of TSMC computational tools to simulate radiation in biological
matter has been advancing rapidly. Arguably, the most state-of-the-art examples are the
PARTRAC and KURBUC codes which are able to simulate direct and indirect damage to DNA,
as well as biological repair [155, 303-306]. Unfortunately, these codes are not openly available
to users, preventing large-scale usability and adaptability to various needs [306].
The Geant4-DNA (G4DNA) project is an open access, experimentally validated, software
framework for simulating early radiobiological damage on the nanoscale [155, 280-282, 285,
306]. The G4DNA project was initiated in 2001 at the European Space Agency for estimations of
biological effects from space missions. Currently, the project is managed by the G4DNA
collaboration; a multidisciplinary group with experts in theoretical elementary particle physics,
radiochemistry, and microdosimetry [308]. G4D is an extension of the general-purpose Geant4
Monte Carlo simulation toolkit, a state-of-the-art code that was originally developed at the
European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) for high energy physics at the Large
Hadron Collider [307]. G4DNA is made possible because Geant4 software is built with C++; an
object oriented programming language that provides flexibility and extensibility [306]. Geant4 is
updated frequently, the release that was used for this work is: geant4.10.04.p01. G4DNA has
been extensively benchmarked against experimental data and other MC codes [306, 309-311].
The open nature of Geant4 has resulted in numerous physics models and processes that
can be implemented by the user depending on their needs. This is facilitated with pre-built C++
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physics constructor classes; which contain the list of particles, processes, and models available
for applications [281, 306]. The default physics constructor for LEE processes in water is called
G4EmDNAPhysics; it employs the G4DNA extension (Table 5.1), as well as low energy models
for photon interactions based on the Livermore library of the low energy electromagnetic physics
processes and standard energy models for positrons [281, 306].
Table 5.1 – List of G4DNA physics processes for DNA extension.

Process

Model

Low Energy Limit

High Energy Limit

Elastic Scattering

Screened Rutherford

8.23 eV

10 MeV

8.23 eV

10 MeV

Campion (alternative)
Excitation

Emfietzoglou

8.23 eV

10 MeV

Ionization

Born

12.61 eV

30 keV

Developments are ongoing for the project and after publication, the developments are made
available as examples for open access with released versions of the Geant4 toolkit. For this
investigation, two examples were adapted to evaluate microdosimetry and radiochemical yield
within a CuATSM loaded cell. All simulations were developed and tested with the Geant4
Virtual Machine, developed by the Centre d’Etudes Nucléaires de Bordeaux-Gradignan.
Simulations were subsequently run for production using the Rocky Mountain Advanced
Computing Consortium (RMACC) Summit supercomputer running Red Hat Enterprise Linux
Server 7.3 with access to up to 904 Intel Xeon E5-2680 v3 processors 12 cores X 2.5 GHz [115].
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Pdb4dna
For accurate estimates of DNA damage, realistic cellular geometries should be
considered [293-294]. The pdb4dna example is used to simulate energy deposition in a target
volume with a geometry that can be defined from a protein databank (PDB) model [295, 306,
308, 312-313]. Additionally, using time and positional information collected in a DNA
geometry, strand breaks can be estimated. In this case a compact tetranucleosome was used as
the structure. This DNA/protein structure was derived from Xenopus laevis (African clawed
frog), and resolved with x-ray diffraction to 9 Å resolution [312-313] (Figure 5.3).

Figure 5.3 – Geometrical model of compact tetranucleosome implemented for pdb4dna simulation of energy
deposition and strand breaks. The source of the geometry is the protein databank (PDB). CPK color model used for
representation; carbon (gray), oxygen (red), nitrogen (blue), sulfur (yellow), phosphorus (orange).

Chem4
DNA damage in a living cell by ionizing radiation is about one-third direct and two-thirds
indirect [230]. Indirect damage results from radiation induced reactive species in the medium
surrounding the DNA. Water composes up to 90% of living mater, therefore water radiolysis is
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closely related to the biological damage to biological tissue. Excitation and ionization of water
molecules interacting with radiation produce a number of chemical species within the
nanoseconds following irradiation:
𝐻 𝑂 ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯

𝑒

, 𝐻● , 𝐻 , ●𝑂𝐻 , 𝐻 𝑂 , 𝐻 𝑂 , 𝑂𝐻

(5.1)

These molecules have lifetimes of nanoseconds and are considered the primary yield of
radiolysis; among them, the hydroxyl radicals (●𝑂𝐻) are the most critical for DNA damage.

Interaction of hydroxyl radicals with DNA can cause strand breaks that may be repaired on the
microsecond scale [230, 234]. Hydroxyl radicals also react with other hydrogenated molecules
(XH) to result in secondary radicals (𝑋●):
●𝑂𝐻 + 𝑋𝐻

→ 𝑋 ● + 𝐻2 𝑂

(5.2)

These molecules have lifetimes of microseconds and can cause irreparable damage to
biologically important molecules (BIM):
𝑋● + 𝐵𝐼𝑀𝐻 → 𝐵𝐼𝑀● + 𝑋𝐻

(5.3)

The implementation of chemistry tracking in G4DNA, requires the activation of an
additional physics constructor. Physics constructors can either be: complementary, making
available a different non-overlapping set of particles, models, and processes that do not interfere
with other constructors within a specified energy range; or alternative, overriding models and
processes [306]. For low energy physics modeling, there is a complementary chemistry physics
constructor: G4EmDNAChemistry which introduces several products of radiolysis [281, 314].
With G4EmDNAChemistry, the physical interactions resulting in energy deposition from
G4EmDNAPhysics are followed by physicochemical and chemical stages [281, 314]. The former
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occurs within picoseconds of energy deposition, and includes ionized and excited water
molecules through dissociative attachment processes. Following, the nanosecond scale chemical
stage, allows for the creation of new chemical species that can be tracked through diffusion and
mutual interaction in liquid water and deposit energy in a target volume (Figure 5.4).

Figure 5.4 – Chemical species generation, diffusion, and mutual interaction to create different species. Interactions
occur on a nanosecond time scale. Chemical species represented here: aqueous electrons (purple), hydronium (red),
hydroxide (blue), hydroxide ion (pink), molecular hydrogen (cyan), atomic hydrogen (lime green), and hydrogen
peroxide (forest green).

The chem4 example is designed to track and score the total radiochemical yield of the following
chemical species: aqueous electrons (𝑒 ), hydronium(𝐻 𝑂 ), hydroxide (●𝑂𝐻), hydroxide ion
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(𝑂𝐻 ), molecular hydrogen (𝐻 ), atomic hydrogen (𝐻●), and hydrogen peroxide (𝐻 𝑂 ).
Radiochemical yield (G) is defined as:
𝐺(𝑡) =

𝑁(𝑡)
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑋 𝑎𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡
=
𝐸
𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑜 100 𝑒𝑉

(5.4)

The molecules can also mutually interact to form different species by the reactions in Table (5.2)
[314-317].
Table 5.2 – Intermolecular reactions and reaction rates within the G4DNA chemical model.

Reaction
𝐻 𝑂 + 𝑂𝐻
●𝑂𝐻 +

𝐻● + 𝑒

Reaction Rate (107 m3 mol-1 s-1)
14.3

→ 2𝐻 𝑂

2.95

𝑒−
𝑎𝑞 → 𝑂𝐻

2.65

+ 𝐻 𝑂 → 𝑂𝐻 + 𝐻

𝐻 𝑂 +𝑒

→ 𝐻● + 𝐻 𝑂

2.11

→ 𝑂𝐻 + ●𝑂𝐻

1.41

1.44

𝐻● + ●𝑂𝐻 → 𝐻 𝑂

𝐻 𝑂 +𝑒

𝑒

+𝑒

1.20

𝐻● + 𝐻● → 𝐻

0.50

+ 2𝐻 𝑂 → 2 𝑂𝐻 + 𝐻

●𝑂𝐻 + ●𝑂𝐻

0.44

→𝐻 𝑂
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5.3 – Simulation Design
This study implements designs based on the pdb4dna example for microdosimetric
evaluations and the chem4 example for radiochemical yield. The unique aspects of these
simulations are discussed in the subsequent sections. The geometry used to define the cell, and
the electron spectra tracked to low energies are consistent between the two simulations.
Benchmarking data are provided in Appendix (C.1).
Mammalian Cell Geometry
Mammalian cells have substantial range in size, from 10 to 100 µm in diameter [151].
Additionally, the average diameter of the cell nucleus is approximately 6 µm, which occupies
about 10% of the cell volume. Furthermore, cell sizes can change because of their external
environment and nutritional supply [318]. Although tools are available with G4DNA to create
realistic cellular phantoms based on confocal microscopy imaging, a more abstract method was
implemented here to generalize the cell geometry [319].
Cell nucleus and cell body were each represented by spheres; the diameters of these
spheres will fall within the ranges for mammalian cells, and be selected based on the parameters
of the electron radiation. Recall from Section (2.7), electron spectra data and Auger electron
emissions were calculated within a copper solution phantom. The maximum energy window for
electron spectrum (26.5 keV) in the SARRP case was used to determine the cell body dimension,
and the maximum Auger electron energy (8.972 keV) was used to determine the cell nucleus
dimension. The ranges of those electrons were determined from tabulated data of continuousslowing-down approximation range (NIST-CSDA) above 10 keV, and MC simulations below 10
keV (G4DNA-TestEm12) [113, 308] (Figure 5.5).
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Figure 5.5 – Cell dimensions rationale. (A) Electron ranges in water. NIST CSDA range data are unavailable below
10 keV; The G4DNA extension to the TestEm12 example was used to calculate the electron ranges of the Auger
electrons (<10 keV). (B) Geant4 cell geometry parameters.

Electron Spectra
Recall from Section (3.3), that several tumor uptakes of CuATSM were considered based
on application method and toxicity of DMSO. CuATSM injected at a concentration of 1.35 g/kg
(High), was utilized as the starting concentration for electron spectra determinations. This
concentration was then partitioned between the cell nucleus and cell cytoplasm compartments.
Obata, et al., evaluated the uptake of CuATSM into subcellular compartments [80]. They
found that within hypoxic Ehrlich ascites tumor cells approximately 30% of the ATSM was
deposited in the nucleus of the cell, however, accounting for normal brain cells and tumor cells
with different oxygen concentrations, the compartment uptake was highly variable (5% - 35%).
Burgman, et al., found dynamic uptake of CuATSM in cells that varied with time, oxygen
concentration, and by cell type [123]. Attempts were made to investigate the subcellular uptake
in canine osteosarcoma cells with trace element mass spectroscopy analysis of copper. The
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results of the experiments were erroneous, however, the copper concentration indicated
substantial variation in cellular compartment uptake. These considerations motivated the
implementation of a span of copper concentrations between compartments (nucleus – 0-85%).
FLURZnrc (Section 2.4), was used to evaluate the electron spectra from copper solutions in the
cell nucleus and cytoplasm with a span of concentrations. SARRP (Section 2.5), was used as the
external beam input. The base material for nucleus was from ICRU, and for cytoplasm was soft
tissue (ICRP) [149-150] (Figure 5.6).

Figure 5.6 – The electron spectra used for input to the microdosimetric models were generated with FLURZnrc in a
cylindrical phantom. (A) Phantom geometry used to create the electron spectra; see Section (2.7) for details on
geometry within FLURZnrc. (B) Electron spectra for nucleus. Copper concentration in compartment ranges from 085% of the initial 1.35 g/kg CuATSM injection. Spectra normalized to maximum value of the electron spectrum for
the nucleus without copper case. (C) Spectra for cytoplasm. Copper concentration ranges from 0-85% with values
complimentary to those found in the nucleus. Cell nucleus material (ICRU) has a higher effective atomic number
than soft tissue (ICRP), resulting in more electron production.

The material files used to calculate the electron spectra will be available in Appendix (C.2). A
plot of the rationale for compartment distribution is provided in Appendix (C.3).
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5.4 – Microdosimetric Model
The pdb4dna example was used as the starting point for evaluating dosimetry and DNA
strand breaks from the copper spectra. The target was the DNA segment from Figure (5.3); the
atomistic representation is built into the functionality of the example with each atom filled with
G4_WATER material. The segment is bounded by a rectangular prism containing G4_Galactic
material. The geometry was extended with a single sphere representing the cell body with a
diameter of 20 µm filled with G4_WATER material. The nucleus and cytoplasm electron spectra
were used as the particle source input.
The starting point of the radiation source for the microscopic modeling was derived from
the macroscopic modeling that determined the electron spectra. These spectra were not entire
phase space files, and therefore the direction of electron emissions required some
approximations. The proximal angular dispersion of electron ejections from the photon
irradiation of an atom or particle depends on photon source direction, but is inherently a
nanoscale consideration because of the probabilistic processes inherent in the creation of an
electron [136, 221]. The materials representing the nucleus and cytoplasm in the macroscopic
model were mixtures of copper and tissue that do not account for the individual atomic
interactions with photons that would result in those electrons. Therefore, the initial electron
direction was approximated as isotropic emissions.
Furthermore, the high pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) data used to approximate
the copper distribution within the cells (Obata, et al.) was only able to resolve whether the
CuATSM was in the nucleus or the cytoplasm. The distribution of copper within each subcellular
compartment would be difficult to elucidate with current technology. We could reasonably
expect that copper, as a small ion, would distribute throughout the enclosing subcellular
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compartments dynamically by diffusion. The emission of electrons from interaction with copper
within a subcellular compartment, therefore, could be approximated as uniform.
For a small DNA segment, the originating direction of an impinging electron would be
inconsequential for determining energy deposition, but the distance between the electron source
and the DNA target would determine whether or not the electron would have the energy to travel
far enough for an interaction to occur between the electron and the DNA. Therefore, the electron
source starting points were uniform randomly distributed along a single direction from 0.01 nm
to 3 µm in the case of the nucleus, and 3 µm to 10 µm for the cytoplasm.
Finally, the probability of an isotropically emitting electron source interacting with a
nanoscale volume such as the DNA segment can be estimated by the solid angle (Ω) that the area
(A) of the DNA segment subtends, from a given distance in the cell (r) [198]:
𝛺=

𝐴
[𝑠𝑟]
𝑟

(5.5)

The probability of an isotropically emitted particle interacting with a small target is very low.
Consider, for example, the geometry of the pdb4dna example. The largest dimension of that
geometry is 19.6 µm, and assuming a square target, the total target area would be 384.3 µm 2. For
an electron a distance of 10 µm from this target, the total target area would subtend a solid angle
of 3.8(10-14) sr. Therefore, if 106 particles were necessary for a simulation, an isotropically
emitting source would necessitate 3.3(1014) histories to achieve the same level of precision and
statistical noise over the area of interest. As a computational consideration, the initial starting
direction was set to point toward the DNA segment and not be isotropically emitting. Electron
spectra from the nucleus and cytoplasm were run independently with different source positions
linearly distant from the DNA and the results were summed together.
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This approximation would result in a substantial overestimation of electron fluence from
the cytoplasm over the nucleus emitting locations because of the small solid angles are further
subtended at greater distances from the target. To adjust the relative fluence ratios, an
approximation of the difference in electron interaction probability between nucleus and
cytoplasm was determined. Solid angles were calculated at several distances from the DNA
target corresponding to distances within the nucleus and cytoplasm. A power equation was fit to
the points in the nucleus, and an exponential equation to those in the cytoplasm (Figure 5.7):
𝛺 = 4 ∗ 10

𝛺 = 9 ∗ 10

𝑒

𝑟

.

(𝑛𝑢𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑢𝑠 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛)

(𝑐𝑦𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑚 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛)

(5.6)
(5.7)

Figure 5.7 – Solid angle at various distances within the nucleus and cytoplasm to the DNA segment. Functions were
fit to the data and the ratio of the areas under the curves was used as an estimate for reduced electron fluence from
the cytoplasm.

The fluence in the cytoplasm was reduced by the ratio of the area under the curves of the
cytoplasm function to the nucleus function, as an approximation of the probability ratios. A
representation of the source within geometry is provided in Figure (5.8).
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Figure 5.8 – Representation of microdosimetry irradiation scheme within geometry. Simulations for nucleus and
cytoplasm were run independently and subsequently summed. (A) The spectra emitting within the nucleus are
directed toward the target DNA; the initial starting position is randomly assigned along a single axis from 10 nm to
3 µm from the center. (B) The spectra emitting within the cytoplasm; random starting position from 3 µm to 10 µm
from the center, fluence was reduced from the nucleus case by the ratio of probabilities of interaction.

Using this methodology, the energy deposited in the DNA target was determined from
the nucleus and cytoplasm electron spectra for the case with equal distribution of CuATSM
between the two compartments. The predicted spectrum for the nucleus without copper case
(NXC) from the macro MC simulations as detailed in Section (5.3), was used as the basis for
generating the electron fluence to be used in the microdosimetry in each case. The total number
of electrons in the NXC case was 5(107) and distributed in discrete 5 keV energy windows from
3.5 keV to 222.5 keV with the relative number of electrons for each energy window
corresponding to the relative fluence in the spectral distribution (Figure 5.6).
The NXC case was combined with a cytoplasm without copper case (CXC) to compose
the without copper case (XC). The number of electrons for each energy window from 3.5 keV to
222.5 keV for the CXC case was determined from the relative electron fluence from that
simulation (Section 5.3) normalized to 5(10 7) total particles in the NXC case. It is clear from
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Figure (5.6) that this normalization would result in a lower number of electrons in each energy
window for the CXC case compared to the NXC case.
Each of the other electron spectra that were compared to the XC case contained copper as
deposited by High CuATSM (Section 3.4), with distribution of copper shared between nucleus
and cytoplasm from a low of 15% copper in the nucleus (85% cytoplasm) to a high of 85% of
copper in the nucleus (15% cytoplasm). The number of electrons in the energy windows for each
of these spectra were similarly determined by normalizing to the relative spectrum within the
NXC case. From examination of Figure (5.6) it is clear that for each nucleus containing copper
case the number of electrons is higher in each energy window compared to the NXC case and
increases with concentration deposited in the nucleus from 15% to 85%. Similarly each
cytoplasm copper case has a higher number of electrons in each energy window than the CXC
case with an increase with concentration in the cytoplasm from 15% to 85%. Finally, each
combination of cytoplasm and nucleus with copper has a higher number of electrons in each
energy window than the XC case.
The spectra for the micro MC model were then input into the system as discrete
monoenergetic electrons spanning the energy range of the spectra in 5 keV intervals. An
abbreviated example input file is included in Appendix (C.4). The number of interactions with
the target were tallied for each simulation and plotted in 1 eV energy windows from 1 to 1000
eV. The cytoplasm contribution to energy deposition is minimal. Initial simulations indicated
nearly zero deposition, therefore an amplification of electron fluence (x1000) from that
compartment was simulated to demonstrate the scale of discrepancy between the two
compartments. (Figure 5.9).
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Figure 5.9 – Energy deposition by energy window (1-1000 eV) from nucleus and cytoplasm with equal distribution
of CuATSM in each cellular compartment. The number of interactions from the cytoplasm compartment with the
DNA is considerably lower than that from the nucleus compartment even with an amplification of fluence by three
orders of magnitude.

For the values reported in the subsequent results, the nuclear and cytoplasm energy depositions
are summed, however, in all cases the cytoplasm contribution is inconsequential.
Energy deposition was tallied in energy bins comparing the copper (+C) case with equal
distribution of CuATSM between nucleus and cytoplasm, and the no copper (XC) case. Energy
enhancement factors (EEF) (Section 2.2) were calculated with Equation (2.7) using the ratio of
the +C case to the XC case (Figure 5.10).
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Figure 5.10 – Comparison between the +C case and the XC case, with 5(10 7) histories normalized to NXC. (A)
Energy deposited, number of depositions per E6 histories for energy windows (1-1000 eV). (B) Energy
enhancement for +C case for energy range 1-1000 eV. EEF is averaged for pools of energy bins to reduce
fluctuations: 10 eV pools are used from 0-100eV; 25 eV pools for 100-500 eV; and 50 eV pools from 500 eV to
1000 eV. Energy enhancement is consistent (1.07) up to 300 eV; the small number of depositions above the 300 eV
window result in noisy evaluation of EEF, a common feature of energy deposition simulations caused by the low
probability of a large energy deposition in a small volume (Figure C.3) [241].

Copper spectrum resulted in modest increase in energy deposition in all 1 eV energy windows up
to 300 eV. Particle yield decreased from 1 eV to 8 eV; a large increase in yield occurred from 8
eV corresponding to the excitation and ionization cross sections for water and DNA nucleotide
materials. Particle yield peaked at about 20 eV with a gradual decline from 20 eV to 300 eV.
Above 300 eV the low probability of large energy depositions within a small volume resulted in
random fluctuations in yield without clear amplification from copper spectrum. EEF values
indicated an enhancement in energy deposition from copper spectrum of about 7% for energy
windows up to 300 eV. Above 300 eV few depositions results in noisy evaluations of EEF.
The pdb4dna code also allows for estimations of DNA strand breaks within the
nucleotide geometry. The default definition for DNA strand breaks were used in the simulation;
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a single stranded break (SSB) was determined to occur if 8.22 eV was deposited in a nucleotide;
and a double stranded break (DSB) was tabulated when two SSB occurred on complimentary
strands within 10 base pairs (bp). Complex breaks were tabulated when an SSB occurred within
10 bp of another SSB on the same strand (Figure 5.11).

Figure 5.11 – DNA strand break definition. (A) SSB occurs when 8.22 eV of energy are deposited in nucleotide.
Complex SSB is tabulated when additional SSB occurs within 10 bp. (B) DSB occurs when two SSB occur within
10 bp of each other on complimentary strands (blue/red). Complex breaks occur when an additional SSB occurs
within 10 bp of the DSB.

The SSB and DSB were compared between the +C case, and the XC case (Figure 5.12).
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Figure 5.12 – DNA strand break comparison between +C copper spectrum and XC spectrum with 5(10 7) histories
normalized to NXC. Number of breaks per 100 histories. (A) Single strand breaks are more prominent in the +C
case. Complex breaks are also tabulated and occur at a frequency of about 1/10 that of non-complex. (B) Double
strand breaks occur less frequently (1/40) than SSB.

The goal of this section is to determine the microscopic dose enhancement (mDEF)
within a nanoscale target (Section 2.6). As noted earlier, the pdb4dna example allows for
calculation of deposited energy within the target volume. Recall from Section (1.2), that dose
and energy are closely related, and equivalent under certain conditions; unfortunately, those
conditions are not present at the nanoscale. Dose quantities are based on averaging procedures
that make the concept of dose at microscopic scales untenable [146-148, 214, 217]. This is
because ionizing radiation interacts randomly with matter, with substantial fluctuations for
smaller volumes, smaller doses and for more densely ionizing radiations [331]. Absorbed dose is
a statistical average that disregards the importance of the statistical fluctuations that occur in
small volumes and is therefore inadequate to describe the energy deposited in cellular and subcellular structures. Although dose no longer correlates perfectly with energy at this scale, energy
per mass is still a valid measurement in an analysis volume [330]. The target region for these
microdosimetric simulations have identical volume and mass, therefore, dose enhancement is
still a valid measurement [221].
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Microscopic DEF was calculated (Equation 2.10) for each copper distribution as the total energy
deposited compared to the XC case. Single strand break enhancement (SSBEF), and double
strand break enhancement (DSBEF) are evaluated similarly:
𝑆𝑆𝐵𝐸𝐹 =
𝐷𝑆𝐵𝐸𝐹 =

𝑆𝑆𝐵
𝑆𝑆𝐵

𝐷𝑆𝐵
𝐷𝑆𝐵

(5.6)

(5.7)

Results by concentration of copper in the nucleus are plotted in Figure (5.13).

Figure 5.13 – Enhancement factors for copper spectra. (A) Microscopic DEF. (B) Single-strand break enhancement.
(C) Double-strand break enhancement. All factors increase with concentration. (Error bars are standard deviation
with N = 5)

Values of energy deposited, SSB, and double strand breaks were summed for the nucleus and
cytoplasm compartments, however, as previously elucidated (Figure 5.9), the cytoplasm
contribution to tally was minimal. Therefore, each enhancement factor increased with
concentration of copper in the nucleus. Each measurement resulted in a maximum enhancement
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factor of about 1.12. Although total yield of energy, SSB and DSB are different in scale, the
enhancement factor trends are similar.
5.5 – Radiochemical Yield Model
The chem4 example from the G4DNA package was used as a foundation for evaluating
the radiochemical yield enhancement for copper spectra. The geometry was altered to create two
concentric spheres with diameters 6 µm and 20 µm, corresponding to the nucleus and cell body
respectively. In this case, the target volume for enumerating chemical species was the entire
nucleus, rather than a DNA segment.
The electron spectra were simulated from two compartments, nucleus and cytoplasm. The
starting position of the source was uniformly random along a single axis from the center of the
sphere: 0 µm to 3 µm for the nucleus; and 3 µm to 10 µm for the cytoplasm. The nucleus was a
large enough target in this case, that an isotropic emission would have a reasonable probability of
interacting from the cytoplasm. Therefore, a uniformly random direction was chosen from the
starting position (Figure 5.14).
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Figure 5.14 - Representation of radiochemical radiation scheme within geometry. Simulations for nucleus and
cytoplasm were run independently and subsequently summed. (A) The spectrum for the nucleus has a random
starting position from 0 µm to 3 µm. (B) The spectrum for the cytoplasm has a random starting position from 3 µm
to 10 µm. The initial direction for both cases is randomly isotropic from the starting position.

The chemical yield from the cytoplasm was collected in two phases: the electron spectra
were simulated and the energy deposited in the nucleus was scored; the corresponding energy
was then simulated in the nucleus to determine chemical yield. The resulting chemical yields for
the cytoplasm and nucleus compartments were summed. The calculation of chemical yield is
computationally intensive, and parallel computing methods were not applied for this process as
interactions between chemical species histories could affect yield outcome. The radiochemical
yield, or G-values (Equation 5.4), are computed using the chem4 program for a range of
deposited energy (1 keV – 20 keV) [320].
Each chemical species can be individually scored at several time points on a relevant
scale for the lifetimes of the particles. The case with equal concentration of CuATSM in each
compartment is shown in Figure (5.15).
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Figure 5.15 – Time based evaluation of radiochemical species yield with equal concentration of copper in nucleus
and cytoplasm. Top left displays logarithmic comparison of all species, colors match output of Figure (5.4).
Hydronium (red), hydroxide (blue), and aqueous electrons (purple) dominate the radiochemical output, each
tabulation decreases with time from 1 ps to 1 µs. Atomic hydrogen (lime green) decreases to a minimum at 1 ns
before increasing. Hydroxide ion (pink), molecular hydrogen (cyan), and hydrogen peroxide (forest green), all
increase with time. Nucleus and cytoplasm contribution to the total radiochemical yield are plotted for each species.
Events occurring in the cytoplasm contribute approximately 2 orders of magnitude lower to the production of radical
chemical species in all cases compared to when they occur in the nucleus.

The radiochemical yield is directly related to total energy deposited by electrons within
the target volume, but independent of the energy of the incident electron. Each chemical species
has its own characteristic behavior in time, as governed by the equations in Table (5.2)
dependent only on energy deposited. Hydroxyl radicals, which were previously denoted as
critical for DNA damage (Section 5.2), are among the most prominent molecules created from
radiolysis along with aqueous electrons and hydronium. Each of these chemical species have
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maximum yield at 1 ps and decrease logarithmically in time up to 1 µs as they are each primarily
consumed upon interacting via the processes in Table (5.2). Atomic hydrogen follows as the
fourth most numerous chemical species; the yield of this chemical decreases logarithmically
from 1 ps to a minimum at 1 ns then increases logarithmically from 1 ns to 1 µs. Hydroxide ions,
molecular hydrogen, and hydrogen peroxide all increase logarithmically in time from1 ps to 1
µs, as they are created from other species via the processes in Table (5.2). The total
radiochemical yield is dominated by the nucleus, which has a yield approximately two orders of
magnitude larger than the cytoplasm in the target volume. The forthcoming data comparing
copper distribution within the cell considers the sum of the two compartments, however, the
cytoplasm contribution is negligible.
The maximum total chemical yield occurs at the initial time point of 1 ps. Comparing
total chemical yield for the copper cases to the case with no copper (XC), we can define the total
chemical enhancement factor (TCEF) as:
𝑇𝐶𝐸𝐹 =

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 # 𝑜𝑓 𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑜𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑠 𝑎𝑡 1 𝑝𝑠 + 𝑐𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 # 𝑜𝑓 𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑜𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑠 𝑎𝑡 1 𝑝𝑠 𝑋𝑐𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟

(5.8)

Additionally, each individual radiochemical can be compared between the copper condition and
no copper to define the chemical enhancement factor (CEF) for each molecule:
𝐶𝐸𝐹 =

# 𝑜𝑓 𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑜𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑡 1 𝑝𝑠 + 𝑐𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟
# 𝑜𝑓 𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑜𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑡 1 𝑝𝑠 𝑋𝑐𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟

(5.8)

Each copper spectra from Section (5.3), was normalized in fluence to the nucleus without copper
(NXC) case with a total of 104 particles. The spectra were input into the system as discrete
monoenergetic electrons spanning the energy range of the spectra in 5 keV intervals. An
abbreviated example run file is provided in Appendix (C.5). Values of TCEF were evaluated for
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each electron spectrum with copper concentration shared between cytoplasm and nucleus; values
are plotted against the copper concentration in the nucleus. The CEF of each individual chemical
species comprising the total was also evaluated by normalizing to the yield of that chemical in
the nucleus without copper case. The results are plotted against the concentration in the nucleus
(Figure 5.16).

Figure 5.16 – Chemical enhancement measured against percent of copper from CuATSM High injection that was
deposited in the nucleus. (A) Chemical enhancement factor at 1 ps with total chemical yields compared. (Error bars
are standard deviation N = 3) (B) Enhancement for each chemical species at 1 ps. Normalized chemical yields for
hydronium (red), and aqueous electrons (purple) are overlapping.

Total chemical enhancement factors increased with concentration of copper in the
nucleus. The maximum value of TCEF for these concentrations was approximately 1.14 when
85% of the copper was in the nucleus. Each individual chemical species increased with
concentration in the nucleus, however, there were differences between each species. Hydrogen
peroxide had the largest CEF (1.155), it also had the least variation in enhancement (0.022)
between 15% and 85% copper in the nucleus. Each of the other species behaved similarly
starting from a minimum CEF (1.082 – 1.093) at 15% copper concentration in the nucleus and
increasing by about 0.05 to a maximum CEF (1.133-1.146) with 85% copper in the nucleus.
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5.6 – Discussion
Radiation therapy has long been evaluated by macroscopic changes in tumors caused by
absorbed radiation dose. Advancements in radiotherapy will require a more intimate analysis of
the changes to the nanoscale cells that compose the tumors. From a physics perspective, analysis
at this scale requires a deeper insight into the trajectories and interactions that occur at very low
energies. Track structure Monte Carlo (TSMC) is a tool set developed for modeling and
predicting outcomes at the nanoscale. Geant4-DNA (G4DNA), an open-source TSMC software
package, was used in this investigation to evaluate enhancement of dose, strand-breaks, and
chemical species, occurring from CuATSM.
There were several goals for this chapter. As the final experimental content for the
dissertation, Chapter 5 was intended to thoroughly conclude the work done in the previous
chapters. Chapter 5 completes the analyses conducted in Chapters 2-3; extending the
macroscopic dose enhancement studies to the low energy regime, and evaluating dose
enhancement within a nanoscale cellular model. The primary motivation for this inquiry,
however, was to evaluate an outcome from the biological work done in Chapter 4. The
measurements in Chapter 4 indicated that radiosensitization occurred at a substantially lower
concentration of CuATSM, than was thought necessary from macroscopic dose enhancement
analysis. That finding prompted the inquiry for this chapter: How does CuATSM cause
radiosensitization at lower concentrations than macroscopic dose evaluation would predict?
Efforts to resolve this query focused on the DNA strand break, and chemical species
enhancement from CuATSM.
The results of this study were successful in concluding the evaluation of dose
enhancement with copper. Microscopic dose enhancement was measured in a nanoscale DNA
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structure. The evaluation was made with energy depositions from the 0 eV to 1000 eV energy
range; below the cutoff energy for macroscopic codes (1000 eV). Microscopic dosimetry
predicts a substantial increase in expected outcome from macroscopic data. The maximum DEF
for the hypoxic tumor with CuATSM High was 1.069 (Section 3.4), the corresponding mDEF
with 85% nucleus uptake of CuATSM was 1.116 (Section 5.4).
The cellular model also clarified the importance of not only cellular uptake of CuATSM,
but specifically nucleus uptake. Figures (5.9 & 5.15), demonstrated the minute contributions that
electron spectra made to overall dosimetric quantities when they originated in the cytoplasm.
With the relatively large target of the nucleus in the radiochemical yield model, the nucleus
accounted for approximately two orders of magnitude greater chemical yield than did the
cytoplasm. In the microdosimetry model, electrons from the cytoplasm were unlikely to interact
with the small DNA segment target. Electrons emanating from the nucleus accounted for
approximately 8 orders of magnitude greater contribution to dosimetric quantities in that model.
The deficiency between dose enhancement and radiosensitization using CuATSM was
analyzed by enumerating DNA strand breaks and radiochemical yield. Unfortunately, the
evaluations of these nanoscale quantities did not resolve the mechanism for radiosensitization.
Single-strand breaks with copper resulted in an enhancement factor of 1.112, and double-strand
breaks were enhanced by a factor of 1.119, both with the 85% nucleus uptake condition.
Furthermore, the enhancement of radiochemical yield was evaluated with copper, and found to
result in a maximum factor of 1.139 with 85% nucleus uptake. Although, the enhancement factor
values from the microscopic models improve upon the prediction ability from the macroscopic
dose enhancement model, neither is able to account for the 4 orders of magnitude concentration
difference seen in the biological studies.
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The field of TSMC for calculation of microdosimetric quantities is rapidly evolving, and
any consideration here may be later proved inadequate by advancements in experimental data or
theoretical frameworks. For example, low energy data and models within copper metal will be
useful in simulating copper solutions directly, without macroscopic electron spectra.
Additionally, the PARTRAC and KURBUC codes referred to in Section (5.1), enable the
tracking of radiochemical species to simulate chemical DNA strand breaks, and cell repair
kinetics. Similar functionalities are being developed in the G4DNA codes, but neither resource
was available for this research [321]. Future considerations of metal radiochemical reactions,
such as the Fenton-like reaction (Section 1.5), will improve radiochemical yield simulations.
Models such as the local effect model and the microdosimetric kinetic model, have been
developed that match simulation data to radiobiological experiments. These models may then be
utilized to estimate relative biological effectiveness for future developments in treatment
planning [281, 322-323]. However, the models require the input of biological data in order to
make predictions, and therefore, do not result in the answer to why radiosensitization is
discrepant from dose enhancement. To the best knowledge of the author, while much has been
learned in this area, the basic question: How does radiation dose result in cell death? is still a
partially unresolved inquiry, which this dissertation was not able to elucidate.
The work here was intended to evaluate CuATSM as a radiosensitizer. That goal has
been accomplished, and extended with additional lines of inquiry. Although questions remain
about the mechanism of radiosensitizers for cell death, that work will be left to future
researchers.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION

In this dissertation, the hypoxic PET tracer CuATSM was investigated as a potential external
beam radiosensitizer for improving radiation therapy. Hypoxia is a negative prognostic factor for
radiation therapy; by radiosensitizing hypoxic regions the efficacy of radiation therapy may be
improved. Radioactive CuATSM has been implemented in radiation therapy as a hypoxic tracer
for dose painting and theranostic treatments. To the knowledge of the author, this is the first
evaluation of non-radioactive CuATSM for use in radiation therapy. Gold nanoparticles (GNP)
have been extensively studied as a mechanism for radiosensitization, however, their efficacy to
radioenhance hypoxic regions is limited by the difficulty of getting gold into the hypoxic regions
through typical diffusive and vascular methods. GNP have been considered largely for their
physical properties of low toxicity and high atomic number. Alternatively, the investigation of
CuATSM was initiated by favorable biokinetic properties; CuATSM has a higher uptake in
hypoxic tissue.
Chapter 2 evaluated the macroscopic dose (above 1 keV) enhancing properties of copper
with clinical external beam photon sources of different energy spectra. The degree of dose
enhancement was compared to other metals, and found to correlate strongly with atomic number.
Previous research has investigated several metals including gold, copper, silver, and gadolinium
and found each to result in enhanced dose via Monte Carlo dose predictions [42, 135, 143, 202205]. Generally, simulations have either systematically evaluated the response of metals to
monoenergetic (synchrotron) photons; or have investigated the efficacy of a single clinical
photon spectrum with a metal nanoparticle as positive control. The intention of the research
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presented in Chapter 2 is to generalize the findings of these previous investigations by
systematically comparing a range of metal radiosensitizers with a range of clinical photon
spectra. To the knowledge of the author this work presents the first MC evaluation of the carbontarget Imaging beam for dose enhancement with copper, gadolinium, and silver. Additionally, it
is the first evaluation of the SARRP as an external photon beam for dose enhancement with
metals. Although the results of this section could be inferred from previous data from literature,
they confirm previous research and present a generalization of the findings with useful clinical
implications.
Although, copper was found to enhance dose at all energies tested, the greatest dose
enhancement occurred with the orthovoltage SARRP spectrum, which was the lowest energy
external beam (Section 2.5). A minimum copper metal concentration of 0.1 g/kg was found to be
necessary to achieve a dose enhancement factor (DEF) greater than 1% with SARRP. The DEF
value of 1.01 was chosen as the minimum cutoff value for discernible dose enhancement to
contrast with statistical noise inherent to Monte Carlo simulations. The 0.1 g/kg CuATSM
concentration is the highest value considered for systemic injection for PET or motor neuron
studies (Section 3.3) because of concerns with toxicity. The relatively high concentration of
copper necessary to achieve the 1% benchmark from a macroscopic dose prediction standpoint
casts doubt on the feasibility of CuATSM to be used as a radiosensitizer.
The metal solution layer was tested at various depths within the phantom and a 31%
decrease in DEF was found to occur between 1 and 6 cm with SARRP, for a 100 g/kg copper
solution. This decrease indicates that for low energy photon spectra, beam hardening (Section
2.6) caused a reduction of photon fluence that in turn reduces dose enhancement at depth. The
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decrease in DEF with orthovoltage x-rays further introduced hurdles to the application of
CuATSM as a dose enhancer of external beam radiation.
Electron production, including photoelectrons and Auger electrons, was investigated in
metal solutions and found to correlate strongly with dose enhancement. To the knowledge of the
author, this was the first attempt to analyze the spectral electron output and Auger electron
output of the SARRP and Imaging beams with metal radiosensitizers. The results of this chapter
serve as the basis for methods and parameters that the subsequent chapters relied upon to more
deeply investigate the feasibility of CuATSM as a radiosensitizer.
Chapter 3 investigated the feasibility of using CuATSM to deposit sufficient copper for
dose enhancement within hypoxic regions. Previous research has attempted to evaluate the dose
enhancement within tumors and cells with varying degrees of complexity. A decrease in dose
enhancement with GNP has been assumed to occur within hypoxic tissue, however, the degree of
decrease is difficult to predict because of tumor heterogeneity in oxygen levels and extracellular
membrane density. The results of Chapter 3 do not offer new fundamental insights into GNP
dynamics; however, they reaffirm previous findings, call attention to potential failures of GNP
aided radiotherapy in hypoxic tumors, and suggest the need for GNP uptake mapping for dose
enhancement prediction. Furthermore, the failure of GNP in hypoxic tissue adds to the rationale
for the development of a particle directly suited for hypoxic tissue radiosensitization, namely
CuATSM.
Dose enhancement factors were evaluated for realistic concentrations of CuATSM and
GNP from literature within a hypoxic tumor model. CuATSM within the tumor region was found
to result in detectable levels of dose enhancement. For an initial injected CuATSM concentration
of 1.35 g/kg (High), matching a GNP concentration value from Hainfeld, et al., copper was
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found to result in a DEF of 1.069 within hypoxic tissue [125]. This result is novel and intriguing,
and to the knowledge of the author, Chapter 3 offers the first Monte Carlo evaluation of
macroscopic dose enhancement with CuATSM. Furthermore, because radioactive CuATSM can
be initially employed as a PET imaging agent prior to application of non-radioactive CuATSM
as a radiosensitizer, the distribution can be mapped prior to radiation and high uptake regions
corresponding to hypoxia can be targeted specifically.
Dose painting with CuATSM improves radiation therapy even at concentrations
insufficient for radiosensitization. The research here proposes a novel addendum to the already
useful hypoxic targeting of dose painting radiation therapy by combining it with high-Z tissue
augmentation to enhance dose. An area that was not addressed with this research, but should be
investigated by future researchers is an evaluation of CuATSM as a cycling hypoxia tracer. In
Section (1.7), the biokinetic theory behind CuATSM as a hypoxic tissue tracer was outlined.
CuATSM differs from other PET hypoxic tracers in that, with the reintroduction of oxygen, it
can change conformation and exit previously hypoxic cells. Currently, there is no standard PET
cycling hypoxia tracer. The author proposes that 64CuATSM should be compared to dynamic
contrast enhanced MRI in small animals to evaluate its efficacy as a cycling hypoxia tracer. A
cycling PET hypoxia tracer could have potential application in PET-Linac radiation therapy. An
active monitoring and targeting of cycling hypoxia in a tumor could improve treatment
outcomes.
Chapter 3 also investigated the feasibility of using orthovoltage radiation to treat deep
regions of hypoxia. Orthovoltage is generally unsuitable for radiation therapy at depth because of
undesirable skin dose. However, delivering the external beam over an arc was considered as a
mechanism for improving dose deposition within hypoxic cores while decreasing dose to the
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surface. The results indicated that CuATSM radiosensitized orthovoltage was comparable to
megavoltage (MV) treatment; MV resulted in decreased skin dose, while CuATSM
radiosensitized orthovoltage resulted in a 10% higher minimum dose to hypoxic regions. The
results of this section indicate that CuATSM and its affinity to hypoxic tissue can be used to
enhance dose in hypoxic tumors by amplifying the concentration of copper in a hypoxic core.
The physics of high-Z radiosensitization is simple and elegant, which may promote an
overconfidence with practitioners to undervalue the complexity that occurs within real biological
systems. A lack of information may undermine a seemingly perfect physics plan and result in
incomplete dosing of tumor or the development of metastatic potential from hypoxic regions.
GNP in particular have been the central focus of radiosensitization research for more than a
decade [125].
Occasionally in science, substantial progress with one method can encourage a myopia
when considering alternative ideas. Nanotechnology in general has been successful in so many
areas of science that it has taken on an almost mythical role in the minds of some scientists and
laypeople, who believe that all problems can be solved with its application. Perhaps the most
important narrative from this research is that innovative thinking is critical to broadening the
knowledge of science. That narrative was most acutely employed in Chapter 3; CuATSM may
not be a perfect solution to radiosensitization, but these findings have highlighted some areas of
need in radiosensitization research.
Radiosensitization therapy should be tailored to the environment of the tumor; the uptake
map of any radiosensitizer should be known for external beam targeting and regions of low
uptake (hypoxic) should be targeted with companion radiosensitizers. Furthermore, the results of
this chapter encourage the reevaluation of technologies that have gone dormant. Orthovoltage
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has a rich history in radiation therapy, which, for some with a rigid historical bias, preempts the
consideration of its use in modern applications. The success of CuATSM enhanced orthovoltage
to produce a plan comparable to, and in some ways exceeding megavoltage arc therapy, can
serve as an inspiration that with proper application, antiquated technologies may prove useful in
new ways.
Chapter 4 measured radiosensitization with various concentrations of copper by
measuring the amount of DNA breaks and cell survival in two different experiments. The
addition of CuCl2 resulted in increased viral DNA single-strand breaks (SSB) that were nonsignificantly correlated with concentration between 50 µM and 800 µM, but did find increase in
SSB with any concentration of copper. In addition, significant differences were found between
megavoltage and orthovoltage copper enhanced radiosensitization. The results of this section
indicate that CuCl2 can increase DNA SSB in vitro.
DMSO and CuATSM were evaluated for toxicity with CHO cells: DMSO resulted in a
growth inhibition value below 0.5 at a concentration of 5% (v/v); CuATSM resulted in a growth
inhibition value below 0.5 at a concentration of 3.11 µM. CuATSM when added to culture
medium at 0.311 µM concentration was found to be a significant radiosensitizer of CHO cells.
Radiosensitization occurred in both normoxic and hypoxic conditions without significant
difference between the radiosensitization of the two oxic conditions. The radiosensitization
occurred for concentrations of copper (18 µg/kg) that were much lower than those found to cause
macroscopic dose enhancement with MC (> 100 mg/kg).
Previous research from Hesslewood, et al. has established that copper (CuCl 2) can act as
a radiosensitizer of hypoxic mammalian cells [111]. The goal of this chapter was to build on this
evidence to evaluate similar radiosensitization properties of CuATSM. Preliminary research with
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CuCl2 and viral DNA was conducted to evaluate the parameters of radiosensitization that
theoretically could be generalized to CuATSM. Although the scope of those investigations were
modest, they reaffirmed previous research and models by showing that copper can act as a
radiosensitizer. Additionally, increased concentration of copper at lower energy photon spectrum
resulted in greater radiosensitization, reaffirming the observations of Chapter 2.
Radiosensitization with CuATSM was not a forgone conclusion, and in fact the toxicity
studies lowered achievable concentrations to levels two orders of magnitude below the required
concentrations predicted in Chapter 2. Interestingly, CuATSM did result in radiosensitization at
these low concentrations of copper. To the knowledge of the author, this section presented a
substantial contribution to science: serving as the first evaluation of CuATSM as a
radiosensitizer in any biological system. Specifically, the results presented here indicated that
CuATSM was a radiosensitizer of CHO cells under normoxia or hypoxia when irradiated with
orthovoltage (PXI SmART) photons. Unfortunately, the narrow boundaries of these results
highlights the limits of the research and encourages the expansion of this research to examine
parameters and other biological systems.
Additionally, CuATSM should be evaluated as a radiosensitizer with other beam qualities
including: megavoltage photons; electrons; protons and carbon-ions, using similar experimental
procedures. Metal radiosensitization has been demonstrated to occur with heavy-ion therapy and
the mechanism for that action likely relies on the augmentation to reactive oxygen species (ROS)
production. Recall from Section (1.5), that copper interacts with hydrogen peroxide, a product of
radiolysis, to facilitate the production of hydroxyl radicals which are quite damaging to DNA.
ROS need to be in close proximity to DNA in order to cause damage resulting in mitotic death,
therefore a vehicle for increasing ROS production within cells and specifically within the
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nucleus, may have substantial value for heavy-ion therapy radiosensitization. Heavy-ion
radiotherapy already has increased efficacy over photon therapy in hypoxic tissue, and with the
addition of CuATSM that advantage may be increased.
Furthermore, a single cell-line was evaluated in this section; this methodology should be
extended to a variety of cells to evaluate the efficacy of CuATSM as a radiosensitizer in general.
Specifically, utilizing the data from McMillan, cell-lines with greater differential uptake of
CuATSM by oxic condition should be evaluated for radiosensitization under normoxic and
hypoxic condition [117]. A summary of cell types with substantial hypoxic radiosensitization
would be a useful tool for determining suitable tumors for CuATSM treatment. The results of
this section, as well as the treatment potential outlined in Chapter 3, indicate that CuATSM
should also be evaluated as a radiosensitizer in small animal tumors. Survival studies and tumor
reduction assays should be conducted in tumors of sufficient size to sustain chronic hypoxic
regions to evaluate whether CuATSM results in radiosensitization. Following the concepts of
Section (3.6), 64CuATSM PET should be used in a small animal tumor to map hypoxia and dose
enhancing orthovoltage boosts should be evaluated within high uptake regions.
Finally, radioactive 64CuATSM has been evaluated as a radiotheranostic capable of
imaging and treating hypoxic regions of tumors (Section 1.8). Although the findings of Chapters
2 & 3 indicated that nonradioactive copper would not have sufficient efficacy as an external
beam dose enhancer for diagnostic concentrations of CuATSM (< 100 mg/kg), the results of
Chapter 4 indicated that clinical radiosensitization could be achieved at sub-diagnostic
concentrations of copper. Combining external beam radiation with 64CuATSM may amplify
radiosensitization above either modality used alone. Researchers should evaluate small animal
tumor reduction using 64CuATSM as a radiotheranostic followed by external beam radiation.
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Chapter 5 investigated microdosimetric MC predictions that would be produced from
CuATSM enhanced electron spectra within a cellular model. The electron spectra initiated in the
microdosimetry predictions within the cell used the CuATSM High concentration from the
macroscopic dose enhancement evaluation from Chapter 2. SARRP external beam photon
spectrum was modeled in a water phantom and electron spectra were determined for different
concentrations of copper solutions. A range of complementary cellular compartment values
between nucleus (0-85%) and cytoplasm (0-85%) were considered to evaluate cellular
distribution on microscopic dose enhancement. Microscopic dose enhancement factors (mDEF)
were evaluated in a small volume enclosing a DNA segment and found to correlate with nucleus
uptake, with a maximum mDEF of 1.116 when 85% of copper was in the nucleus. SSB and
double-stranded breaks (DSB) were also scored in the same geometry and concentrations.
CuATSM electron spectrum was found to result in enhancements of 1.112 and 1.119 for SSB
and DSB respectively, with 85% copper in the nucleus. Chemical species enhancement was
evaluated in a cellular model. Enhancement of total chemical yield was 1.139 with 85% of
copper in the nucleus. These evaluations were not able to resolve the reason for low
concentration radioenhancement observed in Chapter 4. The results of this section indicated that
the enhanced electron emission due to CuATSM with in the tissue cause enhancements to dose
according to microscopic MC predictions, as well as SSB, DSB and radiochemical species yield.
Microdosimetry and track structure Monte Carlo (TSMC) are burgeoning fields
investigating of the interaction of radiation with matter at low energies and small resolutions.
TSMC codes for evaluating microdosimetric quantities with metal particles have been
developed, utilizing approximations for the trajectories of radiation within metal. As the field
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matures, low energy predictions of ionizations and excitations in metals will improve the
understanding of radiation enhancement.
To the knowledge of the author, this section presented the first evaluation of CuATSM as
a dose enhancer at the microscopic level, a DNA strand break enhancer, and a radiochemical
enhancer. Additionally, the results indicate that electrons originating in the cytoplasm contribute
minimally to microdosimetric quantities evaluated in the nucleus. Therefore, when considering
radiosensitizers for targeting DNA, uptake into the cell nucleus should be the primary
consideration for improving biokinetics. These results were modest and did not fully bridge the
gap between modeled macroscopic dose enhancements (Chapters 2 & 3) with observed cellular
radiosensitization (Chapter 4).
In order to improve the modeling efficacy of CuATSM at the microdosimetric level,
several improvements need to be pursued within the field. Models and cross-sections for copper
metals needs to be evaluated at low energies so that copper can be implemented as metal
solutions directly within TSMC codes. Additionally, metal-radiochemical reactions (Section 1.5)
should be implemented for copper metal in chemical TSMC codes such as those used in Chapter
5 to more accurately model the chemical species creation.
While there are ways that the microdosimetric models could be improved, the question of
how radiation results in cell death is critically dependent on deepening the understanding of the
underlying radiobiology principles. Progress has been made with TSMC codes to evaluate DNA
damage and repair kinetics. A deeper conception of cellular response to damage of non-DNA
cellular targets (organelles, cell membranes, etc.) may improve the understanding of radiation
induced cell death. Furthermore, when considering cell culture or tumors, considerations of
cellular signaling between irradiated and unirradiated cells may improve cell death models.
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The results of this dissertation successfully resolved the central query: Can CuATSM be
used as a radiosensitizer of external beam radiation? in the affirmative. The work presented here
should be expanded upon by the scientific community to improve the understanding of the
potential of CuATSM in that role.
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APPENDIX A

A.1 – PEGS4 Materials for BEAMnrc Models
MEDIUM=Air
,STERNCID=Air
MIXT,RHO= 1.2048E-03,NE= 4, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=1,
ASYM=C ,Z= 6.,A=
12.011,PZ= 1.03237E-05,RHOZ=
ASYM=N ,Z= 7.,A=
14.007,PZ= 5.39218E-02,RHOZ=
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 1.44869E-02,RHOZ=
ASYM=AR,Z=18.,A=
39.948,PZ= 3.21092E-04,RHOZ=

IAPRIM=1
1.24000E-04
7.55267E-01
2.31781E-01
1.28270E-02

MEDIUM=Beryllium
,STERNCID=Beryllium
ELEM,RHO= 1.8480E+00,NE= 1, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=1, IAPRIM=1
ASYM=BE,Z= 4.,A=
9.012,PZ= 1.00000E+00,RHOZ= 9.01220E+00
MEDIUM=Copper
,STERNCID=Copper
ELEM,RHO= 8.9600E+00,NE= 1, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=1, IAPRIM=1
ASYM=CU,Z=29.,A=
63.540,PZ= 1.00000E+00,RHOZ= 6.35400E+01
MEDIUM=Kapton
,STERNCID=Kapton
MIXT,RHO= 1.4200E+00,NE= 4, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=1,
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 2.61536E-02,RHOZ=
ASYM=C ,Z= 6.,A=
12.011,PZ= 5.75410E-02,RHOZ=
ASYM=N ,Z= 7.,A=
14.007,PZ= 5.23107E-03,RHOZ=
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 1.30777E-02,RHOZ=

IAPRIM=1
2.63620E-02
6.91133E-01
7.32700E-02
2.09235E-01

MEDIUM=Mylar
,STERNCID=Mylar
MIXT,RHO= 1.3800E+00,NE= 3, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=1,
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 4.16272E-02,RHOZ=
ASYM=C ,Z= 6.,A=
12.011,PZ= 5.20364E-02,RHOZ=
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 2.08148E-02,RHOZ=

IAPRIM=1
4.19590E-02
6.25017E-01
3.33025E-01

MEDIUM=Tungsten
,STERNCID=Tungsten
ELEM,RHO= 1.9300E+01,NE= 1, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=1, IAPRIM=1
ASYM=W ,Z=74.,A= 183.850,PZ= 1.00000E+00,RHOZ= 1.83850E+02
MEDIUM=Water
,STERNCID=Water
MIXT,RHO= 1.0000E+00,NE= 2, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=1, IAPRIM=1
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.11009E-01,RHOZ= 1.11894E-01
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 5.55087E-02,RHOZ= 8.88106E-01
MEDIUM=Graphite
,STERNCID=Graphite
ELEM,RHO= 1.7600E+00,NE= 1, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0, IAPRIM=1
ASYM=C ,Z= 6.,A=
12.011,PZ= 1.00000E+00,RHOZ= 1.20112E+01
MEDIUM=Steel
,STERNCID=Steel
MIXT,RHO= 8.0600E+00,NE= 6, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=1, IAPRIM=1
ASYM=C ,Z= 6.,A=
12.011,PZ= 8.32560E-05,RHOZ= 1.00000E-03
ASYM=SI,Z=14.,A=
28.088,PZ= 2.49217E-04,RHOZ= 7.00000E-03
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ASYM=CR,Z=24.,A=
ASYM=MN,Z=25.,A=
ASYM=FE,Z=26.,A=
ASYM=NI,Z=28.,A=

51.998,PZ=
54.938,PZ=
55.847,PZ=
58.710,PZ=

3.46167E-03,RHOZ=
1.82023E-04,RHOZ=
1.27491E-02,RHOZ=
1.53296E-03,RHOZ=

1.80000E-01
1.00000E-02
7.12000E-01
9.00000E-02

MEDIUM=Brass_360
,STERNCID=Brass_360
MIXT,RHO= 8.4700E+00,NE= 2, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=1, IAPRIM=1
ASYM=CU,Z=29.,A=
63.540,PZ= 1.03872E-02,RHOZ= 6.60000E-01
ASYM=ZN,Z=30.,A=
65.370,PZ= 5.20116E-03,RHOZ= 3.40000E-01
MEDIUM=Brass_365
,STERNCID=Brass_365
MIXT,RHO= 8.6700E+00,NE= 2, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=1, IAPRIM=1
ASYM=CU,Z=29.,A=
63.540,PZ= 1.25905E-02,RHOZ= 8.00000E-01
ASYM=ZN,Z=30.,A=
65.370,PZ= 3.05951E-03,RHOZ= 2.00000E-01
MEDIUM=Aluminum
,STERNCID=Aluminum
MIXT,RHO= 2.7000E+00,NE= 5, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=1, IAPRIM=1
ASYM=MG,Z=12.,A=
24.312,PZ= 4.11319E-04,RHOZ= 1.00000E-02
ASYM=AL,Z=13.,A=
26.982,PZ= 3.62749E-02,RHOZ= 9.78750E-01
ASYM=SI,Z=14.,A=
28.088,PZ= 2.13614E-04,RHOZ= 6.00000E-03
ASYM=CR,Z=24.,A=
51.998,PZ= 4.80788E-05,RHOZ= 2.50000E-03
ASYM=CU,Z=29.,A=
63.540,PZ= 4.32798E-05,RHOZ= 2.75000E-03

A.2 – BEAMnrc Input Code for Trilogy Model
VTH CLinac Trilogy
20x20
Higher Accuracy
#!GUI1.0
Air
0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, IWATCH ETC.
1000000000, 127, 128, 72, 2, 29, 0, 0, NCASE ETC.
10, 100, 2, 20, 0, 16.37582, DIRECTIONAL BREM OPTIONS
-1, 0, 0.1, 0, 0, 0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, IQIN, ISOURCE + OPTIONS
0, MONOENERGETIC
6.0
0, 0, 0.02, 0.001, 0, 0, , 0 , ECUT,PCUT,IREJCT,ESAVE
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, PHOTON FORCING
1, 7, SCORING INPUT
0,1
0, DOSE COMPONENTS
0.0, Z TO FRONT FACE
*********** start of CM FLATFILT with identifier PrimColl ***********
3.4, RMAX
Primary Collimator
0, ZMIN
10, NUMBER OF LAYERS
1, 1.55, # CONES, ZTHICK OF LAYER 1
0.2889,
0.2889,
1, 0.834, # CONES, ZTHICK OF LAYER 2
0.2889,
1.45,
2, 0.0889, # CONES, ZTHICK OF LAYER 3
1.44, 1.45,
1.44, 1.45,
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2, 0.1575, # CONES, ZTHICK OF LAYER 4
1.44, 1.45,
1.44, 1.45,
1, 0.76, # CONES, ZTHICK OF LAYER 5
1.45,
0.8,
1, 0.5036, # CONES, ZTHICK OF LAYER 6
0.8,
0.5778,
1, 2.344, # CONES, ZTHICK OF LAYER 7
0.5778,
1.156,
2, 3.776, # CONES, ZTHICK OF LAYER 8
1.156, 2.25,
2.09, 2.25,
1, 1.03, # CONES, ZTHICK OF LAYER 9
0,
0,
1, 0.0254, # CONES, ZTHICK OF LAYER 10
3.4,
3.4,
0, 0, 0, 0,
VACUUM
3, 0.05, 0, 2,
Tungsten
0, 0, 0, 0,
VACUUM
1, 0.001, 0, 2,
Tungsten
0, 0, 0, 0,
Tungsten
0, 0, 0, 0,
VACUUM
1, 0.001, 0, 2,
Tungsten
0, 0, 0, 3,
Copper
0, 0, 0, 3,
VACUUM
1, 0.001, 0, 2,
Tungsten
0, 0, 0, 0,
VACUUM
1, 0.001, 0, 2,
Tungsten
0, 0, 0, 0,
VACUUM
3, 0.05, 0, 2,
Tungsten
0, 0, 0, 0,
VACUUM
3, 0.05, 0, 2,
Tungsten
0, 0, 0, 0,
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VACUUM
0.3, 0.05, 0, 0,
Tungsten
0, 0, 0, 3,
VACUUM
0, 0, 0, 0,
VACUUM
0, 0, 0, 0,
VACUUM
0, 0, 0, 0,
Beryllium
0, 0, 0, 0,
VACUUM
*********** start of CM FLATFILT with identifier FlatFilt
3.81, RMAX
Flattening Filter
14.166, ZMIN
19, NUMBER OF LAYERS
1, 0.02794, # CONES, ZTHICK OF LAYER 1
0,
0.0635,
1, 0.02794, # CONES, ZTHICK OF LAYER 2
0.0635,
0.127,
1, 0.0381, # CONES, ZTHICK OF LAYER 3
0.127,
0.1905,
1, 0.04064, # CONES, ZTHICK OF LAYER 4
0.1905,
0.254,
1, 0.07366, # CONES, ZTHICK OF LAYER 5
0.254,
0.381,
1, 0.13462, # CONES, ZTHICK OF LAYER 6
0.381,
0.508,
1, 0.10922, # CONES, ZTHICK OF LAYER 7
0.508,
0.635,
1, 0.10922, # CONES, ZTHICK OF LAYER 8
0.635,
0.762,
1, 0.11176, # CONES, ZTHICK OF LAYER 9
0.762,
0.889,
1, 0.10414, # CONES, ZTHICK OF LAYER 10
0.889,
1.016,
1, 0.20828, # CONES, ZTHICK OF LAYER 11
1.016,
1.27,
1, 0.1905, # CONES, ZTHICK OF LAYER 12
1.27,
1.524,
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***********

1, 0.18542, # CONES, ZTHICK OF LAYER 13
1.524,
1.778,
1, 0.16764, # CONES, ZTHICK OF LAYER 14
1.778,
2.032,
1, 0.15494, # CONES, ZTHICK OF LAYER 15
2.032,
2.286,
1, 0.14224, # CONES, ZTHICK OF LAYER 16
2.286,
2.54,
2, 0.12954, # CONES, ZTHICK OF LAYER 17
2.54, 3.3655,
2.794, 3.3655,
2, 0.09652, # CONES, ZTHICK OF LAYER 18
2.794, 3.3655,
3.0607, 3.3655,
1, 0.3175, # CONES, ZTHICK OF LAYER 19
3.81,
3.81,
0, 0, 0, 4,
Copper
0, 0, 0, 0,
Air
0, 0, 0, 4,
Copper
0, 0, 0, 0,
Air
0, 0, 0, 4,
Copper
0, 0, 0, 0,
Air
0, 0, 0, 4,
Copper
0, 0, 0, 0,
Air
0, 0, 0, 4,
Copper
0, 0, 0, 0,
Air
0, 0, 0, 4,
Copper
0, 0, 0, 0,
Air
0, 0, 0, 4,
Copper
0, 0, 0, 0,
Air
0, 0, 0, 4,
Copper
0, 0, 0, 0,
Air
0, 0, 0, 4,
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Copper
0, 0, 0, 0,
Air
0, 0, 0, 4,
Copper
0, 0, 0, 0,
Air
0, 0, 0, 4,
Copper
0, 0, 0, 0,
Air
0, 0, 0, 4,
Copper
0, 0, 0, 0,
Air
0, 0, 0, 4,
Copper
0, 0, 0, 0,
Air
0, 0, 0, 4,
Copper
0, 0, 0, 0,
Air
0, 0, 0, 4,
Copper
0, 0, 0, 0,
Air
0, 0, 0, 4,
Copper
0, 0, 0, 0,
Air
0, 0, 0, 4,
Copper
0, 0, 0, 0,
Air
0, 0, 0, 4,
Copper
0, 0, 0, 4,
Copper
0, 0, 0, 0,
Air
0, 0, 0, 4,
Copper
0, 0, 0, 4,
Copper
0, 0, 0, 0,
Copper
*********** start of CM SLABS with identifier IonCham
5.0, RMAX
Ion Chamber
20, NSLABS
17.334, ZMIN
0.013, 0, 0, 0, 5, 0
Kapton
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***********

0.0005, 0, 0, 0, 5, 0
Copper
0.33, 0, 0, 0, 5, 0
Air
0.005, 0, 0, 0, 5, 0
Kapton
0.0005, 0, 0, 0, 5, 0
Kapton
0.11, 0, 0, 0, 5, 0
Air
0.005, 0, 0, 0, 5, 0
Kapton
0.0005, 0, 0, 0, 5, 0
Copper
0.82, 0, 0, 0, 5, 0
Air
0.013, 0, 0, 0, 5, 0
Kapton
0.0005, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
Copper
0.82, 0, 0, 0, 5, 0
Air
0.005, 0, 0, 0, 5, 0
Kapton
0.0005, 0, 0, 0, 5, 0
Copper
0.12, 0, 0, 0, 5, 0
Air
0.005, 0, 0, 0, 5, 0
Kapton
0.0005, 0, 0, 0, 5, 0
Copper
0.32, 0, 0, 0, 5, 0
Air
0.013, 0, 0, 0, 5, 0
Kapton
0.0005, 0, 0, 0, 5, 0
Copper
*********** start of CM MIRROR with identifier Mirr ***********
7.1452, RMAX
Mirror
21.314, 8.5, ZMIN, ZTHICK
3.481, -2.4708, XFMIN, XBMIN
1, # LAYERS
0.00508, thickness of layer 1
0, 0, 0, 6,
Mylar
0, 0, 0, 0,
Air
0, 0, 0, 0,
Air
*********** start of CM JAWS with identifier Jaw ***********
11.5, RMAX
Secondary Collimator
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2, # PAIRED BARS OR JAWS
Y
30.814, 38.584, 2.8, 3.58, -2.8, -3.58,
X
39.564, 47.364, 3.67, 4.45, -3.67, -4.45,
0, 0, 0, 0,
3, 0.05, 0, 7,
Tungsten
3, 0.05, 0, 7,
Tungsten
*********** start of CM MLC with identifier Mlc ***********
15, RMAX
MLC
0, IDMLFC
51.119, ZMIN
5.61, ZTHICK
64, 40, # LEAVES, TOTAL WIDTH
0, ZFOCUS(1)
0, ZFOCUS(2)
0, 0, 16
-10, 10, 32
0, 0, 16
0, 0, 0, 0,
Air
3, 0.05, 0, 0,
Tungsten
*********** start of CM SLABS with identifier Window ***********
14.3, RMAX
Exit Window
2, NSLABS
60.164, ZMIN
0.01016, 0, 0, 0, 8, 0
Mylar
0.5, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
Air
*********************end of all CMs*****************************
:Stop MC Transport Parameter:
#########################
:Start DBS rejection plane:
Use a rejection plane= On
Z(cm) from zero reference plane= 57
:Stop DBS rejection plane:
#########################
:Start BCSE:
Use BCSE= Off
Media to enhance= Copper
Enhancement constant= 100
Enhancement power= 0
Russian Roulette= off
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:Stop BCSE:
#########################

A.3 – BEAMnrc Input Code for Imaging Model
Carbon Target Robar et. al. PLEX
#!GUI1.0
Air
0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, IWATCH ETC.
1000000000, 1, 2, 24, 1, 29, 0, 0, NCASE ETC.
-1, 0, 0.1, 0, 0, 0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, IQIN, ISOURCE + OPTIONS
0, MONOENERGETIC
2.35
0, 0, 0.7, 0.01, 0, 0, , 0 , ECUT,PCUT,IREJCT,ESAVE
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, PHOTON FORCING
1, 6, SCORING INPUT
0,1
0, DOSE COMPONENTS
0.0, Z TO FRONT FACE
*********** start of CM FLATFILT with identifier primcol ***********
5, RMAX
PrimaryCollimation
0, ZMIN
4, NUMBER OF LAYERS
1, 1.6, # CONES, ZTHICK OF LAYER 1
4.6,
4.6,
1, 6, # CONES, ZTHICK OF LAYER 2
0.398925,
1.894893,
1, 1.4, # CONES, ZTHICK OF LAYER 3
4.9,
4.9,
1, 0.0254, # CONES, ZTHICK OF LAYER 4
4.9,
4.9,
0, 0, 0, 0,
VACUUM
0, 0, 0, 2,
Tungsten
0, 0, 0, 0,
VACUUM
0, 0, 0, 0,
Tungsten
0, 0, 0, 0,
VACUUM
0, 0, 0, 0,
VACUUM
0, 0, 0, 3,
Beryllium
0, 0, 0, 3,
Beryllium
*********** start of CM FLATFILT with identifier lowztarg ***********
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5, RMAX
LowZ - Graphite
9.92, ZMIN
1, NUMBER OF LAYERS
1, 0.76, # CONES, ZTHICK OF LAYER 1
5,
5,
0, 0, 0, 4,
Graphite
0, 0, 0, 0,
Air
*********** start of CM SLABS with identifier chamber
5, RMAX
IonChamber
16, NSLABS
14.2, ZMIN
0.629, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
Air
0.013, 0, 0, 0, 5, 0
Kapton
0.229, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
Air
0.005, 0, 0, 0, 5, 0
Kapton
0.234, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
Air
0.005, 0, 0, 0, 5, 0
Kapton
0.229, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
Air
0.013, 0, 0, 0, 5, 0
Kapton
0.229, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
Air
0.005, 0, 0, 0, 5, 0
Kapton
0.234, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
Air
0.005, 0, 0, 0, 5, 0
Kapton
0.229, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
Air
0.013, 0, 0, 0, 5, 0
Kapton
0.629, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
Air
0.0015, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
Copper
*********** start of CM MIRROR with identifier mirror
7.1452, RMAX
Mirror
18.5, 8.5, ZMIN, ZTHICK
4.9941, -7.1452, XFMIN, XBMIN
1, # LAYERS
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***********

***********

0.0088567, thickness of layer 1
0, 0, 0, 6,
Mylar
0, 0, 0, 0,
Air
0, 0, 0, 0,
Air
*********** start of CM JAWS with identifier jaws ***********
11.5, RMAX
Secondary Collimation0
2, # PAIRED BARS OR JAWS
Y
28, 35.8, 2.8, 3.58, -2.8, -3.58,
X
36.7, 44.5, 3.67, 4.45, -3.67, -4.45,
0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 7,
Tungsten
0, 0, 0, 7,
Tungsten
*********** start of CM SLABS with identifier window ***********
14.3, RMAX
Mylar Exit Window
2, NSLABS
57.3, ZMIN
0.01016, 0, 0, 0, 8, 0
Mylar
42.68984, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
Air
*********************end of all CMs*****************************

A.4 – BEAMnrc Input Code for SARRP Model
Sarrp 5x5 mm
#!GUI1.0
Air_ICRU
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 3, 1, IWATCH ETC.
1000000000, 125, 126, 24, 1, 300, 2, 0, NCASE ETC.
-1, 13, 0.28, 0.77, -1, 0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, IQIN, ISOURCE + OPTIONS
0, MONOENERGETIC
0.225
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 10, 0 , ECUT,PCUT,IREJCT,ESAVE
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, PHOTON FORCING
1, 2, SCORING INPUT
1, 1
0.2,
0, DOSE COMPONENTS
-3.0, Z TO FRONT FACE
*********** start of CM XTUBE with identifier Target ***********
5, RMAX
Target
-3.0, 6.0, ZMIN, ZTHICK
20, ANGLE
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1, # LAYERS
0.1, 0
0, 0, 0, 1,
W
0, 0, 0, 0,
VACUUM
0, 0, 0, 2,
Cu
*********** start of CM CONESTAK with
3.0, RMAX
Exit
3, 3, ZMIN, RBN
2, NUMBER OF LAYERS
0.1, 2.051, 2.051,
1.9, 2.051, 2.051,
10, 0, 0, 3, OUTER WALL
Be
0, 0, 0, 3,
Be
10, 0, 0, 4,
Steel
0, 0, 0, 0,
Air_ICRU
10, 0, 0, 4,
Steel
*********** start of CM PYRAMIDS with
3.0, RMAX
Collim1
1, 0, #LAYERS, AIR OUTSIDE
5, 7.5, 1.45, 2.0, -1.45, -2.0, 1.45,
0, 0, 0, 0, ECUT ETC. FOR AIR
10, 10, 0, 5,
Brass_365
*********** start of CM CONESTAK with
2.0, RMAX
Collim2a
7.5, 0, ZMIN, RBN
2, NUMBER OF LAYERS
0.016, 0.25, 0.25,
3.484, 0.25, 0.25,
0, 0, 0, 6,
Cu
10, 10, 0, 7,
Brass_360
0, 0, 0, 0,
Air_ICRU
10, 0, 0, 7,
Brass_360
*********** start of CM CONESTAK with
2, RMAX
Collim2b
11, 1, ZMIN, RBN
1, NUMBER OF LAYERS
1, 0.25, 0.25,

identifier Housing

***********

identifier Collim1

***********

2.0, -1.45, -2.0, 3.0, 3.0,

identifier Collim2a

***********

identifier Collim2b

***********
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10, 0, 0, 7, OUTER WALL
Al_6061
0, 0, 0, 0,
Air_ICRU
0, 0, 0, 7,
Brass_360
*********** start of CM CONESTAK with identifier CollSup3
1.5875, RMAX
CollimSupport3
14.5, 0, ZMIN, RBN
1, NUMBER OF LAYERS
9, 1, 1,
0, 0, 0, 0,
Air_ICRU
10, 0, 0, 8,
Al_6061
*********** start of CM CONESTAK with identifier CollSup4
1.5875, RMAX
CollimSupport4
23.5, 1, ZMIN, RBN
1, NUMBER OF LAYERS
0.5, 0.635, 0.635,
10, 0, 0, 9, OUTER WALL
Al_6061
0, 0, 0, 0,
Air_ICRU
10, 0, 0, 9,
Brass_360
*********** start of CM FLATFILT with identifier Collim3a
1.5875, RMAX
Collim3a
24, ZMIN
4, NUMBER OF LAYERS
2, 0.5, # CONES, ZTHICK OF LAYER 1
0.325, 1,
0.25, 1,
2, 2.04, # CONES, ZTHICK OF LAYER 2
0.325, 1.5,
0.325, 1.5,
2, 0.5, # CONES, ZTHICK OF LAYER 3
0.325, 1.25,
0.325, 1.25,
2, 0.42, # CONES, ZTHICK OF LAYER 4
0.325, 0.8,
0.325, 0.8,
10, 10, 0, 0,
Air_ICRU
10, 10, 0, 10,
Brass_360
10, 10, 0, 10,
Al_6061
0, 0, 0, 0,
Air_ICRU
10, 0, 0, 10,
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***********

***********

***********

Brass_360
10, 0, 0, 0,
Air_ICRU
0, 0, 0, 0,
Air_ICRU
10, 0, 0, 10,
Brass_360
10, 0, 0, 0,
Air_ICRU
0, 0, 0, 0,
Air_ICRU
10, 0, 0, 10,
Brass_360
10, 0, 0, 0,
Air_ICRU
*********** start of CM PYRAMIDS with identifier Collim3b ***********
0.8, RMAX
Collim3b
1, 0, #LAYERS, AIR OUTSIDE
27.46, 30, 0.22, 0.22, -0.22, -0.22, 0.22, 0.22, -0.22, -0.22, 0.8, 0.8,
0, 0, 0, 0, ECUT ETC. FOR AIR
0, 0, 0, 10,
Brass_360
*********************end of all CMs*****************************

A.5 – PEGS4 File for DOSXYZnrc Simulations
MEDIUM=Copper1
,STERNCID=Copper1
MIXT,RHO= 1.7960E+00,NE= 3, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0, IAPRIM=1
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 9.99087E-02,RHOZ= 1.00705E-01
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 4.99578E-02,RHOZ= 7.99295E-01
ASYM=CU,Z=29.,A=
63.540,PZ= 1.57381E-03,RHOZ= 1.00000E-01
MEDIUM=Copper8E2
,STERNCID=Copper8E2
MIXT,RHO= 1.6368E+00,NE= 3, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0, IAPRIM=1
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.02128E-01,RHOZ= 1.02942E-01
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 5.10680E-02,RHOZ= 8.17058E-01
ASYM=CU,Z=29.,A=
63.540,PZ= 1.25905E-03,RHOZ= 8.00000E-02
MEDIUM=Copper5E2
,STERNCID=Copper5E2
MIXT,RHO= 1.3980E+00,NE= 3, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0, IAPRIM=1
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.05458E-01,RHOZ= 1.06299E-01
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 5.27333E-02,RHOZ= 8.43701E-01
ASYM=CU,Z=29.,A=
63.540,PZ= 7.86906E-04,RHOZ= 5.00000E-02
MEDIUM=Copper2E2
,STERNCID=Copper2E2
MIXT,RHO= 1.1592E+00,NE= 3, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0, IAPRIM=1
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.08789E-01,RHOZ= 1.09656E-01
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 5.43985E-02,RHOZ= 8.70344E-01
ASYM=CU,Z=29.,A=
63.540,PZ= 3.14762E-04,RHOZ= 2.00000E-02
MEDIUM=Copper2
,STERNCID=Copper2
MIXT,RHO= 1.0796E+00,NE= 3, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0, IAPRIM=1
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.09899E-01,RHOZ= 1.10775E-01
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ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
ASYM=CU,Z=29.,A=

15.999,PZ= 5.49536E-02,RHOZ= 8.79225E-01
63.540,PZ= 1.57381E-04,RHOZ= 1.00000E-02

MEDIUM=Copper8E3
,STERNCID=Copper8E3
MIXT,RHO= 1.0637E+00,NE= 3, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0, IAPRIM=1
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.10121E-01,RHOZ= 1.10999E-01
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 5.50646E-02,RHOZ= 8.81001E-01
ASYM=CU,Z=29.,A=
63.540,PZ= 1.25905E-04,RHOZ= 8.00000E-03
MEDIUM=Copper5E3
,STERNCID=Copper5E3
MIXT,RHO= 1.0398E+00,NE= 3, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0, IAPRIM=1
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.10455E-01,RHOZ= 1.11335E-01
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 5.52311E-02,RHOZ= 8.83665E-01
ASYM=CU,Z=29.,A=
63.540,PZ= 7.86906E-05,RHOZ= 5.00000E-03
MEDIUM=Copper2E3
,STERNCID=Copper2E3
MIXT,RHO= 1.0159E+00,NE= 3, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0, IAPRIM=1
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.10787E-01,RHOZ= 1.11670E-01
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 5.53977E-02,RHOZ= 8.86330E-01
ASYM=CU,Z=29.,A=
63.540,PZ= 3.14762E-05,RHOZ= 2.00000E-03
MEDIUM=Copper3
,STERNCID=Copper3
MIXT,RHO= 1.0080E+00,NE= 3, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0, IAPRIM=1
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.10898E-01,RHOZ= 1.11782E-01
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 5.54532E-02,RHOZ= 8.87218E-01
ASYM=CU,Z=29.,A=
63.540,PZ= 1.57381E-05,RHOZ= 1.00000E-03
MEDIUM=Copper4
,STERNCID=Copper4
MIXT,RHO= 1.0008E+00,NE= 3, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0, IAPRIM=1
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.10998E-01,RHOZ= 1.11883E-01
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 5.55031E-02,RHOZ= 8.88017E-01
ASYM=CU,Z=29.,A=
63.540,PZ= 1.57381E-06,RHOZ= 1.00000E-04
MEDIUM=Copper5
,STERNCID=Copper5
MIXT,RHO= 1.0001E+00,NE= 3, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0, IAPRIM=1
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.11008E-01,RHOZ= 1.11893E-01
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 5.55081E-02,RHOZ= 8.88097E-01
ASYM=CU,Z=29.,A=
63.540,PZ= 1.57381E-07,RHOZ= 1.00000E-05
MEDIUM=Gold1
,STERNCID=Gold1
MIXT,RHO= 2.8320E+00,NE= 3, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0,
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 9.99087E-02,RHOZ=
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 4.99578E-02,RHOZ=
ASYM=AU,Z=79.,A= 196.987,PZ= 5.07648E-04,RHOZ=

IAPRIM=1
1.00705E-01
7.99295E-01
1.00000E-01

MEDIUM=Gold8E2
,STERNCID=Gold8E2
MIXT,RHO= 2.4656E+00,NE= 3, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0, IAPRIM=1
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.02128E-01,RHOZ= 1.02942E-01
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 5.10680E-02,RHOZ= 8.17058E-01
ASYM=AU,Z=79.,A= 196.987,PZ= 4.06118E-04,RHOZ= 8.00000E-02
MEDIUM=Gold5E2
,STERNCID=Gold5E2
MIXT,RHO= 1.9160E+00,NE= 3, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0, IAPRIM=1
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.05458E-01,RHOZ= 1.06299E-01
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ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
ASYM=AU,Z=79.,A=

15.999,PZ= 5.27333E-02,RHOZ= 8.43701E-01
196.987,PZ= 2.53824E-04,RHOZ= 5.00000E-0

MEDIUM=Gold2E2
,STERNCID=Gold2E2
MIXT,RHO= 1.3664E+00,NE= 3, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0, IAPRIM=1
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.08789E-01,RHOZ= 1.09656E-01
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 5.43985E-02,RHOZ= 8.70344E-01
ASYM=AU,Z=79.,A= 196.987,PZ= 1.01530E-04,RHOZ= 2.00000E-02
MEDIUM=Gold2
,STERNCID=Gold2
MIXT,RHO= 1.1832E+00,NE= 3, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0,
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.09899E-01,RHOZ=
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 5.49536E-02,RHOZ=
ASYM=AU,Z=79.,A= 196.987,PZ= 5.07648E-05,RHOZ=

IAPRIM=1
1.10775E-01
8.79225E-01
1.00000E-02

MEDIUM=Gold8E3
,STERNCID=Gold8E3
MIXT,RHO= 1.1466E+00,NE= 3, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0, IAPRIM=1
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.10121E-01,RHOZ= 1.10999E-01
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 5.50646E-02,RHOZ= 8.81001E-01
ASYM=AU,Z=79.,A= 196.987,PZ= 4.06118E-05,RHOZ= 8.00000E-03
MEDIUM=Gold5E3
,STERNCID=Gold5E3
MIXT,RHO= 1.0916E+00,NE= 3, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0, IAPRIM=1
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.10455E-01,RHOZ= 1.11335E-01
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 5.52311E-02,RHOZ= 8.83665E-01
ASYM=AU,Z=79.,A= 196.987,PZ= 2.53824E-05,RHOZ= 5.00000E-03
MEDIUM=Gold2E3
,STERNCID=Gold2E3
MIXT,RHO= 1.0366E+00,NE= 3, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0, IAPRIM=1
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.10787E-01,RHOZ= 1.11670E-01
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 5.53977E-02,RHOZ= 8.86330E-01
ASYM=AU,Z=79.,A= 196.987,PZ= 1.01530E-05,RHOZ= 2.00000E-03
MEDIUM=Gold3
,STERNCID=Gold3
MIXT,RHO= 1.0183E+00,NE= 3, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0,
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.10898E-01,RHOZ=
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 5.54532E-02,RHOZ=
ASYM=AU,Z=79.,A= 196.987,PZ= 5.07648E-06,RHOZ=

IAPRIM=1
1.11782E-01
8.87218E-01
1.00000E-03

MEDIUM=Gold4
,STERNCID=Gold4
MIXT,RHO= 1.0018E+00,NE= 3, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0,
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.10998E-01,RHOZ=
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 5.55031E-02,RHOZ=
ASYM=AU,Z=79.,A= 196.987,PZ= 5.07648E-07,RHOZ=

IAPRIM=1
1.11883E-01
8.88017E-01
1.00000E-04

MEDIUM=Gold5
,STERNCID=Gold5
MIXT,RHO= 1.0002E+00,NE= 3, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0,
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.11008E-01,RHOZ=
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 5.55081E-02,RHOZ=
ASYM=AU,Z=79.,A= 196.987,PZ= 5.07648E-08,RHOZ=

IAPRIM=1
1.11893E-01
8.88097E-01
1.00000E-05

MEDIUM=Silver1
,STERNCID=Silver1
MIXT,RHO= 1.9490E+00,NE= 3, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0, IAPRIM=1
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 9.99087E-02,RHOZ= 1.00705E-01
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ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
ASYM=AG,Z=47.,A=

15.999,PZ= 4.99578E-02,RHOZ= 7.99295E-01
107.870,PZ= 9.27042E-04,RHOZ= 1.00000E-01

MEDIUM=Silver2
,STERNCID=Silver2
MIXT,RHO= 1.1898E+00,NE= 3, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0, IAPRIM=1
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.09899E-01,RHOZ= 1.10775E-01
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 5.49536E-02,RHOZ= 8.79225E-01
ASYM=AG,Z=47.,A= 107.870,PZ= 9.27042E-05,RHOZ= 1.00000E-02
MEDIUM=Silver3
,STERNCID=Silver3
MIXT,RHO= 1.0095E+00,NE= 3, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0, IAPRIM=1
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.10898E-01,RHOZ= 1.11782E-01
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 5.54532E-02,RHOZ= 8.87218E-01
ASYM=AG,Z=47.,A= 107.870,PZ= 9.27042E-06,RHOZ= 1.00000E-03
MEDIUM=Silver4
,STERNCID=Silver4
MIXT,RHO= 1.0009E+00,NE= 3, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0, IAPRIM=1
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.10998E-01,RHOZ= 1.11883E-01
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 5.55031E-02,RHOZ= 8.88017E-01
ASYM=AG,Z=47.,A= 107.870,PZ= 9.27042E-07,RHOZ= 1.00000E-04
MEDIUM=Gadolinium1
,STERNCID=Gadolinium1
MIXT,RHO= 1.6900E+00,NE= 3, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0, IAPRIM=1
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 9.99087E-02,RHOZ= 1.00705E-01
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 4.99578E-02,RHOZ= 7.99295E-01
ASYM=GD,Z=64.,A= 157.250,PZ= 6.35930E-04,RHOZ= 1.00000E-01
MEDIUM=Gadolinium2
,STERNCID=Gadolinium2
MIXT,RHO= 1.0690E+00,NE= 3, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0, IAPRIM=1
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.09899E-01,RHOZ= 1.10775E-01
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 5.49536E-02,RHOZ= 8.79225E-01
ASYM=GD,Z=64.,A= 157.250,PZ= 6.35930E-05,RHOZ= 1.00000E-02
MEDIUM=Gadolinium3
,STERNCID=Gadolinium3
MIXT,RHO= 1.0069E+00,NE= 3, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0, IAPRIM=1
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.10898E-01,RHOZ= 1.11782E-01
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 5.54532E-02,RHOZ= 8.87218E-01
ASYM=GD,Z=64.,A= 157.250,PZ= 6.35930E-06,RHOZ= 1.00000E-03
MEDIUM=Gadolinium4
,STERNCID=Gadolinium4
MIXT,RHO= 1.0007E+00,NE= 3, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0, IAPRIM=1
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.10998E-01,RHOZ= 1.11883E-01
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 5.55031E-02,RHOZ= 8.88017E-01
ASYM=GD,Z=64.,A= 157.250,PZ= 6.35930E-07,RHOZ= 1.00000E-04

A.6 – DOSXYZnrc Sample Input File
DU PLEX Gold concentrated E-1 in SW from 3cm to 4cm in Z 0.5mm
resoluti#!GUI1.0
3
H2O
Air
Gold1
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0.02, 0.001, 0, 0, 0, 0
-1, -1, -1, 0
-15
0.5, 60
-15
0.5, 60
0
0.05, 160
0, 60, 0, 60, 60, 80, 3,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 180, 0, 0, 0, 1, 10, 100, 57, 0
2, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
/projects/skmartin@colostate.edu/EGSnrcnew/egs_home/dosxyznrc/DU2X.egsphsp1
1665773503, 0, 24, 84, 26, 20, 0, 0, 2, 0, , 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0

A.7 – Silver and Gadolinium Dose Enhancement Factors

Figure A.1 - Dose enhancement evaluation of silver (Z=47) by concentration.

Figure A.2 - Dose enhancement evaluation of gadolinium (Z=64) by concentration.
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A.8 – Maximum DEF for Non-radioactive Metals with Imaging Beam

Figure A.3 – Maximum DEF versus atomic number for all non-radioactive metals with Imaging beam.

A.9 – Silver and Gadolinium DEF with Depth

Figure A.4 - Evaluation of maximum DEF for a silver solution layer (concentration 100 g/kg) at increasing depths
within a water phantom.

Figure A.5 - Evaluation of maximum DEF for a gadolinium solution layer (concentration 100 g/kg) at increasing
depths within a water phantom.
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A.10 – FLURZnrc Sample Input File
TITLE= Gold PLEX
##########################
:start I/O control:
IWATCH= off
STORE INITIAL RANDOM NUMBERS= no
IRESTART= first
STORE DATA ARRAYS= no
PRINT FLUENCE SPECTRA= none
IPRIMARY= electron primaries
SLOTE= 0.0
TOPS OF ENERGY BINS= 0.001, 0.002, 0.003, 0.004, 0.005, 0.006, 0.007,
0.008, 0.009, 0.01, 0.011, 0.012, 0.013, 0.014, 0.015, 0.016, 0.017,
0.018, 0.019, 0.02, 0.021, 0.022, 0.023, 0.024, 0.025, 0.026, 0.027,
0.028, 0.029, 0.03, 6
:stop I/O control:
#########################
##########################
:start Monte Carlo inputs:
NUMBER OF HISTORIES= 1056795026
INITIAL RANDOM NO. SEEDS= 4, 33
MAX CPU HOURS ALLOWED= 24
IFULL= dose and stoppers
STATISTICAL ACCURACY SOUGHT= 0.05
:stop Monte Carlo inputs:
#########################
##########################
:start geometrical inputs:
METHOD OF INPUT= groups
Z OF FRONT FACE= 0
NSLAB= 40, 20, 80
SLAB THICKNESS= 0.05, 0.05, 0.05
RADII= 5, 10, 15
MEDIA= Water, Gold1;
DESCRIPTION BY= planes
MEDNUM= 1, 2, 1
START ZSLAB= 1, 40, 60
STOP ZSLAB= 40, 60, 140
START RING= 1, 1, 1
STOP RING= 3, 3, 3
:stop geometrical inputs:
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#########################
##########################
:start source inputs:
INCIDENT PARTICLE= photon
SOURCE NUMBER= 21
SOURCE OPTIONS= 0, 1, 0, 0
FILSPC= /scratch/summit/skmartin@colostate.edu/PLEX.egsphsp1
:stop source inputs:
#########################
##########################
:start variance reduction:
BREM SPLITTING= off
NUMBER OF BREMS PER EVENT= 1
CHARGED PARTICLE RUSSIAN ROULETTE= off
ELECTRON RANGE REJECTION= off
ESAVEIN= 10000.
PHOTON FORCING= off
START FORCING= 0
STOP FORCING AFTER= 0
:stop variance reduction:
#########################
##########################
:start plot control:
PLOTTING= on
EXTERNAL PLOT TYPE= Point
PLOT RADIAL REGION IX= 1,2,3
PLOT PLANAR REGION IZ= 0
DRAW FLUENCE PLOTS= Primaries
PLOTS FOR ELECTRONS= on
PLOTS FOR POSITRONS= off
PLOTS FOR PHOTONS= off
PLOTS FOR E- AND E+= off
START SPECTRAL PLOT IN REGION= 41
STOP SPECTRAL PLOT IN REGION= 59
:stop plot control:
#########################
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A.11 – Electron Spectra Output for Silver and Gadolinium

Figure A.6 – Silver and gadolinium electron fluence as a function of depth in phantom with metal solution layer at
between 20mm and 30mm.

Figure A.7 - Three photon beam models are used as the input to evaluate electron yield amplification in silver and
gadolinium solution layer.

Figure A.8 – Low energy electron yield (<30 keV) amplification in silver and gadolinium solution layer.
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A.12 – Electron Origin Output for Gold, Silver, Gadolinium
GOLD

Figure A.9 – Gold electron and photon origin tracking with modified DOSXYZnrc code 10 6 histories.
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SILVER

Figure A.10 – Silver electron and photon origin tracking with modified DOSXYZnrc code 10 6 histories.
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GADOLINIUM

Figure A.11 – Gadolinium electron and photon origin tracking with modified DOSXYZnrc code 10 6 histories.
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APPENDIX B

B.1 – Percentage Depth Dose in Tissues with differing Effective Atomic Numbers

Figure B.1 – Percentage depth dose of tissues normalized to Dmax for water.

B.2 – PEGS4 File for Hypoxic Tumor Model Simulations
MEDIUM=LowNormoxic
,STERNCID=LowNormoxic
MIXT,RHO= 1.0002E+00,NE= 3, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0, IAPRIM=1
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.11007E-01,RHOZ= 1.11892E-01
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 5.55076E-02,RHOZ= 8.88089E-01
ASYM=CU,Z=29.,A=
63.540,PZ= 3.10041E-07,RHOZ= 1.97000E-05
MEDIUM=LowHypoxic
,STERNCID=LowHypoxic
MIXT,RHO= 1.0014E+00,NE= 3, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0, IAPRIM=1
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.10989E-01,RHOZ= 1.11874E-01
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 5.54989E-02,RHOZ= 8.87949E-01
ASYM=CU,Z=29.,A=
63.540,PZ= 2.78565E-06,RHOZ= 1.77000E-04
MEDIUM=MedNormoxic
,STERNCID=MedNormoxic
MIXT,RHO= 1.0005E+00,NE= 3, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0, IAPRIM=1
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.11001E-01,RHOZ= 1.11886E-01
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 5.55050E-02,RHOZ= 8.88046E-01
ASYM=CU,Z=29.,A=
63.540,PZ= 1.05760E-06,RHOZ= 6.72000E-05
MEDIUM=MedHypoxic
,STERNCID=MedHypoxic
MIXT,RHO= 1.0048E+00,NE= 3, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0, IAPRIM=1
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.10942E-01,RHOZ= 1.11826E-01
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 5.54751E-02,RHOZ= 8.87569E-01
ASYM=CU,Z=29.,A=
63.540,PZ= 9.52156E-06,RHOZ= 6.05000E-04
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MEDIUM=HighNormoxic
,STERNCID=HighNormoxic
MIXT,RHO= 1.0022E+00,NE= 3, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0, IAPRIM=1
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.10979E-01,RHOZ= 1.11864E-01
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 5.54937E-02,RHOZ= 8.87866E-01
ASYM=CU,Z=29.,A=
63.540,PZ= 4.24929E-06,RHOZ= 2.70000E-04
MEDIUM=HighHypoxic
,STERNCID=HighHypoxic
MIXT,RHO= 1.0193E+00,NE= 3, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0, IAPRIM=1
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.10739E-01,RHOZ= 1.11622E-01
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 5.53738E-02,RHOZ= 8.85948E-01
ASYM=CU,Z=29.,A=
63.540,PZ= 3.82436E-05,RHOZ= 2.43000E-03
MEDIUM=VeryNormoxic
,STERNCID=VeryNormoxic
MIXT,RHO= 1.0108E+00,NE= 3, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0, IAPRIM=1
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.10859E-01,RHOZ= 1.11743E-01
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 5.54338E-02,RHOZ= 8.86907E-01
ASYM=CU,Z=29.,A=
63.540,PZ= 2.12465E-05,RHOZ= 1.35000E-03
MEDIUM=VeryHypoxic
,STERNCID=VeryHypoxic
MIXT,RHO= 1.0967E+00,NE= 3, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0, IAPRIM=1
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.09660E-01,RHOZ= 1.10534E-01
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 5.48343E-02,RHOZ= 8.77316E-01
ASYM=CU,Z=29.,A=
63.540,PZ= 1.91218E-04,RHOZ= 1.21500E-02
MEDIUM=GNPNormoxic
,STERNCID=GNPNormoxic
MIXT,RHO= 1.0247E+00,NE= 3, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0, IAPRIM=1
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.10859E-01,RHOZ= 1.11743E-01
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 5.54338E-02,RHOZ= 8.86907E-01
ASYM=AU,Z=79.,A= 196.987,PZ= 6.85324E-06,RHOZ= 1.35000E-03
MEDIUM=GNPReduced
,STERNCID=GNPReduced
MIXT,RHO= 1.0073E+00,NE= 3, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0, IAPRIM=1
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.10966E-01,RHOZ= 1.11850E-01
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 5.54866E-02,RHOZ= 8.87753E-01
ASYM=AU,Z=79.,A= 196.987,PZ= 2.01566E-06,RHOZ= 3.97059E-04
MEDIUM=CopperMix
,STERNCID=CopperMix
MIXT,RHO= 1.0373E+00,NE= 3, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0, IAPRIM=1
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.10489E-01,RHOZ= 1.11370E-01
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 5.52489E-02,RHOZ= 8.83950E-01
ASYM=CU,Z=29.,A=
63.540,PZ= 7.36544E-05,RHOZ= 4.68000E-03

B.3 – Hypoxic Tumor Model DOSXYZnrc Sample File
SARRP Tumor High Copper RN1#!GUI1.0
4
Water
Air
HighNormoxic
HighHypoxic
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0.001, 0.001, 0, 0, 0, 0
-1, -1, -1, 0
-2.5
0.05, 100
-2.5
0.05, 100
0
0.05, 100
45, 55, 45, 55, 45, 55, 3,
48, 52, 48, 52, 48, 52, 4,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 180, 0, 4, 0, 0, 10, 100, 57, 0
2, 2, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
/scratch/summit/skmartin@colostate.edu/SARX.egsphsp1
2000000000, 0, 24, 86, 28, 20, 0, 0, 0, 0, , 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0

B.4 – Dose Enhancement in Hypoxic Tumor Model with Imaging Beam Spectra

Figure B.2 – Tumor DEF with modified Imaging beam spectra.
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B.5 – Dose Enhancement of Various Tissues with CuATSM High and SARRP

Figure B.3 – DEF with various tissue; CuATSM High with SARRP.

B.6 – Isodose Comparison of Boost Treatments

Figure B.4 – Dose wash comparison at an axial plane for boosted treatments. (A) MV boost. (B) Copper boost. (C)
Ortho boost.
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APPENDIX C

C.1 – Benchmarking Data for Examples
PDB4DNA

Figure C.1 – Total energy deposited from CuATSM High spectra (50/50) 10 8 total histories, forced interaction with
DNA volume. (A) Energy deposited. (B) SSB vs. energy. (C) DSB vs. energy. (D) Complexity of SSB. (E)
Complexity of DSB.
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Figure C.2 – Metal and spectra energy enhancement from CuATSM High spectra (50/50) 10 8 total histories, forced
interaction with DNA volume. (A) Gold vs. copper energy enhancement. (B) Imaging spectra vs. SARRP spectra
energy enhancement.

Figure C.3 – Incident energy effect on energy deposited and strand breaks. (A) Energy deposited. (B) Strand breaks.
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CHEM4

Figure C.4 – Linearity of chemical species yield with energy incident and history number.

Figure C.5 – Time tabulated chemical yield comparison between copper containing cell with equal distribution of
copper in nucleus and cytoplasm (+C) and the no copper case (XC). Copper results in chemical enhancement; the
relative enhancement is consistent across time (red). The maximum chemical yield occurs at 1 ps, therefore,
chemical yields at subsequent time points are reduced compared to the maximum (blue).

C.2 – PEGS4 Data for Electron Spectra
MEDIUM=Nucleus
,STERNCID=Nucleus
MIXT,RHO= 1.0300E+00,NE= 6, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=1, IAPRIM=1
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.05575E-01,RHOZ= 1.06416E-01
ASYM=C ,Z= 6.,A=
12.011,PZ= 7.50969E-03,RHOZ= 9.02000E-02
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ASYM=N
ASYM=O
ASYM=P
ASYM=S

,Z= 7.,A=
,Z= 8.,A=
,Z=15.,A=
,Z=16.,A=

14.007,PZ=
15.999,PZ=
30.974,PZ=
32.064,PZ=

2.29890E-03,RHOZ=
4.63195E-02,RHOZ=
8.52333E-04,RHOZ=
1.15394E-04,RHOZ=

3.22000E-02
7.41084E-01
2.64000E-02
3.70000E-03

MEDIUM=CuNu15
,STERNCID=CuNu15
MIXT,RHO= 1.0329E+00,NE= 7, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0,
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.05537E-01,RHOZ=
ASYM=C ,Z= 6.,A=
12.011,PZ= 7.50698E-03,RHOZ=
ASYM=N ,Z= 7.,A=
14.007,PZ= 2.29807E-03,RHOZ=
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 4.63028E-02,RHOZ=
ASYM=P ,Z=15.,A=
30.974,PZ= 8.52027E-04,RHOZ=
ASYM=S ,Z=16.,A=
32.064,PZ= 1.15353E-04,RHOZ=
ASYM=CU,Z=29.,A=
63.540,PZ= 5.66572E-06,RHOZ=

IAPRIM=1
1.06378E-01
9.01675E-02
3.21884E-02
7.40817E-01
2.63905E-02
3.69867E-03
3.60000E-04

MEDIUM=CuNu30
,STERNCID=CuNu30
MIXT,RHO= 1.0357E+00,NE= 7, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0,
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.05498E-01,RHOZ=
ASYM=C ,Z= 6.,A=
12.011,PZ= 7.50429E-03,RHOZ=
ASYM=N ,Z= 7.,A=
14.007,PZ= 2.29724E-03,RHOZ=
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 4.62861E-02,RHOZ=
ASYM=P ,Z=15.,A=
30.974,PZ= 8.51720E-04,RHOZ=
ASYM=S ,Z=16.,A=
32.064,PZ= 1.15311E-04,RHOZ=
ASYM=CU,Z=29.,A=
63.540,PZ= 1.13314E-05,RHOZ=

IAPRIM=1
1.06339E-01
9.01351E-02
3.21768E-02
7.40550E-01
2.63810E-02
3.69734E-03
7.20000E-04

MEDIUM=CuNu50
,STERNCID=CuNu50
MIXT,RHO= 1.0395E+00,NE= 7, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0,
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.05448E-01,RHOZ=
ASYM=C ,Z= 6.,A=
12.011,PZ= 7.50068E-03,RHOZ=
ASYM=N ,Z= 7.,A=
14.007,PZ= 2.29614E-03,RHOZ=
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 4.62639E-02,RHOZ=
ASYM=P ,Z=15.,A=
30.974,PZ= 8.51310E-04,RHOZ=
ASYM=S ,Z=16.,A=
32.064,PZ= 1.15256E-04,RHOZ=
ASYM=CU,Z=29.,A=
63.540,PZ= 1.88857E-05,RHOZ=

IAPRIM=1
1.06288E-01
9.00918E-02
3.21614E-02
7.40195E-01
2.63683E-02
3.69556E-03
1.20000E-03

MEDIUM=CuNu75
,STERNCID=CuNu75
MIXT,RHO= 1.0443E+00,NE= 7, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0,
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.05384E-01,RHOZ=
ASYM=C ,Z= 6.,A=
12.011,PZ= 7.49617E-03,RHOZ=
ASYM=N ,Z= 7.,A=
14.007,PZ= 2.29476E-03,RHOZ=
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 4.62361E-02,RHOZ=
ASYM=P ,Z=15.,A=
30.974,PZ= 8.50800E-04,RHOZ=
ASYM=S ,Z=16.,A=
32.064,PZ= 1.15187E-04,RHOZ=
ASYM=CU,Z=29.,A=
63.540,PZ= 2.83286E-05,RHOZ=

IAPRIM=1
1.06224E-01
9.00376E-02
3.21420E-02
7.39750E-01
2.63525E-02
3.69334E-03
1.80000E-03

MEDIUM=CuNu85
,STERNCID=CuNu85
MIXT,RHO= 1.0462E+00,NE= 7, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0,
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.05359E-01,RHOZ=
ASYM=C ,Z= 6.,A=
12.011,PZ= 7.49437E-03,RHOZ=
ASYM=N ,Z= 7.,A=
14.007,PZ= 2.29421E-03,RHOZ=
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 4.62250E-02,RHOZ=
ASYM=P ,Z=15.,A=
30.974,PZ= 8.50593E-04,RHOZ=

IAPRIM=1
1.06199E-01
9.00160E-02
3.21343E-02
7.39572E-01
2.63461E-02
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ASYM=S ,Z=16.,A=
ASYM=CU,Z=29.,A=

32.064,PZ= 1.15159E-04,RHOZ= 3.69245E-03
63.540,PZ= 3.21058E-05,RHOZ= 2.04000E-03

MEDIUM=Cytoplasm
,STERNCID=Cytoplasm
MIXT,RHO= 1.0000E+00,NE=13, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0, IAPRIM=1
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.03646E-01,RHOZ= 1.04472E-01
ASYM=C ,Z= 6.,A=
12.011,PZ= 1.93312E-02,RHOZ= 2.32190E-01
ASYM=N ,Z= 7.,A=
14.007,PZ= 1.77629E-03,RHOZ= 2.48800E-02
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 3.93914E-02,RHOZ= 6.30238E-01
ASYM=NA,Z=11.,A=
22.990,PZ= 4.91522E-05,RHOZ= 1.13000E-03
ASYM=MG,Z=12.,A=
24.312,PZ= 5.34715E-06,RHOZ= 1.30000E-04
ASYM=P ,Z=15.,A=
30.974,PZ= 4.29395E-05,RHOZ= 1.33000E-03
ASYM=S ,Z=16.,A=
32.064,PZ= 6.20634E-05,RHOZ= 1.99000E-03
ASYM=CL,Z=17.,A=
35.453,PZ= 3.77965E-05,RHOZ= 1.34000E-03
ASYM=K ,Z=19.,A=
39.102,PZ= 5.08925E-05,RHOZ= 1.99000E-03
ASYM=CA,Z=20.,A=
40.080,PZ= 5.73852E-06,RHOZ= 2.30000E-04
ASYM=FE,Z=26.,A=
55.847,PZ= 8.95303E-07,RHOZ= 5.00000E-05
ASYM=ZN,Z=30.,A=
65.370,PZ= 4.58926E-07,RHOZ= 3.00000E-05
MEDIUM=CuCy15
,STERNCID=CuCy15
MIXT,RHO= 1.0029E+00,NE=14, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0,
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.03608E-01,RHOZ=
ASYM=C ,Z= 6.,A=
12.011,PZ= 1.93242E-02,RHOZ=
ASYM=N ,Z= 7.,A=
14.007,PZ= 1.77565E-03,RHOZ=
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 3.93772E-02,RHOZ=
ASYM=NA,Z=11.,A=
22.990,PZ= 4.91344E-05,RHOZ=
ASYM=MG,Z=12.,A=
24.312,PZ= 5.34510E-06,RHOZ=
ASYM=P ,Z=15.,A=
30.974,PZ= 4.29240E-05,RHOZ=
ASYM=S ,Z=16.,A=
32.064,PZ= 6.20409E-05,RHOZ=
ASYM=CL,Z=17.,A=
35.453,PZ= 3.77830E-05,RHOZ=
ASYM=K ,Z=19.,A=
39.102,PZ= 5.08741E-05,RHOZ=
ASYM=CA,Z=20.,A=
40.080,PZ= 5.73653E-06,RHOZ=
ASYM=FE,Z=26.,A=
55.847,PZ= 8.94945E-07,RHOZ=
ASYM=ZN,Z=30.,A=
65.370,PZ= 4.58773E-07,RHOZ=
ASYM=CU,Z=29.,A=
63.540,PZ= 5.66572E-06,RHOZ=

IAPRIM=1
1.04434E-01
2.32106E-01
2.48710E-02
6.30011E-01
1.12959E-03
1.29950E-04
1.32952E-03
1.98928E-03
1.33952E-03
1.98928E-03
2.29920E-04
4.99800E-05
2.99900E-05
3.60000E-04

MEDIUM=CuCy25
,STERNCID=CuCy25
MIXT,RHO= 1.0050E+00,NE=14, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0,
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.03581E-01,RHOZ=
ASYM=C ,Z= 6.,A=
12.011,PZ= 1.93192E-02,RHOZ=
ASYM=N ,Z= 7.,A=
14.007,PZ= 1.77519E-03,RHOZ=
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 3.93668E-02,RHOZ=
ASYM=NA,Z=11.,A=
22.990,PZ= 4.91218E-05,RHOZ=
ASYM=MG,Z=12.,A=
24.312,PZ= 5.34382E-06,RHOZ=
ASYM=P ,Z=15.,A=
30.974,PZ= 4.29127E-05,RHOZ=
ASYM=S ,Z=16.,A=
32.064,PZ= 6.20247E-05,RHOZ=
ASYM=CL,Z=17.,A=
35.453,PZ= 3.77731E-05,RHOZ=
ASYM=K ,Z=19.,A=
39.102,PZ= 5.08608E-05,RHOZ=
ASYM=CA,Z=20.,A=
40.080,PZ= 5.73495E-06,RHOZ=
ASYM=FE,Z=26.,A=
55.847,PZ= 8.94746E-07,RHOZ=
ASYM=ZN,Z=30.,A=
65.370,PZ= 4.58642E-07,RHOZ=
ASYM=CU,Z=29.,A=
63.540,PZ= 9.77967E-06,RHOZ=

IAPRIM=1
1.04407E-01
2.32046E-01
2.48645E-02
6.29846E-01
1.12930E-03
1.29919E-04
1.32917E-03
1.98876E-03
1.33917E-03
1.98876E-03
2.29857E-04
4.99689E-05
2.99814E-05
6.21400E-04
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MEDIUM=CuCy50
,STERNCID=CuCy50
MIXT,RHO= 1.0095E+00,NE=14, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0,
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.03522E-01,RHOZ=
ASYM=C ,Z= 6.,A=
12.011,PZ= 1.93080E-02,RHOZ=
ASYM=N ,Z= 7.,A=
14.007,PZ= 1.77416E-03,RHOZ=
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 3.93441E-02,RHOZ=
ASYM=NA,Z=11.,A=
22.990,PZ= 4.90931E-05,RHOZ=
ASYM=MG,Z=12.,A=
24.312,PZ= 5.34057E-06,RHOZ=
ASYM=P ,Z=15.,A=
30.974,PZ= 4.28879E-05,RHOZ=
ASYM=S ,Z=16.,A=
32.064,PZ= 6.19888E-05,RHOZ=
ASYM=CL,Z=17.,A=
35.453,PZ= 3.77511E-05,RHOZ=
ASYM=K ,Z=19.,A=
39.102,PZ= 5.08314E-05,RHOZ=
ASYM=CA,Z=20.,A=
40.080,PZ= 5.73154E-06,RHOZ=
ASYM=FE,Z=26.,A=
55.847,PZ= 8.94229E-07,RHOZ=
ASYM=ZN,Z=30.,A=
65.370,PZ= 4.58314E-07,RHOZ=
ASYM=CU,Z=29.,A=
63.540,PZ= 1.88857E-05,RHOZ=

IAPRIM=1
1.04347E-01
2.31911E-01
2.48501E-02
6.29482E-01
1.12864E-03
1.29840E-04
1.32840E-03
1.98761E-03
1.33839E-03
1.98761E-03
2.29720E-04
4.99400E-05
2.99600E-05
1.20000E-03

MEDIUM=CuCy75
,STERNCID=CuCy75
MIXT,RHO= 1.0133E+00,NE=14, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0,
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.03472E-01,RHOZ=
ASYM=C ,Z= 6.,A=
12.011,PZ= 1.92988E-02,RHOZ=
ASYM=N ,Z= 7.,A=
14.007,PZ= 1.77329E-03,RHOZ=
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 3.93253E-02,RHOZ=
ASYM=NA,Z=11.,A=
22.990,PZ= 4.90652E-05,RHOZ=
ASYM=MG,Z=12.,A=
24.312,PZ= 5.34715E-06,RHOZ=
ASYM=P ,Z=15.,A=
30.974,PZ= 4.28749E-05,RHOZ=
ASYM=S ,Z=16.,A=
32.064,PZ= 6.19698E-05,RHOZ=
ASYM=CL,Z=17.,A=
35.453,PZ= 3.77401E-05,RHOZ=
ASYM=K ,Z=19.,A=
39.102,PZ= 5.08158E-05,RHOZ=
ASYM=CA,Z=20.,A=
40.080,PZ= 5.73852E-06,RHOZ=
ASYM=FE,Z=26.,A=
55.847,PZ= 8.93513E-07,RHOZ=
ASYM=ZN,Z=30.,A=
65.370,PZ= 4.57396E-07,RHOZ=
ASYM=CU,Z=29.,A=
63.540,PZ= 2.63613E-05,RHOZ=

IAPRIM=1
1.04297E-01
2.31801E-01
2.48380E-02
6.29182E-01
1.12800E-03
1.30000E-04
1.32800E-03
1.98700E-03
1.33800E-03
1.98700E-03
2.30000E-04
4.99000E-05
2.99000E-05
1.67500E-03

MEDIUM=CuCy85
,STERNCID=CuCy85
MIXT,RHO= 1.0162E+00,NE=14, IUNRST=0, EPSTFL=0,
ASYM=H ,Z= 1.,A=
1.008,PZ= 1.03435E-01,RHOZ=
ASYM=C ,Z= 6.,A=
12.011,PZ= 1.92917E-02,RHOZ=
ASYM=N ,Z= 7.,A=
14.007,PZ= 1.77267E-03,RHOZ=
ASYM=O ,Z= 8.,A=
15.999,PZ= 3.93110E-02,RHOZ=
ASYM=NA,Z=11.,A=
22.990,PZ= 4.90518E-05,RHOZ=
ASYM=MG,Z=12.,A=
24.312,PZ= 5.33605E-06,RHOZ=
ASYM=P ,Z=15.,A=
30.974,PZ= 4.28520E-05,RHOZ=
ASYM=S ,Z=16.,A=
32.064,PZ= 6.19367E-05,RHOZ=
ASYM=CL,Z=17.,A=
35.453,PZ= 3.77195E-05,RHOZ=
ASYM=K ,Z=19.,A=
39.102,PZ= 5.07887E-05,RHOZ=
ASYM=CA,Z=20.,A=
40.080,PZ= 5.72680E-06,RHOZ=
ASYM=FE,Z=26.,A=
55.847,PZ= 8.93513E-07,RHOZ=
ASYM=ZN,Z=30.,A=
65.370,PZ= 4.58008E-07,RHOZ=
ASYM=CU,Z=29.,A=
63.540,PZ= 3.21058E-05,RHOZ=

IAPRIM=1
1.04259E-01
2.31716E-01
2.48292E-02
6.28952E-01
1.12769E-03
1.29730E-04
1.32729E-03
1.98594E-03
1.33727E-03
1.98594E-03
2.29530E-04
4.99000E-05
2.99400E-05
2.04000E-03
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C.3 – Plot of Copper Compartment Concentration with CuATSM

Figure C.6 – Rationale for CuATSM compartment uptake and electron spectra.

C.4 – Example Run File for Microdosimetry
/run/initialize
/tracking/verbose 0
/PDB4DNA/det/loadPDB 1ZBB.pdb
/PDB4DNA/det/buildBoundingV
/PDB4DNA/event/setEnergyThres 8.22 eV #default value: 8.22 eV
/PDB4DNA/event/setDistanceThres 10
#default value: 10
/gun/particle e/run/initialize
/gun/energy 3.5 keV
/run/beamOn 4355531
/run/printProgress 1000
/gun/energy 7.5 keV
/run/beamOn 4530573
/run/printProgress 1000
/gun/energy 12.5 keV
/run/beamOn 4612951
/run/printProgress 1000
...
/gun/energy 212.5 keV
/run/beamOn 27
/run/printProgress 1000
/gun/energy 217.5 keV
/run/beamOn 0
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/run/printProgress 1000
/gun/energy 222.5 keV
/run/beamOn 0
/run/printProgress 1000

C.5 – Example Run File for Chemical Species
/primaryKiller/eLossMax 1 keV
/primaryKiller/eLossMin 20 keV # primary is killed if deposited E is
greater than this value
/gun/particle e/gun/energy
/run/beamOn
/gun/energy
/run/beamOn
/gun/energy
/run/beamOn
...
/gun/energy
/run/beamOn
/gun/energy
/run/beamOn
/gun/energy
/run/beamOn

3.5 keV
871
7.5 keV
906
12.5 keV
923
212.5 keV
0
217.5 keV
0
222.5 keV
0
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

N
𝜇
L, l
𝐾
𝑋
𝑊
e
𝑄
m
ρ
t
𝐿∆ , LET
𝐸∆
LEE
𝐶
D
CPE
kVp
MV
E
Z
eV
𝜏
𝜎
𝜅
𝜎
ℎ
υ
µeff
w
Zeff
ai
fi
𝜓
𝜇
x-ray
γ-ray

Number of particles
Linear attenuation coefficient (cm-1)
Length (m)
Collisional kinetic energy deposited in matter (KERMA)
Exposure (Ckg-1)
Mean energy expended in gas per ion pair formed (J)
Charge of electron (1.602 * 10-19 C)
Total charge (C)
Mass (kg)
Density (gcm-3)
Time (s)
Linear energy transfer
Energy cutoff
Low energy electron
Coulomb
Dose (Gy) (Jkg-1)
Charged particle equilibrium
Peak kilovoltage
Megavoltage
Energy (J, eV)
Atomic number
Electronvolt
Photoelectric cross-section
Compton cross-section
Pair-production cross-section
Rayleigh cross-section
Planck’s constant (6.63 * 10-34 m2kgs-1)
Frequency (Hz)
Effective linear attenuation coefficient
Weighting factor
Effective atomic number
Fraction of electrons present in the mixture that belong to atoms with
atomic number i
Weight fraction of element i
Energy fluence (Jm-2)
Energy absorption coefficient (cm-1)
Energy range of electromagnetic radiation
Gamma: energy range of electromagnetic radiation
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δ-ray
r
A
Ω
sr
Ci
K-edge
L-edge
K-shell
L-shell
RBE
linac
MLC
PDD
EMRT
IMRT
HIG-IMRT
SSD
Dmax
AAA
DVH
CBCT
DICOM
GTV
PTV
HTV
TCP
NTCP
CT
PET
MRI
SmART
VTH
SARRP
Imaging
Trilogy
TPS
SmART-ATP
MC
EGS
C++
MORTRAN

Secondary electron with enough energy to produce further ionization
Radius
Area
Solid Angle
Sterradian
Curie, unit for radioactivity
Binding energy of the K-shell electron
Binding energy of the L-shell electron
Principle atom electron shell
Secondary atom electron shell
Relative biological effectiveness
Linear accelerator
Multi-leaf collimator
Percentage depth dose
Energy modulated radiation therapy
Intensity modulated radiation therapy
Hypoxia image guided intensity modulated radiation therapy
Source surface distance
Depth of maximum dose
The Analytical Anisotropic Algorithm
Dose volume histogram
Cone-beam computed tomography
Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine
Gross tumor volume
Planning target volume
Hypoxic tumor volume
Tumor control probability
Non-target control probability
Computed tomography
Positron-emission tomography
Magnetic resonance imaging
Small Animal Radiation Therapy platform
Colorado State University Veterinary Teaching Hospital
Small Animal Radiation Research Platform
Megavoltage carbon-target imaging linac from Dalhousie University
Varian Trilogy linac
Treatment planning system
SmART-Advanced Treatment Planning system
Monte Carlo
Electron gamma shower Monte Carlo code
Programming code
More formula translation (FORTRAN) programming code
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Geant4
G4DNA
CuATSM
GNP
SLAC
PEGS4
CM
BEAMnrc
BEAMdp
DOSXYZnrc
FLURZnrc
HU
addphsp
ECUT
PCUT
DEF
DEFmacro
mDEF, DEFmicro
G4DNA
G
dep
ICRP
ICRU
SSBEF
DSBEF
CEF
TCEF
EEF
XC
NXC
HXC
H+C
N+C
50/50
ANOVA
Tukey HSD
Paired-TTest
α
OSA
ppm
DMSO

Geometry and Tracking Monte Carlo code
Geant4 – DNA low energy package
Copper diactyl-bis N4-methylthiosemicarbazone
Gold nanoparticle
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
EGSnrc program for creating materials
Component module
EGSnrc utility for linac modeling
BEAMnrc utility for spectral data
EGSnrc utility for dosimetric evaluation in rectilinear phantom
EGSnrc utility for fluence evaluation in cylindrical phantom
Hounsfield unit
EGSnrc utility for combining phase spaces
EGSnrc energy cutoff for electrons
EGSnrc energy cutoff for photons
Dose enhancement factor
Macroscopic dose enhancement factor
Microscopic dose enhancement factor
Low energy extension to Geant4
Radiochemical yield
Deposited
International Commission on Radiological Protection
International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements
Single-strand break enhancement factor
Double-strand break enhancement factor
Individual chemical species enhancement factor
Total chemical yield enhancement factor
Energy enhancement factor
Zero copper added
Zero copper added, normoxic
Zero copper added, hypoxic
Copper added, hypoxic
Copper added, normoxic
50% distribution of CuATSM in nucleus and 50% in cytoplasm
Analysis of variance
Honestly significant difference, post-hoc statistical test
Statistic to determine whether the mean difference between two sets of
observations is zero
Statistical significance level, the probability of making a Type I error
Osteosarcoma
Parts-per-million
Dimethyl sulfoxide
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CuCl2
SSB
DSB
CHO
ROS
p53
mmHg
HIF
PHP
EMT
VEGF
in vivo
in vitro
DNA
EGFR-ras
ECM
FDA
NAD
F18
MISO
FAZA
64
Cu
Tris-HCL
TAE
OD
bp
PE
SF
M
GIV
α-MEM
FBS
Anti-Anti
PBS
Trypsin-EDTA
n
(v/v)
𝑒
𝐻●
𝐻
●𝑂𝐻
𝐻𝑂

Copper chloride
Single-strand break
Double-strand break
Chinese hamster ovary cell line
Reactive oxygen species
Tumor suppressor gene
Millimeter of mercury
Hypoxia inducible factor
Prolyl hydroxylase enzyme
Epithelial-mesenchymal transition
Vasculature endothelial growth factor
Performed or taking place in a living organism
Biological molecules outside normal biological context
Deoxyribonucleic acid
Epidermal growth factor receptor
Extracellular matrix
US Food and Drug Administration
Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide coenzymes
Fluorine 18 (PET radionuclide)
18
F-Fluoromisonidazole
18
F - Fluoroazomycin arabinoside
Copper 64 (PET radionuclide / radiotheranostic)
Buffer, Tris (hydroxymethyl) aminomethane (THAM) hydrochloride
Buffer, a mixture of Tris base, acetic acid and EDTA
Optical density
Base pair
Plating efficiency
Surviving fraction
Molarity
Growth inhibition value
Growth media
Fetal bovine serum
Antimycotic & Antibiotic
Phosphate buffered saline
Protease + chelating agent for cell detachment
Growth rate
Volume per volume
Aqueous electron
Atomic hydrogen
Molecular hydrogen
Hydroxyl radical
Hydronium
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𝐻𝑂
𝑂𝐻
𝐵𝐼𝑀

Hydrogen peroxide
Hydroxyl ion
Biologically important molecule
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